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JURISDICTION 
Appellee Souper Salad, Inc. (''Souper Salad'') agrees with the jurisdictional 
statement of Plaintiff/Appellant Robert Longuevan ("Longuevan"). 
ISSUE ON APPEAL 
Was the District Court correct to dismiss Longuevan's claims where the federal 
bankruptcy court ''permanently enjoin[ed]" all claims of any kind against Souper Salad, 
the injunction is ''binding" on ''any Creditor" unless it is modified, and the bankruptcy 
court expressly retained ''exclusive jurisdiction" to ''determine any and all adversary 
proceedings, motions, applications, and contested or litigated matters arising out of, 
under, or related to, the Bankruptcy Case"? 
DETERMINATIVE AUTHORITIES 
1. 11 U.S.C.A. § 524(a) (1988): 
A discharge in a case under this title— 
(2) operates as an injunction against the commencement or continuation of 
an action, the employment of process, or an act, to collect, recover or offset any 
such debt as a personal liability of the debtor, whether or not discharge of such 
debt is waived. . . . 
2. 11 U.S.C.A. § 524(e) (1988): 
Except as provided in subsection (a)(3) of this section, discharge of a debt 
of the debtor does not affect the liability of any other entity on, or the property of 
any other entity for, such debt. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Souper Salad agrees with Longuevan's "Statement of Relevant Facts on Appeal," 
which are to a large extent simply copied from Souper Salad's Memorandum in Support 
of Motion to Dismiss. See Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss at 2-3 (R. 32-
33). Souper Salad adds the following facts: 
1. Souper Salad's Chapter 11 Plan became effective November 14, 2005. 
Notice of Effective Date (R. 121) (Attached as addendum A-l). 
2. The first notice Souper Salad received from Longuevan regarding his claim 
was when it received Longuevan's Complaint, which was filed January 18, 2008 with the 
Third District Court. See Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss at 3 n.l (R. 33). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
Even if Longuevan's legal arguments have merit, the discharge injunction in the 
bankruptcy court's Confirmation Order is still binding on Longuevan, unless and until he 
can get relief from that Order. The only court that can grant such relief is the bankruptcy 
court. Souper Salad does not dispute that bankruptcy law might allow Longuevan to 
proceed "nominally" against Souper Salad, but effectively against its insurer. However, 
the only court with jurisdiction to make that decision is the bankruptcy court. 
Utah Code Ann. § 31A-22-201 applies only where a plaintiff has received a 
judgment prior to the defendant's bankruptcy, and has attempted but failed to execute on 
the judgment due to the bankruptcy. This statute does not permit a claimant to sidestep 
the bankruptcy court's exclusive jurisdiction over all matters related to the post-discharge 
injunction. 
vi 
ARGUMENT 
L LONGUEVAN MUST SEEK RELIEF FROM THE BANKRUPTCY 
COURT. 
Regardless of the merits of Longuevan's legal arguments, he has not followed the 
correct procedure for initiating his lawsuit against Souper Salad. Due to the 
unambiguous language of the discharge injunction in the Confirmation Order, and the 
bankruptcy court's reservation of exclusive jurisdiction over all matters related to the 
injunction, Longuevan must first seek relief from the bankruptcy court before attempting 
to proceed with his lawsuit against Souper Salad or its insurer. 
A. The Injunction Encompasses Longuevan's Claim. 
Longuevan is enjoined from pursing the claims in his complaint. On October 31, 
2005, the Bankruptcy Court confirmed Souper Salad's Chapter 11 Plan for 
Reorganization. See Order Confirming Souper Salad, Inc's First Amended Plan of 
Reorganization (the "Confirmation Order") (attached as addendum A-2). The 
Confirmation Order provides the following: 
[T]he Confirmation of the Plan shall . . . discharge the Debtor and its 
property and assets from all claims that existed or arose before the 
Confirmation Date and extinguish completely all liabilities in respect of any 
Claim or other obligation or Equity Interest, whether reduced to judgment 
or not, liquidated or unliquidated, contingent or non-contingent, asserted or 
unasserted, fixed or not, matured or unmatured, disputed or undisputed, 
legal or equitable, known or unknown, that existed or arose from any 
agreement of the Debtor entered into or obligation of the Debtor incurred 
before the Confirmation Date, or from any conduct of the Debtor prior to 
the Confirmation Date, or that otherwise existed or arose prior to the 
Confirmation Date . . . . 
Confirmation Order at 16 (R. 53). The Confirmation Order also provides the following: 
1 
[Tjhis Order shall and shall be deemed to permanently enjoin on and after 
the Effective Date, all Persons that have held, currently hold or may hold a 
Claim against, or be owed obligations by, the Debtor or the Estate or any 
Representative of the Debtor or the Estate, or who have held, currently hold 
or may hold an Equity Interest in the Debtor, from taking any of the 
following actions on account of such Claim or Equity Interest: (1) 
commencing, conducting, or continuing in any manner, directly or 
indirectly, any suit, action or other proceeding of any kind against the 
Debtor, the Estate, or any of their respective Affiliates or Representatives . . 
Confirmation Order at 17 (R. 54). The Order "extinguished] completely" and 
permanently enjoins all Persons that have held, currently hold, or may hold a Claim 
against Souper Salad from pursuing such claims. See id. at 16-17. 
Longuevan has not attempted to argue that the broad and plain language of the 
injunction does not encompass his claim. Longuevan has not cited—and the injunction 
does not contain—a single provision stating that claims against Souper Salad's insurer 
are permitted. The injunction does not allow for suits only "nominally" against Souper 
Salad; it bars all claims of any kind against Souper Salad. Longuevan wishes to be 
excepted from the discharge injunction because he seeks recovery only against Souper 
Salad's insurer. However, only the bankruptcy court can pass on the merits of his legal 
arguments, decide whether they apply given the totality of circumstances in this 
particular bankruptcy, and relieve Longuevan from the unambiguous terms of its 
injunction. 
B, The Injunction Is Binding on Longuevan. 
Longuevan argues that, due to his reading of federal bankruptcy law, his claim 
against Souper Salad's insurer is not barred by the discharge injunction, despite the plain 
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language of the injunction. The discharge injunction is binding on Longuevan regardless 
of his legal arguments: ''Binding Effect. The Plan, its provisions and this Order shall be, 
and hereby are, binding upon . . . any Creditor . . . whether or not the Claim or interest of 
such creditor... is impaired under the Plan . . . ." Confirmation Order at 15 (emphasis 
added) (R. 52).] '"Impaired" means a claim that is ''impaired within the meaning of 
section 1124 of the Bankruptcy Code." Id. at A-6 (R. 115). The Bankruptcy Code 
provides that: 
a class of claims or interests is impaired under a plan unless, with respect to 
each claim or interest of such class, the plan— 
(1) leaves unaltered the legal, equitable, and contractual rights to which 
such claim or interest entitles the holder of such claim or interest.... 
11 U.S.C.A § 1124. In other words, under the plan of reorganization adopted by the 
Confirmation Order, unsecured claims such as Longuevan" s claim must be treated the 
same way, unless the plan 'leaves unaltered" Longuevan's claim. Id. In this case, as 
with all such bankruptcies, the plan directly addresses "unsecured claims" such as 
Longuevan's and does not create any exception for Longuevan's claim, or provide that 
claims only nominally against Souper Salad may proceed. The Confirmation Order 
provides that all claims of any kind against Souper Salad are enjoined. 
Longuevan is clearly in the same class as other unsecured creditors with claims 
against Souper Salad. As a matter of law, all of these unsecured claims must all be 
treated the same way, and they were all addressed in the bankruptcy. According to the 
1
 This provision mirrors the language of the Bankruptcy Code, which provides in 
pertinent part: ''[T]he provisions of a confirmed plan bind . . . any creditor . .. whether or 
not the claim or interest of such creditor . . . is impaired under the plan." U.S. 
Bankruptcy Code § 1141(a). 
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terms of the discharge injunction, the Plan and the injunction are "binding upon . . . any 
Creditor," regardless of Longuevan's arguments that his claim should be treated 
differently than other members of the same creditor class. (R. 52) (emphasis added). 
Longuevan's only option at this point is to obtain relief from the bankruptcy court. 
C. The Bankruptcy Court has Exclusive Jurisdiction Over Longuevan's 
Effort to Except His Claim from the Injunction. 
The Confirmation Order is final unless the bankruptcy court modifies it to allow 
Longuevan's claim. u[W]here the judgment or decree of the Federal court determines a 
right under a Federal statute, that decision is final until reversed in an appellate court, or 
modified or set aside in the court of its rendition." Stoll v. Gottlieb, 305 U.S. 165, 170 
(1938) (internal quotation omitted). ;;An arrangement confirmed by a bankruptcy court 
has the effect of a judgment entered by a federal district court . . . [and] is final for 
purposes of res judicata until reversed on appeal or modified or set aside in the court of 
rendition'' Press Pub., Ltd. v. Matol Botanical Intern., Ltd.. 2001 UT 106, \ 24, 37 P.3d 
1121 (Utah 2001) (internal quotation omitted) (emphasis added); Copper State Thrift and 
Loan v. Bruno, 735 P.2d 387, 390 (Utah Ct. App. 1987) (analyzing finality of federal 
court ruling in light of res judicata arguments) (citations omitted). 
This rule derives ultimately from the Supremacy Clause of the United States 
Constitution. As a New York state court explained in a different but analogous case: 
Federal law grants the Bankruptcy Court the power to "issue any order, 
process, or judgment that is necessary or appropriate to cany7 out the 
provisions of [the Bankruptcy Code]/' The intent of the Bankruptcy Court 
order is clear on its face and this court, under the Supremacy Clause, may 
not supplant its own interpretation for same. Since this court did not issue 
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the order in question, this court is similarly not the proper venue to question 
that order. 
Berry v. Rampersad, 2008 N.Y. Slip Op. 28386, 2008 WL 4531494, *4 (Oct. 2, 2008 
N.Y. Sup.) (slip op.) (attached as addendum A-3). 
[T]he ultimate determination of whether the automatic stay applies to a 
non-bankruptcy action lies with the bankruptcy court, which originally 
issued the injunction. Granting to the bankruptcy court the final say as to 
whether the automatic stay applies to an action pending in another court is 
also consistent with the bankruptcy court's power to enforce its own 
injunctions under the Supremacy Clause. 
In re Pitts, No. 808-74860-reg., 2009 WL 4807615, *4 (Dec. 8, 2009, Bankr. E.D.N.Y.) 
(mem. decision) (attached as addendum A-4). In summary, federal bankruptcy courts 
have exclusive jurisdiction over bankruptcy matters. They use this jurisdiction to 
automatically stay all claims and actions against debtors in bankruptcy. When a 
bankruptcy is finalized and debts are discharged, the automatic stay is converted to a 
post-discharge injunction that permanently bars all uprepetition" claims, i.e., claims 
against the debtor that arose prior to filing the bankruptcy petition. Federal courts have 
exclusive jurisdiction over these injunctions. 
The bankruptcy court explicitly retained exclusive jurisdiction—again, using the 
broadest possible terms—over all aspects of the bankruptcy plan. Specifically, court 
ordered: 
XIL RETENTION OF JURISDICTION 
Under sections 105(a)** and 1142° of the Bankruptcy Code, and 
notwithstanding entry of the Confirmation Order and occurrences of the 
2
 Section 105(a) of the Bankruptcy Code provides: 
The court may issue any order, process, or judgment that is necessary or 
appropriate to carry out the provisions of this title. No provision of this title 
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Effective Date, the Bankruptcy Court shall retain exclusive jurisdiction over 
all matters arising out of, and related to, the Bankruptcy Case and this Plan 
to the fullest extent permitted by law, including, among other things, 
jurisdiction to: 
1. Allow, disallow, determine, liquidate, classify, estimate or establish 
the priority o[fj secured or unsecured status of any Claim . . . ; 
5. Hear and determine any and all adversary proceedings, motions, 
applications, and contested or litigated matters arising out of, under, or 
related to, the Bankruptcy Case] 
6. Enter such orders as may be necessary or appropriate to execute, 
implement, or consummate the provisions of this Plan and all contracts, 
instruments, releases and other agreements or documents created in 
connection with this Plan, the Disclosure Statement or the Confirmation 
Order; 
7. Hear and determine disputes arising in connection with the 
interpretation, implementation, consummation or enforcement of this 
Plan, including disputes arising under agreements, document or 
instruments executed in connection with this Plan . . . ; 
8. Consider any modifications of this Plan, cure any defect or 
omission, or reconcile any inconsistency in any order of the Bankruptcy 
Court, including, without limitation, the Confirmation Order . . . . 
First Amended Plan of Reorganization of Souper Salad, Inc., as Modified at 22-23 (R. 
101-102) (emphasis added) (Attached as Addendum A-5). The bankruptcy court thus 
providing for the raising of an issue by a party in interest shall be construed 
to preclude the court from, sua sponte, taking any action or making any 
determination necessary or appropriate to enforce or implement court 
orders or rules, or to prevent an abuse of process. 
J
 Section 1142 of the Bankruptcy Code provides: 
(a) Notwithstanding any otherwise applicable nonbankruptcy law, rule, or 
regulation relating to financial condition, the debtor and any entity 
organized or to be organized for the purpose of carrying out the plan shall 
carry out the plan and shall comply with any oiders of the court. 
(b) The court may direct the debtor and any other necessary party to 
execute or deliver or to join in the execution or delivery of any instrument 
required to effect a transfer of property dealt with by a confirmed plan, and 
to perform any other act, including the satisfaction of any lien, that is 
necessary for the consummation of the plan. 
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reserved to itself—again in the broadest, least ambiguous language possible—the 
exclusive jurisdiction to hear the very arguments that Longuevan has made to this Court 
and the court below. 
In granting Souper Salad's motion, the District Court honored the federal 
bankruptcy court's reservation of exclusive jurisdiction. This Court should do the same. 
This would not necessarily permanently foreclose Longuevan's claim against Souper 
Salad's insurer, but it would require Longuevan to make his arguments to the one court in 
the land with jurisdiction over Souper Salad's bankruptcy: the United States Bankruptcy 
Court for the District of Arizona. 
D. The Law Cited Bv Longuevan Does Not Allow Utah State Courts to 
Exempt Longuevan from the Discharge Injunction. 
Longuevan cites numerous federal cases to support his argument that federal case 
law should be applied to exempt him from the discharge injunction. Souper Salad will 
not dispute that case law in this forum, because this is not the proper court to pass 
judgment on whether Longuevan may be legally excepted from the federal bankruptcy 
court's injunction. The federal bankruptcy court may or may not find that case law-
persuasive or controlling. It may find that, despite Longuevan's arguments, the particular 
circumstances of Souper Salad's bankruptcy—which was confirmed approximately four 
and a half years ago—are such that allowing Longuevan to proceed with his lawsuit 
would be improper. What is clear is that only the federal bankruptcy court which issued 
the injunction should be able to lift the injunction as to Longuevan. 
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Longuevan primarily relies on the Seventh Circuit4 case of In re Hendrix, 986 
F.2d 195 (7th Cir. 1993) to support his position. He quotes Judge Posnef s analysis at 
length.5 Regardless of how well-reasoned that law may be, and this Court's competence 
to interpret it, the fact is that only the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of 
Arizona has the jurisdiction necessary to grant Longuevan relief from the discharge 
injunction. See First Amended Plan of Reorganization of Souper Salad, Inc., as Modified 
at 22-23 (R. 101-102). 
As Longuevan has noted, this case is not the first time this issue has arisen. The 
proper way that claimants seek relief from discharge injunctions is to take their legal 
arguments to the bankruptcy court that issued the injunction. ';If a state court, by the 
effect of its orders, "modifies" the automatic stay within the meaning of [11 U.S.C.A.] § 
Longuevan erroneously cited Hendrix as a decision of the United States Court of 
Appeals for the Sixth Circuit. It is actually a decision of the Seventh Circuit. This 
distinction is important because there is conflicting law from the Sixth Circuit. The case 
of In re White Motor Credit, 761 F.2d 270 (6th Cir. 1985) held that a bankruptcy 
discharge precluded the plaintiff from pursuing his personal injury claim, even though he 
was only seeking recovery against the debtor's insurers. The court stated: 
White also argues that the District Court order permits personal injury 
actions with respect to which no claim w^ as filed in the bankruptcy 
proceedings to continue to judgment against White and collection of such 
judgment against White's insurers. We agree with White that this is error. 
All pre-petition claims and post-petition claims against White wrhich have 
not been filed with the Bankruptcy Court are barred by the statute and the 
orders of the lower courts. 
White Motor Credit, 761 F.2d at 274-75. 
5
 While Longuevan argues that Judge Posner umay well be the smartest judge in the 
world," it is generally agreed that the judges of this Court are even smarter. 
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362(d), then such state court interferes with the bankruptcy court's power to enforce 
and/or modify its own injunction protecting its exclusive jurisdiction." In re Mid-City 
Parking, Inc., 332 B.R. 798, 804 (Bankr. N.D. 111. 2005) (citations omitted). In Hendrix, 
which is the key case upon which Longuevan relies, the plaintiff "filed a motion to 
reopen the bankruptcy proceeding. The motion asked the bankruptcy judge to modify 
Hendrix's discharge so that they could ask the Indiana state court to reopen their suit for 
the purpose of proceeding against Hendrix's insurer." In re Hendrix, 986 F.2d 195, 196 
(7th Cir. 1993). Judge Posner would agree that this is exactly what Longuevan must do in 
this case. As another example, the claimants in the case of Matter of Walker sought the 
right to recover from Utah's Real Estate Recovery Fund for a discharged claim against a 
debtor. They filed a motion with the bankruptcy court for relief from the injunction 
against continuing or commencing actions related to discharged debts. 927 F.2d 1138, 
1140 (10th Cir. 1991). See also In re Pettibone Corp., 156 B.R. 220, 234 (Bankr. N.D. 
111. 1990) (holding, where plaintiff filed motion in bankruptcy court to modify injunction 
based on § 524 of bankruptcy code, plaintiff could proceed with personal injury action 
nominally against debtor but effectively only against debtor's insurer). 
Honoring the bankruptcy court's reservation of exclusive jurisdiction is not simply 
some empty procedural exercise. It is worth considering the reasons wrhy it makes sense 
to require Longuevan to go back to the bankruptcy court for relief from the discharge 
injunction. First is the basic rale that courts that should not attempt to undo prohibitive 
611 U.S.C.A § 362 is the statutory provision for the automatic stay in bankruptcy. Upon 
confirmation of the bankruptcy plan, the automatic stay is converted to a post-discharge 
injunction pursuant to 11 U.S.C.A § 524. 
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injunctions issued by sister courts or higher courts. Second, neither the District Court 
below nor this Court is equipped with any of the details about this bankruptcy that would 
afford a meaningful analysis of whether, in light of applicable bankruptcy law and the 
facts of this particular bankruptcy, Longuevan should be permitted to proceed with his 
lawsuit. 
Third, the District Court below did not elicit argument about bankruptcy law, and 
did not rely on bankruptcy law7 in granting Souper Salad's motion. Instead, its dismissal 
quoted the language of the discharge injunction only. See Minute Entry Ruling dated 
3/16/09 (R. 149) (attached as Addendum A-6). However, despite Longuevan's legal 
arguments, it is not a foregone conclusion that the Bankruptcy Court will grant 
Longuevan permission to proceed. Even federal courts that agree with the reasoning in 
Hendrix recognize that in some cases creditors are not granted permission to proceed 
against a debtor's insurer. See Fisher v. Apostolou, 155 F.3d 876, 883 (7 Cir 1998) 
(emphasizing that the freedom to pursue an action against debtor's insurer is not granted 
in all cases). It is possible that the bankruptcy court in this case will decide that 
Longuevan should not be allowed to proceed with his claim, given the passage of two and 
a half years between the bankruptcy filing and Longuevan filing his complaint. See In re 
Walker, 927 F.2d 1138,1143 (10th Cir. 1991) (analyzing whether the debtor would be 
prejudiced by allowing the plaintiff to pursue claim by considering the one year length of 
time that had passed since bankruptcy injunction). 
The bankruptcy courts also analyze the burden on the debtor of participating in the 
litigation. In this case, even though Longuevan seeks recovery against Souper Salad's 
10 
insurer only, Souper Salad still must participate in the litigation and support its defense. 
This imposes unavoidable burdens and costs on Souper Salad arising from a pre-
bankruptcy claim, which is precisely what bankruptcy was designed to prevent. 
Generally, the more significant the burden on the debtor, the less likely the bankruptcy 
court will be to permit the claim against the debtor's insurer to proceed. See In re A.H. 
Robbins Co., 828 F.2d 1023 (4th Cir. 1987) (refusing to lift stay of actions against debtor 
even where plaintiff sought recovery only against debtor's insurer, because debtor would 
have to participate in its defense, imposing burdens on reorganized company that 
bankruptcy was supposed to prevent); In re Kaiser Aluminum Corp., Inc., 315 B.R. 655 
(D. Del. 2004) (finding that declaratory judgment action brought ostensibly only against 
debtor's insurer was subject to stay because the debtor was the real party in interest). 
The bankruptcy court will also have to analyze whether, in light of the law and the 
totality of the circumstances unique to this particular bankruptcy decision (such as other 
prejudice to Souper Salad), Longuevan should be allowed to proceed against Souper 
Salad's insurer. See In re Rodgers, 266 B.R. 834, 837 (Bankr. W.D. Tenn. 2001) 
(analyzing whether '"good cause exists under a totality of the circumstances'' to grant 
personal injury plaintiffs motion to reopen the bankruptcy case and allow a modification 
of the § 524(a) injunction so that plaintiff could proceed against debtor's insurer). That is 
a critical analysis, and it can only be undertaken only by the court that issued the 
injunction. As the record indicates, these issues were not analyzed below. Nor should 
they have been, because they are properly addressed by the bankruptcy court that issued 
the injunction Longuevan seeks to avoid. 
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In sum, neither the District Court nor this Court has the legal authoritv to disregard 
terms of the injunction, the '"binding effect" provision, and the '"exclusive jurisdiction" 
provision of the bankruptcy court's order. That is why District Court dismissed 
Longuevan"s complaint. The complaint was not dismissed with prejudice, however. See 
Minute Entry Ruling dated 3/16/09 (R. 149-50). Longuevan may—and. if he wants to 
proceed with this action against Souper Salad or its insurer, must—go to the federal 
bankruptcy court and ask for relief from the injunction. If, and only if, the federal 
bankruptcy court grants Longuevan his requested relief, then he may proceed. 
II. UTAH CODE § 31A-22-201 DOES NOT ALLOW A UTAH COURT TO 
IGNORE OR MODIFY THE BANKRUPTCY COURT'S ORDER. 
Longuevan argues that section 31A-22-201 of the Utah Code '"supports allowing 
Longuevan to proceed against Souper Salad," but this argument is directly refuted by the 
language of the statute and the case law interpreting it. The statute requires insurance 
policies to allow direct action against a tortfeasor's insurer if. and only if, the claimant 
already has a judgment and has tried and failed to execute that judgment against the 
insured. Utah Code Ann. § 31A-22-201 (requiring that execution must be '"returned 
unsatisfied** before any action can be maintained against an insurer); Davis County v. 
Progressive Northwestern Ins. Co.. 2008 UT App 414, ffij 7-9, 197 P.3d 669. 
In other words, this statute would support Longuevan*s position if, for example, 
Souper Salad had declared bankruptcy after Longuevan had sued Souper Salad and 
obtained a judgment. In that situation, Longuevan could name Souper Salad* s insurer as 
a direct defendant to recover insurance proceeds. That is not this case. Here. Longuevan 
12 
has not yet obtained permission from the Bankruptcy Court to file his lawsuit. If and 
when he does, and he obtains a favorable verdict, then he can invoke section 31 A-22-201 
to execute that judgment against Souper Salad's insurer. The Utah Code does not permit 
Longuevan to side-step the bankruptcy court injunction. 
CONCLUSION 
Longuevan is seeking an exemption or modification of the bankruptcy court 
discharge injunction. The only court in the land that has the authority to exempt 
Longuevan from the unequivocal language of the injunction is the court that issued the 
injunction. Only the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Arizona can 
decide whether, in light of the totality of circumstances involved with this particular 
bankruptcy, Longuevan should receive the exemption he seeks. 
DATED this ^ d a y of April, 2010. 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
David F. Mull 
Nathan R. Skeen 
Attorneys for Appellee 
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ADDENDUM 
1. Notice of Effective Date (R. 121-22) 
2. Order Confirming Souper Salad, Inc.'s First Amended Plan of Reorganization (R. 
38-73) 
3. Berry v. Rampersad, 2008 N.Y. Slip Op. 28386, 2008 WL 4531494, *4 (Oct. 2, 
2008 N.Y. Sup.) (slip op.) 
4. In re Pitts, No. 808-74860-reg., 2009 WL 4807615, *4 (mem. decision) (Dec. 8, 
2009, Bankr. E.D.N.Y., 2009) 
5. First Amended Plan of Reorganization of Souper Salad, Inc., as Modified (R. 74-
119) 
6. Minute Entry Ruling dated 3/16/09 (R. 149-50) 
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Attorneys for Soupcr Salad, Inc. 
Debtor in Possession 
IT IS HEREB iDJUDGED 
and DECREED this is SO 
ORDERED. 
Dated: October 31, 2005 
S W T ^ / W * - ^ £ ^ T 
SARAH S. CURLEY 
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge 
UNITED STATES BAN 
DISTRICT OF 
SOUPER SALAD, INC., 
Debtor, 
EID# 74-2210941 
Chaptei 
No.2:tf5-bk-10l6O-SSC 
)^RDER CONFIRMING SOUPER SALAD, 
) INE^SJTRST AMENDED PLAN OF 
) REORGANIZATION 
btor and debtoT-in-possession f "Debtor") 
bankjfi^ cy cas^^e "Case**) having proposed mil file I il hi si unci 
:organizationunde>) chapter 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code, along with any 
difications tWeto (the "Plan");1 a confirmation hearing on the Plan having been held 
Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the moaning ascribed to them m the Plan. 
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by the Court beginning on October 31, 2005 (the "Confirmation Hearing"): ail objections 
to confirmation of the Plan having been overruled, resolved or withdrawn; and the Court 
being aware of the relevant facts upon the record of the Confirmation Hearing, the 
Affidavits of Matt Wilber, Ben Gonzalez and Bridget Gallerie, any testimony presented, 
all representations and any proffers offered at the Confirmation Hearingjjthe Plan 
Documents filed with the Court and all the proceedings held before^ 
Case. 
NOW, THEREFORE, THE COURT HEREBY FIJ 
A. Jurisdiction and Venue. This Court has juuQdic'Koftso^ fer this G&e'pursuant 
to 28 U.S.C. § 1334. Confirmation of the Plaj/is\a "core proc^efciajf^  pursuant to, 
without limitation, 28 U.S.C. § 157(b)(2)(AWl4and ( * \ X d this CSurt has jurisdiction 
to enter a Final Order confirming the Plan, v^hjie of this C^s/ls proper pursuant to 28 
U.S.C. § 1408 and 1409. 
B. Approval of the DisclosureNJKatement. On September 21, 2005, the Court 
entered its Order (the "DisclogtiFCL Stateme^Approval Order"') approving the First 
Amended Disclosure Statcmaft^n^erlJ/U.S.C. § 1125 in Support of the Debtor's Plan 
of Reorgani^ HOrHDabd SeptemW>16, 2005 (the "Disclosure Statement") as containing 
?idzqna.,a^fqTtR^«^^^mr^z meaning of § 1125(a)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code. 
HinY^the Plan. The Debtor filed the final versions of the Plan and 
isclosure Sfeter&enron September 16, 2005. Certain technical modifications to the Plan 
ober 26, 2005 (the "Plan Modification"). A copy of the Plan is attached 
hereto as Exhibit A. 
WOUSTONU898137.5 
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~ Solicitation. On or about September ;U0D, Bankruptcy Services 
("BSj"), ,(i balloting agent in this case, transmitted a 
copy of the Disclosure Statement and Plan, the applicable forms of ballot approved by 
this Court, the recommendation letter by the Committee, and a notice 
hearing. 'nited States first class mail, postage prepaid, to all Claim holders eligible to 
vote on the Plan and all other parties as required pursuant to the DiscMure Statement 
Approval Order. / v ^ ^ O I / 
As approved by the Court, notice of thB^nfimationfle^io^was 
provided to parties in interest as described in J D abovg^ix^Not^w was Mediate and 
sufficient under § 102(1) of the Bankruptcy Code^^ankmptcyN^hs^002 and 3020, 
and no further notice is required. All particsj#mteresrt*a<^he opportunity to appear and 
be heard at the Confirmation Hearing. * V / 
Confirmation Hearing llifl Cunlumtftan Hearing was held by the 
beginning on October 31,2005. At suchNltearing, the Plan Modification was approved by 
the Court and incorporate^jn^theJPlan, anj/fhe Court announced that the Plan, as 
modified, was confirmed 
G.
 /^ JaTKCoyiplianceN^cith g 1129faVn. As required by § 1129(a)(?v rthe 
United $©bs_ "BWruplcT^ojfc . "Code"), (lie: I'Ian complies .. - . 
p^ision^ o^hefeajikcu^tcy Code, including, without limitation, as follows: 
As required by Code § 1123(a)(1), the Plan, in Article II, properly 
designated classes of claims and interests and classifies only substantially similar 
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claims and interests in the same classes pursuant to § 1122 of the Bankruptcy 
Code, 
ii) As required by Code § 1123(a)(2), the Plan, in Article II, properly 
specifies the following classes as unimpaired; 
• Class 1 Other Priority Claims; 
• Class 4 Other Secured Claims; and 
• Class 5 PACA Claims. 
Article II of the Plan also properly specifies the followir 
• Class 2 DIP Facility Claims; 
• Class 3 Senior Lender CI 
• Class 6 Unsecured C 
• Class 7 Equity I 
iii) As required by Code §M^3(a)(3)-(^f Article III of the Plan 
provides the treatment \\]\\K li i
 Lyji hnltirr nf .inlixipnirrrl Claim or Equity Interest 
is to receive, and the Plan providcsl&s same treatment or its economic equivalent 
for each Claim or Eq\!Jy-^n^r^rtiiLea^(particular Class. 
iv) As requir t^&y Code^ § 1123(a)(5), the Plan provides adequate means 
for
 /jtsMmpIe^ntation. \raese include, but are not limited to, the following: 
(a) me^u>^6s~Df-&ading for distributions under the Plan; (b) the cancellation of 
old Equity Irtere^s and Convertible Subordinated Notes; (c) the issuance of new 
shares o^mterests in the Reorganized Debtor; (d) the assumption and rejection of 
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executory contracts and unexpired leases which have not been previously assumed 
oi ie|t\kd' urnl in ii'ieU'iiimsiris loi pj\> inJJ, Administrative Expense Claims, 
Y) AS required by Code § 1123(a)(6), the charter, or similar document 
of the Reorganized Debtor and any new affiliate created under the Plan to hold 
interest", in I hi? Reorganized Debtor, will include a provision prohibiting the 
issuance of nonvoting equity securities and distributing the vojipg power*? uve 
extent required under § 1123(a)(6). 
vi) As required 23(a)(7), ffi tern^ of thX itaij/are 
consistent with the interests of creditors and e q u i t j K ^ l W holders and with 
public policy with respect to the manner of^seiection of the\m«fiwand directors, 
or persons performing similar function*, XN'the KBorfeanized Debtor. 
II. Plan Compliance with S 1 lZgTalfo. As requireU^y Code § 1129(aX2), the 
Plan proponents have complied wjth j^ap^lioabliK^ovisions of the Bankruptcy '"'ode 
including, without limitation, § § 1125 ahqv!126. Simultaneously with the solicitation of 
acceptances of the Plan, to\D^Bto*4imely trar^mitted a copy of the Disclosure Statement 
and Plan and forms of ballot^oj^o'ved'^/this < *U holders of Claims eligible to 
vote on the PJ«ri>As\noted abore^he Disclosure Statement was found by the Court to 
contain ^ ^ u ^ 4 n l o ^ B t i n ^ following notice and a hearing in compliance with 
i e ^ l * . 
plrance with $ 1129Ca¥31 Based upon the entire record of the 
ire the Court, the Court finds that the Plan is proposed in good faith and 
not by any means forbidden by law. and therefore complies with the requirements of 
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Code § 1129(a)(3). In determining that the Plan has been proposed in good faith, the 
Court has examined the totality of the circumstances surrounding the Debtor's chapter 11 
filing and the formulation of the Plan, including the strong support of the Plan by all 
impaired classes of Claims entitled to vote on the Plan. The Case was filed and the Plan 
was proposed for the valid and honest business purpose of restructuring the Dghlpj^ s pre-
petition indebtedness and operations. The Plan is the product of exter 
negotiations among the Debtors, the DIP lenders, the Senior Lenders a^d^e Creditc 
Committee, The Plan reflects the results of these negotiajtffls an^embodibe the/best 
interests of all constituencies of the Debtor's estate. 
J. Compliance with S 1129faY4). Pumiaqt to orders^eVi^fsly entered in 
this Case approving the retention of Professionals, payhierYte made or to be made by the 
Debtor for services rendered or for costs ancNi*penses incurred in connection with this 
Case, or in connection with the P 
of the Court as reasonable. According 
Bankruptcy Code, 
K. Plan ComplianceXwttfi S 1 W(&)(5). 
Case, are subject to the approval 
e Plan complies with § 1129(a)(4) of the 
is disclosed the identity and affiliations of the 
h as directors, or persons performing similar functions, 
icipaiiometvs of the Reorganized Debtor following the Effective Date, in 
,wuh § 1129(a)(5)(A) of the Bankruptcy Code as stated in the Notice 
lation of the Post-Effective Date Directors and Officers of the 
Reorganized Debtor, filed on October 28, 2005. 
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ii) The appointment of the directors, or persons performing similar 
for existing directors or principal officers who 
continue to serve post-confirmation, their continuance in their cunent positions) is 
consistent with the interests of creditors and equity security holders and with 
iiutiln, i ulii i li uiidinpl'i ihi rI ih complies with § 1129(aX5XAXiiXof the 
Bankruptcy Code. 
i ne Debtor has disclosed the compensation, of thx Key execute 
officers Thus, the Plan complies with § 1129(a)(5)(B^o¥the ^nkrupti 
Plan Compliance with 6 1129faV61,*v N X etaffiimenta) ^regulatory 
commission has jurisdiction over the approval of^e^ebtor's rateV^TFfe^ § 1129(a)(6) 
of the Bankruptcy Code is inapplicable. 
M. Plan Compliance with S 1129&MT); Best Ihtefests of Creditors. As 
required ) && _as_ evidenced^ Article XV" Disclosure 
Statement and Exhibit D thereto anoS^e testimony adduced or proffered at the 
Confirmation Hearing, ea&^jlcfef^gfia Clajm or interest in an impaired class cither 
accepted iMf Plan ui will rece\ye%r retain property of a value that is not less than the 
amount that/^ tfcTT^hoVer wouliiXrfleeive or retain if the Debtor was liquidated under 
Chapter ToMiBsE^n^^Icy^o^- As demonstrated by Lxhibit h m U> Disclosure 
iement, tb^ J hol^rro^Equiry Claims in Class 7, which receive.nothing pursuant to the 
an, would aHp>ec«ve nothing under Chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code. 
Compliance with 6 1129(a¥81. • Diiowing classes are unimpaired: 
Classes 1, 4, and 1 All oiher classes are impaired. As set forth in the certified report of 
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balloting filed herein and admitted into evidence at the Confirmation Hearing, Classes 2, 
3 and 6 are the only Classes entitled to vote, Class 7 is impaired and will receive nothing 
under the Plan and, therefore, is statutorily deemed to have rejected the Plan under 
§ 1126(g) of the Bankruptcy Code. Notwithstanding the existence of an impaired, 
rejecting class, confirmation as to that class is proper under Code § 1129(b),jts set forth 
in <| T below, as such class is the deemed rejecting class of equity interest^ 
0. Compliance with $ 1129(a)(9). The Plan provides Tbr^teNreatment )oi 
administrative and priority claimants in accordance with ti^requirements\fXe^re § 
1129(a)(9) (except to the extent that a holder has agreed^Qirf^is^^^followi 
a, Pursuant to Article III.A 1 Olympian, excepfas"otherwise provided 
for in the Plan, and subject to the ret^h^entsNtOVrticle XTv.A of the Plan, on 
the latest of (a) the Initial Distributib^spate, (b) the, j&te such Administrative 
Expense Claim becomes ari_AUow6d Administrative Expense Claim, or (c) the 
date such Administrative ExpehsfcsClaim becomes payable pursuant to any 
agreement betAveen\tb^pebtpr and th /^noldcr of such Administrative Expense 
Claim, each holder onsn>^flowe3/A'dministrative Expense Claim shall receive in 
full saj^feedoh, settlemonk^elease, and discharge of and in exchange for such 
AUo^oS^TOjini^ariv^Expense Claim (i) Cash equal to the unpaid portion of 
such MowedsA4£&inistrative Expense Claim, or (ii) such other treatment as the 
Deoto>sawisucn holder shall have agreed. 
y j Pursuant to Article III.A 2 of the Plan, on the latest of (a) the Initial 
Distribution Date, (b)the date such Priority Tax Claim becomes an Allowed 
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Priority Tax Claim, or (c) the latest date on which such Priority Tax Claim may be 
paid without penalty under applicable law, each holder of an Allowed Priority Tax 
Claim shall receive in full satisfaction, settlement, release, and discharge of and in 
exchange for such Allowed Priority Tax Claim, Cash equal to the unpaid portion 
'lowed Priority Tax Claim, together with interest thereon_feom the 
Effective Date until the date it is actually paid at the applicable j^feunder sfc^ e qr 
federal law. 
imr 
r, Compliance with $ 1129fa¥10V § 1129(a)(10)^f the< 
satisfied because at least one Class of Claims that is ii 
the Plan, which acceptanct ihc^fil^luding any "ac^ cepteflce 
by an insider holding a Claim in such ClasstN^peciffc^liy^Class 6f which is impaired 
pursuant to the Plan, has, without includingN&e votes of W ' insiders of the Debtor, 
accepted the Plan, The certified/ftalloling r^ rjrr-brN-iSI, the Debtor's balloting agent, 
offered by the Debtor at the Confirmation i^earing, provided an accurate tally of votes for 
Class 6 and showed that mbi»ffiaiwjne-half iU/fnimber and at least two-thirds in amount 
of those actually voting in Cf^s^rvote^to accept the Plan, Additionally, both Class 2 
and 3 voted 
r(a¥im Based • .-
wtjoaucea w theX^&sniation Hearing, and Article XVI and other sections of the 
isclosure Staie'menfand Exhibits D and G to the Disclosure Statement, the Debtor ha; 
mbi^ated»at the Plan is feasible anJ is not likeh In he lulloweii hy ihe lujuidjLiL:-. 
or the need for further financial reorganization, of the Debtor, 
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R. Compliance with S 1129faV12>. All fees payable under 28 U.S.C. § 1930 
have been paid or will be paid as such fees become due. 
S. Compliance with 5 1129faY13V The Debtor has no retiree medical benefits 
subject to § 1114 of the Bankruptcy Code. Therefore, § 1129(aX13) is inapplicable. 
T. Confirmation Notwithstanding Deemed Rejection Bv Class 7 (S 1129fbV). 
The Debtor has moved for the Court to confirm the Plan despite its dec^e^rejectKM/V 
Class 7, which receives no distribution under the Plan. In comphlm^bvwkh § 1129(b)] 
and as a matter of law, the Plan may be confirmed despite tho^em^rejectW^^ass 
7. No holder of a Claim or interest that is junior to a^v^5sCla|s^receivBS ox retains 
property under the Plan, Furthermore, the Plan treses Class 7 ab*;c«im£lo its relative 
priorities and thus does not unfairly discriminiwagainXthe^holders of interests in Class 
7 and is fair and equitable. Accordingly7the\Plan compile* ,with the requirements of 
§ 1129(b) of the Bankruptcy Code/ ^ " \ 
U. Other Requirements. No ottar Chapter 11 plan has been confirmed in this 
case and, therefore, the Pla\ gompligs with Cqjge^ 1129(c). The principal purpose of the 
Plan is neither the avoidanceXofj^es^nto'tfie avoidance of the application of § 5 of the 
Securities Ac£ef433^, as amen^d^and, therefore, the Plan complies with § 1129(d) of 
the Bar . 
Hsckarjse,/injunction. Releases and Exculpations. The discharge, 
unctiorfTr^a^s, exculpations and other provisions contained in Article X of the Plan 
e\§sential e^ments to the overall objectives of the Plan and form a material 
inducement, among other things, (i) to holders of the Allowed Senior Lender Claims to 
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exchange their Allowed Senior Lender Claims for Reorganized Debtor Common Stock 
and (II) to • " " release any claims against the Debtor and its estate, 
Without the discharge, injunction, releases, exculpations and other provisions the Plan 
could not have been proposed. They serve, to the greatest extent possible, e 
calms if any a mong or against the parties in interest in this Case, with respect^to the 
Debtor, its organization, capitalization and reorganization and avoid 
costs. Such ^solution
 rcduces the possibility :)f pc st confirmation "bQiitribution 
indemnity claims against the Debtor and reduces the J«eIiho(5d. of th^vi/eorors 
involvement in costly and time-consuming litigation.^™ rete^s provid^a for in the 
Plan \sc\t Miliii iii! Iv 'Hull \ '- With*. Debtor T^the^xtent that the 
release provisions of Article X of the PIM? b^pefit ^ n ^ b t o r parties, such releases 
constitute an integral part of the Plan and are^ti^result of fafr/onsideration provided by 
or on behalf of such non-debtor p & i o o n d are iALtJuftd elements of the settlements 
compromises incorporated in the Plan, 
equitable and reasonable c* 
related relief to such non-c 
suffic 
concessions made by the parties are fair, 
it to support the granting of releases or 
ion of Executory Contracts and Unexpired Leases, 
institute and incorporate .J iiiutmu In ilin, DdLilhi'ii ID n,j|ioi 
the occurrence of Effective Date, each Executory Contract to 
^unless such Executory Contract <l)was previously assumed or 
>ebtor; (2) previously expired or terminated pur suant to its em- n terms; (3) 
is specifically listed on the amended Exhibit E of the Debtor's Disclosure Statement as 
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being assumed by the Debtor; (4) is a License, other than a License specifically listed on 
Exhibit F of the Debtor's Disclosure Statement as being rejected by the Debtor. This 
Confirmation Order shall constitute an order of the Bankruptcy Court under section 365 
of the Bankruptcy Code approving the Executory Contract rejections and assumptions 
described above, as of the Effective Date unless the applicable Executory Contracts have 
previously been assumed or rejected by order of the Bankruptcy Court^as a matter V 
law. To the extent that any of the insurance policies of the Debtor are" 
Executory Contract, each such policy is assumed and reamed k^ the ft«LO?san^ed 
Debtor. 
Unless otherwise provided on Exhibit E ofjhe<Dsebtor1s DisckjsuFey^wtement, each 
Executory Contract that is assumed and relatesHdthe us\£bjlity to acquire, or occupancy 
of real property shall include (a) all modifications, Amendments, supplements, 
restatements, or other agreements made" dueaf^Nff indirectly by any agreement, 
instrument, or other document that inahv manner affect such executory contract or 
unexpired lease and (b) all Ex^ptecvContrac^appurtenant to the premises, including all 
easements, licenses, permits, wgj^priviteg'es, immunities, options, rights of first refusal, 
powers, uses£*ectorotal easemfe\t^greements, vaults, tunnel or bridge agreements or 
franchiseC^R^^y^S^^11161^^ in real estate or rights in rem related to such premises, 
u»Je€s~an$ o£theN£pfe£(jjng agreements has been rejected pursuant to any order of the 
Ankruptcy^SouXthtft may be entered prior to, at or after Confirmation, including this 
nNrkmation0rder. Any Claim arising from the Debtor's rejection of an Executory 
Contract will be classified as an Unsecured Claim and must be submitted pursuant to the 
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terms hereof, unless the rejection of such Executory LOUIMI I is as, i.iic Mibjtu. I ul J pi IUI 
rejection order entered in this case. The Bankruptcy Court finds that, unless the subject 
of written objection filed by the applicable deadline to do so and as otherwise provided 
for at the Confirmation Hearing, 
parties to the Executory Contracts assumed by the Debtor. 
X. Exit Financing. The Debtor has demonstrated that the 
reasonable business judgirn.nl in iltlcnim uitn mli' llic IransSctikos^contemt 
by the Exit Financing Facility and related security, collat^al and other" 
(collectively, the "Exit Financing"') on the terms and iiritfe i^TNp(<forth in^helPlan and 
Disclosure Statement, or in a I'm in substantially sijrtflarjhereto. Tn\psbt£fxhas provided 
sufficient and adequate notice of the Exit Fin^rfcfcg, including any material modifications 
thereto, to all parties-in-interest, including trib^tparties on fye/fnaster service list in the 
c documents necessary tp^liiipjeffluiil the iPh^ shall, upon execution, be valid, 
binding, and enforceable agreements ah^snot be in conflict with or violation of any 
federal or state law. 
The terms and conditio^ je^heT^xif'Financing are found to be fair and reasonable 
and the consjjjlamarjoh. of the EAi\Fjnancing is in the best interests of the Debtor, and the 
Debtor's^?a<e^{K^3torr-,''11]C l-.xil I manciiij1. u IS negntiatcil in «o;.>d Lmlh mil n 
tent to hinder, delay or defraud the Debtor or any creditor of 
and the Reorganized Debtor, as the case may be, is entering 
ncing for sood and valuable consideration. 
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The Exit Financing is an essential element of the Plan and the Debtor's and the 
Reorganized Debtor's (as the case may be) entry into the Exit Financing is necessary for 
the implementation of the Plan. 
Y. Objections to Confirmation. Confirmation of the Plan has been objected to 
by the taxing authorities for County of Brazos, County of Denton, City of Waco, Waco 
ISD, County of Williamson and such objections have been resolved, fr^-the agreement 
found in paragraph 24 below. Additionally, an informal objectiof 
CNA Companies, and that objection was resolved by the ag^emen^|bund ihsp&sagftfph 
25 below. 
2. Exemptions from Securities Laws./<The offerings Sale^issuance and 
distribution of shares of the Reorganized Debn^CommQrr^tock pursuant to the Plan to 
the holders of Allowed Senior Lender cTairh^ire exempt"Ijrom registration under the 
Securities Act of 1933, as amendeoVaiid uimil.u jjlukl^ws pursuant to section 1145 of the 
Bankruptcy Code. 
AA. Judicial Notice. ^ Tttdicial noticc^reby is taken of the docket of the Case 
maintained by the Clerk of ^NBya f^crupte/Court and/or duly-appointed agent, including, 
without limit4fe»KaI\ pleading^Wjl other documents filed, all orders entered, and the 
transcripts dtyah<l a4 eUtienee-^ nd arguments made, proffered or adduced at, the hearings 
he#HSe!<!5re tjje Co^^iurjng the pendency of the Case. 
BBT. "yin&ngs^ and Conclusions, The foregoing findings and conclusions satisfy 
e'remnrcmep^'of Federal Rule of Bankruptcy Procedure 7052. All findings of facts 
shall also be deemed to be conclusions of law hereunder and vice versa, All offers of 
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proof and discussions on the record at the Confirmation Hearing shall constitute 
additional findings and conclusions with respect to this Order. 
CC, Transfer Tax. All transfers and issuances by the Debtor and the Reorganized 
Debtor are transfers under the Plan free from the imposition of taxes of the kind specified 
in Section 1146(c) of the Bankruptcy < 
DD. Debtor's Duties. The Debtor has complied and % 
obligations and duties with respect to the Estate through the 
to Section 1101' ot ihe HwiknipLi'y l.ode. 
EE. Conditions to Confirmation. All condiu'oj*Ao(So^fimation off\h 
forth in Article IX of the Plan have been satisfied 
e^Tlan set 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDEREJfcN&DJUBGEP ANET DECREED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
Confirmation. Thy Han, aj ailacnc4 to this Order and with a™ 
modifications and clarifications embodico^in this Order, is hereby confirmed having met 
the requirements of Section. U 2 9 ~ T > £ ^ Codei/The terms of this Order are controlling if 
any inconsistency exists betweep^he Platfc^ md th 
2. /Btnfling\ErTect. TiiVjSlan, its provisions and this Order shall be, and hereby 
are, bindmg^bov/$h4j3eBp3rr2&y Creditor or equity security holder of the Debtor anc 
ui me i a;>c, ^hi'ihoi n nut I.ho CUim m iniercsl ul -ml'i 
icufity holder or party is impaired under the Plan and whether or not 
sMcn^cteanorj^equity security holder has voted on or accepted the Plan. The provisions 
of this Order arc nonseverable and mutually dependent. 
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3. Effect of Plan. 
(a) Except as otherwise specifically provided in the Plan or in this 
Order, the Confirmation of the Plan shall, subject to the occurrence of the 
Effective Date, discharge the Debtor and its property and assets from all Claims 
that existed or arose before the Confirmation Date and extinguish cojripjetely all 
liabilities in respect of any Claim or other obligation or Equitwitcrest, whetntar 
reduced to judgment or not, liquidated or unliquidated cohtm^ent or ndn/ 
contingent, asserted or unasserted, fixed or not, maturrtror uni^tured^d^spWa or 
undisputed, legal or equitable, known or unknojw^ tha<sefci£*ed or a r ^ from any 
agreement of the Debtor entered into or obligation of the DeW^Hicurred before 
the Confirmation Date, or from #*y\\conduXfc£ the Debtor prior to the 
Confirmation Date, or that otherwise f isted or arosVprior to the Confirmation 
Date, including, without limitation, all mteresyif any, on any such Claims, Equity 
Interests or obligations, whether su^h interest accrued before or after the Petition 
Date, and includmk^jtftout^toitati^fC any liability of the kind specified in 
sections 502(g), 502(h\\ajre02(i}<di'the Bankruptcy Code, whether or not a Proof 
of CljrfmTHileVi or deernVd l^ed under section 501 of the Bankruptcy Code, such 
Section 502 of the Bankruptcy Code, or the holder of such 
Plan. Except as otherwise specifically provided in the Plan or 
ierrthe treatment of and consideration to be received by holders of 
^Claims or Equity Interests pursuant to the Plan are in full satisfaction, 
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settlement, discharge, and release of and in exchange for such holders' respective 
Claims against or Equity Interests in the Debtor and the Estate, 
(b) Except as otherwise specifically provided in the Plan or in this Order, if 
the Effective Date occurs, this Order shall and shall be deemed to permanently 
enjoin on and after the Effective Date, all Persons that have held, currentlyjiold or 
may hold a Claim against, or be owed obligations by, the Debtar^ofthe Estate\wr 
any Representative of the Debtor or the Estate, or who hav^elaf>cubently holdW 
may hold an Equity Interest in the Debtor, from taking aw/of thes^tt^ing 
actions on account of such Claim or Equity Intej^&Tfa^sp^ 
or continuing in any manner, directly oj/mqircctly, anyNs>uhv^ ction or other 
proceeding of any kind against the QpDt§r, th^sNf* OT any of their respective 
Affiliates or Representatives; (2) enK^ng, levyimV^ttaching, collecting, or 
otherwise recovering in an/manner1 01 by ftftysmeans, directly or indirectly, any 
judgment, award, decree, or orde^against the Debtor, the Estate, or any of their 
respective Affiliated c£[Jepr4sentativc^3) creating, perfecting or enforcing in 
any manner, directly orVp f^trectly^hy lien, charge, encumbrance or other Lien of 
any kkwTgamst the Dewou the Estate, or any of their respective Affiliates or 
Rtprbs^^m^^T^s^ting any setoff, right of subrogation or recoupment of 
"any kkid, aicebtiy>f>r indirectly, against any debt, liability or obligation due to the 
DeotcWthe Estate, or any of their respective Affiliates or Representatives; and 
f5) proceeding in any manner, directly or indirectly, in any place whatsoever 
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against the Debtor, the Estate, or any of their respective Affiliates or 
Representatives. 
(c) Pursuant to section 1125 of the Bankruptcy Code, Persons that solicit 
acceptances or rejections of the Plan and/or thai participate in the offer, issuance, 
sale, or purchase of securities offered or sold under or in connection with the Plan, 
in good faith and in compliance with the applicable provisions p£fhe Ban&upri 
Code, shall not be liable, on account of such solicitation or participation, fo/ 
violation of any applicable law, rule, or regulation soverninfkthe solrcjtatitfrf of 
acceptances or rejections of the Plan or the offrc; isluairc^sale, or) purchase of 
securities. 
(d) The Exculpated Persons 
Person for any act taken or omission 
any way related to, or ari 
incur any liability to any 
in good faWin connection with or in 
ptcy Case, or the negotiating, 
formulating, implementing, confifr^mg, or consummating the Plan, the Disclosure 
Statement or any coW^iss^urnent, JRing with governmental agencies, release, 
or other agreement or (wemnent^ated in connection with or related to the Plan, 
the Dj^ CTTjswe ptatemenryor t^he administration of the Bankruptcy Case, or with 
respeXjN^wtlil^t^claim or cause of action, whether known or unknown, 
asserted orNmass^ rted, belonging to or assertable by the Debtor or the Estate 
agamsKmbv Exculpated Persons, from the beginning of time until the Effective 
.JDate. 2?fe Exculpated Persons shall have no liability to any Person for actions 
taken in good faith under or relating to the Plan or the other matters described 
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|ned by 
respective 
entative as of 
above or in connection with the administration of the Bankruptcy Case including, 
without limitation, failure to obtain confirmation of the Plan or to satisfy any 
condition or conditions precedent, or waiver of or refusal to waive any condition 
or conditions precedent to Confirmation or to the occurrence of the Effective Date. 
Further, the Exculpated Persons shall not have or incur any liability to^any^erson 
for any act or omission in connection with or arising out of theij^dministrati 
the Plan, except for gross negligence or willful misconduc^as 
Bankruptcy Court, 
(e) Neither the Debtor, the Reorganized 
officers, directors, employees, advisors, attdrriBys, agents oi 
the Petition Date, shall have or mcur^mVyiabilnystoNajny holder of a Claim or an 
Equity Interest, or any other party in Interest, or any\»i their respective agents, 
employees, Representative&lfmancial adviSOTsNattorneys, or affiliates, or any of 
their successors or assigns, for any^si or omission in connection with, relating to, 
or arising out of, the\^a^aptcy^Case,^he solicitation of acceptances of the Plan, 
the pursuit of confinriritj^ of tr^Plan, the consummation of the Plan, or the 
admim^ffatran\f the E s t a t e of the Plan or the property to be distributed under 
]hcP^y<^png^^p^ct or omission was made in good faith and not in willful 
"vloiatton oXmfcsJtenkxuptcy Code. In all respects they shall be entitled to 
reasonWy\refy on the advice of counsel with respect to their duties and 
sTesponsipflities under the Plan. 
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(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of the Plan, no holder of a Claim 
or Equity Interest, no other party in interest, none of their respective directors, 
officers, partners, members, shareholders, agents, employees, Representatives, 
financial advisors, attorneys, or affiliates, and no successors or assigns of the 
foregoing, shall have any right of action against the Debtor, or any of its officers, 
directors, employees, advisors, attorneys, agents or Representatives asof the 
Petition Date, for any act or omission in connection with, relafm^wor arising out 
of the Bankruptcy Case, the solicitation of acceptances^ m&sPlan, th>spjfcs«K/of 
confirmation of the Plan, the consummation of tfcertatVQPTne administration of 
the Estate or of the Plan or the property to b/^tributed uncterftis^tan, so long as 
such act or omission was made in gooR(faith jfetf^ spt in wilmil violation of the 
Bankruptcy Code. In all respects they^all be entitled^ reasonably rely on the 
advice of counsel with respecT 10 Umh dulieiTifchc^ responsibilities under the Plan. 
(g) On the Effective Date^fo^onsideration for, and as part of the treatment 
afforded to holders\pf^chwn^mcludi^g; but not limited to, Claims) under the 
Plan, and for other valtwbj^consitieration, each of the Persons who are or after the 
PetitioK^BateVere dire«b>r& or officers of the Debtor, and each of the DIP 
LenBereNhyAWmistra^e Agent, the Senior Lenders, the Senior Agent, SKM 
"ifi^ each O^theDebtor's, DIP Lenders', the Administrative Agent's, the Senior 
Lende^sNsenior Agent's and SKM's respective Representatives, predecessors, 
narticipfflis and Affiliates shall be forever irrevocably and unconditionally 
"released and discharged from any and all claims, actions, suits, debts, accounts, 
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causes of action, agreements, promises, damages, judgments, demands and 
liabilities which any of the Debtor or Claimants or other Persons may have against 
them, whether held directly, indirectly, or derivatively, which are in any way 
related to the Debtor, or any of their Affiliates, and arise from facts, 
circumstances, events or conditions occurring or otherwise existing prjorto the 
Effective Date. This release shall include all claims or causes o&Jction, whetnb 
known or unknown, and all acts and omissions, whether in^tionaior^therwise) 
(h) On the Effective Date, in consideration for/^nd as ©art of tnestfeatfncnt 
afforded to holders of claims (including, but ra^m^iite&^^ClaimiV under the 
Plan, and for other valuable consideratipr!,Neach of me^^jehiarLenders, the 
Administrative Agent, Senior Agent^Dl|> Len&era^and S K M and each of their 
officers, directors, employees, agents>^fessionals jaria other Representatives 
shall be released, from any/and all claims oVbauses of action that the Debtor or 
any third party (including any Uafcnants or creditors of the Debtor) may have 
asserted, could have\asgefted^or coulcwn the future assert, directly or indirectly, 
for any actions or om&sk&s ari^ jng from or related to the Debtor, the Senior 
Credk^axriiityNthe DIP McUity or the Case. This release shall include all claims 
or^ca>is>es\o//^n5^~w^ether known or unknown, and all acts and omissions, 
/ ^ w r o t h e r inteo£ibQaJ>or otherwise, 
1 ^^PNotwithstanding anything in the Plan to the contrary (including, without 
\ \limitatipp; Article X.D. (hereof), nothing in the Plan shall, or shall be deemed to, 
release the Exculpated Persons or any other Persons from, or exculpate the 
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Exculpated Persons or any other Persons with respect to, their respective 
obligations or covenants arising pursuant to the Plan, 
(j) Unless otherwise specifically provided in the Plan or this Order, all 
injunctions or stays provided for in the Bankruptcy Case pursuant to sections 105, 
362 or 524 of the Bankruptcy Code or otherwise and in effect on the Cojifinnation 
Date shall remain in full force and effect until the Effective Date, 
(k) Unless a taxing authority has asserted a Clajm againXthe Debj 
before the Bar Date established therefor, no Clainv^f sudKauthonty.stajrbe 
Allowed against the Debtor or Reorganized Dehtqr, the^Est^e or the^r&pective 
Representatives for taxes, penalties, jntere^t^ditions to^ax^^bther charges 
arising out of the failure, if any, of tte^ebtorbr^a^ other Person to have paid 
taxes or to have filed any tax return (inbtading, but nd j^iiriited to, any income tax 
return or franchise tax retu^Hin_or lor ally pribejear or arising out of an audit of 
any return for a period before the Potion Date. 
(1) Except as\<*tr*e?fri*eroerifi< t^fy provided in the Plan or this Order, all 
Liens, security interesw^^edsgf'trust, or mortgages against property of the 
Debtor^oTthe Estate sha\\jpd shall be deemed to be released, terminated, and 
/c Date; and the Bankruptcy Court, at the request of the 
max a^ieint a Person to execute appropriate releases of such Liens, 
s, deeds of trust or mortgages. As provided in the Plan and the 
icing Facility, the Liens of the holders of the Senior Lender Claims and 
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the DIP Facility Claims shall be retained by the Exit Financing Lenders, all of 
which Liens are reaffirmed. 
(m) The revesting of property in the Reorganized Debtor to take place on 
the Effective Date (i) is a legal, valid and effective transfer of property, (ii) vests 
Reorganized Debtor with good title to such property, (iii) does notjymstitute 
avoidable transfers under the Bankruptcy Code or under applicahtelionbankhiDt 
law, and (iv) does not subject the Reorganized Debtor or anv^ of uss^eprcsentati 
or debt holders to any liability by reasons of such tracers ui^er the Banfe^p'tcy 
Code or under applicable nonbankruptcy law, i 
affecting successor or transfer liability, 
relating to the ongoing business shall 
of Reorganized Debtor without further•a&on by it. 
(n) The discharge and injunClirjrrhh< release provisions contained in 
Articles X.A, X.B, and X.D oix{iq Plan, along with the assumption of any 
indemnification obl\ga|joi^p4]rsuant prArticle XIV.I of the Plan, and those 
provisions contained V^ pSw are^ ftur and equitable, are given for appropriate 
consideration aid arc in merest interests of the Debtor, its Chapter 11 estate and 
theK^rg«n>^^^r/Such provisions are effective and binding on all parties. 
Ap) \The^provisions contained in Article X.D of the Plan and herein are 
fairanijeasoirable and are hereby approved. 
.4. Pian Modifications and Clarifications. The modifications made to the Plan 
ition, laws 
similar rights 
for the benefit 
filed on October 26, 2005, each of which the Court finds to be non-material, are made to 
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the Plan and incorporated therein. The Court finds that such modifications do not impair 
the rights of the creditors adversely. 
5. Compromise and Settlement. The Court finds that any compromises as set 
out in the Plan or this Order are fair and appropriate and proper in light of the 
circumstances of this Case and the evidence before the Court. The resolutioajrf the 
Claim of SKM in exchange for a release under the Plan is an appropriate ariS 
compromise. 
6. Authorizations. The parties to the Exit Fip^icing <fcre autfibrjd>4//and 
empowered to take such steps and to execute such instaHnen\ahd^cumen)^as
 m a v be 
necessary or required to assist in the implementatHMrqf all transactionV^ritemplated by 
the Exit Financing, including, but not lim^eo^to, the\5X^cution, delivery, filing and 
recording of the documents and instruments a s s ^ necessary ^ appropriate to effectuate, 
implement or consummate fully the^Exit financing, median or this Order, 
The Debtor and, as applicable^th^ Reorganized Debtor, are authorized and 
empowered to take such step^anJKa^xecute aach instruments and documents as may be 
necessary or required to assisVb^me implementation of all transactions contemplated by 
the Plan, mcwtn^\but not HmiiwliD, the execution, delivery, filing and recording of the 
documeritsaRflrk*s9unients~TE5^we necessary or appropriate to effectuate, implement or 
cq^fummate/^ tra^aoti^n providing for transition to another corporate form, The 
cretary'oflStateNfof^each relevant jurisdiction is instructed to accept this Order in place 
ahx^videnpf'of resolutions or other corporate actions necessary to amend and restate 
-24-
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such certificates of incorporation or qualifications to do business which might otherwise 
be required. 
Confirmation of the Plan shall constitute the approval of the Charter Amendment, 
the Exit Financing Facility, and all other instruments, agreements and documents and all 
actions by the officers of the Debtor and the Reorganized Debtor by its. Board of 
Directors and shareholders and all other corporate action necessary 
Debtor, the Reorganized Debtor or otherwise to authorize the 
Exit Financing Facility, and all other instruments, agreements^nd documents aqo^aejRjns 
by officers as may be necessary or appropriate to efifegtuaH a»4/nirther ^yjdence the 
terms of the Plan and the matters and actions contemplated thereby? 
7. No Tax or Assessment: Governs 
(a) Pursuant to section l lwfc ) of the^mkruptcy Code, (i) the 
issuance, sale, distribution/tfanster Of eALMhge of any debt instrument, debt 
security, equity security or omerNkerest in the Debtor, Reorganized Debtor, or 
their affiliates, (ii) tr^ eZcrfcatioji, modifloMion, consolidation or recording of any 
mortgage, deed or tmsty\ie£/br ot^fsecurity interest, (iii) the making, assignment 
or reco$fimikor\any lcascVsrjjublease or (iv) the making, delivery or recording of 
of transfer under or in connection with the Plan, will 
subject^oany tax, including, without limitation, any document recording 
age^recording tax, stamp tax, conveyance fee or similar tax or 
*overrmwnt assessment that may otherwise be charged in connection with the Exit 
Financing. 
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(b) Consistent with § 7(a) of this Order, each federal, state, 
commonwealth, local, foreign or other governmental agency (including, without 
limitation, each recorder of deeds or similar official for any county, city or 
governmental unit in which any instrument hereunder is to be recorded) is hereby 
directed and authorized to accept any and all documents, mortgages, deeds of trust 
and instruments necessary or appropriate to effectuate, implcmep^or consummat 
the transactions contemplated by the Plan, this Order ar^ dM-hesEoti^  Financii 
without requiring the payment of any tax under any^aw imping a^sjarag^ax, 
conveyance fee or similar tax to the fullest exten^rm^teU^der Secjt^rfl 146(c) 
of the Bankruptcy Code. Notice of entry^f^iis Order inNth£s&£6 and manner 
approved by the Court in Section IX. ©Hereof |ft) shall have me effect of service 
of this Order, shall constitute sufrTcienKs^ tice of the>p(ry of this Order to such 
filing and recording offices, and (inJ -*hejl be a recordable instrument 
notwithstanding any contrary phatVteion of non-bankruptcy law, The Court 
specifically retains jqr^cficlaairto enfor^uic foregoing directions, by contempt or 
otherwise. 
jic transactions contemplated in the Plan are not subject to and are 
fe bulk transfer or similar law. 
lejebtiohvOj^  Certain Executory Contracts and Unexpired Leases. Except 
otherwTse^prcvideain the Plan or in this Order, as of the Effective Date the Debtor 
shalr^ be deemejKto have rejected each Executory Contract to which it is a party, unless 
such Executory Contract (l)was previously assumed or rejected by the Debtor; 
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(2) previously expired or terminated pursuant to its own terms; (3) is specifically listed on 
the Amended Exhibit E of the Debtor's Disclosure Statement (as may be supplemented or 
modified) as being assumed by the Debtor; (4) is a License, other than a License 
specifically listed on Exhibit F of the Debtor's Disclosure Statement (as may be 
supplemented or modified) as being rejected by the Debtor; or (5) is the suhiect of a 
motion to assume filed by the Debtor on or before the date of the Con& 
This Order shall constitute an order of the Bankruptcy Court under s£ 
Bankruptcy Code approving the Executory Contract rejection^hd as^mptionVd&se#6ed 
above, as of the Effective Date unless the applicable ExpcutorXpBirfif'acts havjeWeviously 
been assumed or rejected by order of the BankrapfeivX o^urt or as aVaher^of law. To the 
extent that any of the insurance policies of i^e>5PebtoKafe\deemed Yo be an Executory 
Contract, each such policy is assumed hereunae^nd retainedTfcy'the Estate. 
Unless otherwise provided/da Llie amended b)djibit E of the Debtor's Disclosure 
Statement (as may be supplemented ofcNnodified), each Executory Contract that is 
assumed and relates to me\ ugeT^ afeiUty to ac^ tnre, or occupancy of real property shall 
include (a) all modificationdy^mend^nts, supplements, restatements, or other 
agreements m d^FTdirettly or indwetfly by any agreement, instrument, or other document 
that in aryNmannej^^t-sjich executory contract or unexpired lease and (b) all 
Ex^wSory C«ntraWsapDurtenant to the premises, including all easements, licenses, 
permits, ngfiti/Vivneges, immunities, options, rights of first refusal, powers, uses, 
rWpsocal easpjnent agreements, vaults, tunnel or bridge agreements or franchises, and 
any other interests in real estate or rights in rem related to such premises, unless any of 
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the foregoing agreements has been rejected pursuant to any order of the Bankruptcy 
Court that may be entered prior to, at or after Confirmation, including this Order. Any 
Claim arising from the Debtor's rejection of an Executory Contract will be classified as 
an Unsecured Claim and must be submitted pursuant to the terms hereof unless the 
subject of a prior rejection order entered in this Case, in which event such other Order 
shall control. 
9. Retention of Jurisdiction. The Court shall, an; 
jurisdiction of these Cases for all of the purposes set forth \\ 
for the purposes provided in §§ 1127(b) and 1142 
Bankruptcy Rule 3020(d). 
10. Exit Financing. The terms ofJhe\£xit Fb^fk|ng, as referenced in Article 
IV of the Plan and as provided in the Plan Dobu^ents, are apWved. The automatic stay 
imposed pursuant to section 362 oTtrie Bankl'UpU;y>-Osjjle is vacated and modified to the 
extent necessary to permit (without further application to the Bankruptcy Court) the 
execution, delivery, filing andre&D«iation of tyc Exit Financing Facility Documents and 
all transactions contemplatedNpv/^ rich dements with respect to the Exit Financing, as 
provided by 
1 IT \R?goiunir~ThTt^ebtorls first preliminary or interim reports of distribution 
sh^h^e^rep^red>aodNfikd with the Court and the Office of the United States Trustee, 
e Debtor §hafl\pre$are and file any further interim reports as the Court shall deem 
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12. Bar Date for Certain Claims. Notice of all final requests for compensation 
or reimbursement of Professional Fees pursuant to sections 327, 328, 330, 331, 503(b) or 
1103 of the Bankruptcy Code for services rendered to the Debtor or the Creditors' 
Committee prior to the Effective Date must be filed and served on the Debtor and those 
parties who have requested special notice pursuant to Bankruptcy Rule 2002JJXJIO later 
man forty-five (45) days after the Effective Date, unless otherwise^ordered b} 
Bankruptcy Court. 
13. Statutory Fees. Any fees remaining due unde^fc U.^C. § 19>Q SiwuTbe 
paid on the Effective Date, and fees which shall accrue^ theN i^ttt^shail beJ^ aTd by the 
Reorganized Debtor. 
14. Obligation of Reorganized Detitdr^  on Assumed Real Property Leases. 
Notwithstanding the anything to the contrary lifcthe Plan, anytofthe accrued but unbilled 
charges, due on the assumed Real/gropeiiy Lea^ es> foHowing the Confirmation Date, for 
certain charges, including, but not limitea^o, common area maintenance, insurance and 
tax reconciliations or year-eni^astnTents sh^Hoe billed and shall be paid by either the 
Reorganized Debtor or the ajWicable^aridlord, as provided under the terms of the 
applicable RjraTrapeVty Leasejuhi^ provision shall not modify the rights or obligations 
of the vamct^n^y^i^Rsa^Topcny Lease. 
/ ^ l l r /^ ubstannaLiConsummation. The Plan shall be deemed_ to substantially 
pbnsummateawthe Effective Date. 
\ NJ6. ^NJgtice of Confirmation. Service of the notice of confirmation and the 
occurrence of the Effective Date shall be made by first class mail on or before ten (10) 
HOUSTOM189B137.5 -29-
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days after the Effective Date upon the following: (i) the Office of the United States 
Trustee, (ii) the Creditors' Committee, (iii) all known creditors of the Debtor, (iv) all 
equity security holders of the Debtor and (v) all parties having requested notices in these 
cases. Such notice shall constitute good and sufficient notice of this Order in compliance 
with the provisions of Bankruptcy Rules 3020(c) and 2002. 
17. Effect of Reference to Plan in this Order. The failure t^o^referefrse Of 
discuss any particular provision of the Plan in this Order shall haveN^Rffect on ths 
validity, binding effect and enforceability of such provision/and each prow*ioh\j& i^he 
Plan shall have the same validity, binding effect and enib^ceaWl^^iffull^et forth in 
this Order. / { \^\^y 
18. Headings. Headings utilized j¥*em arerS^rttie convenience of reference 
only, and shall not constitute a part of the Planrntiiis Order fbt^ any other purpose. 
19. Reversal. 1 f any or a#"oi the provJMui«h(this Order are hereafter reversed, 
modified or vacated by subsequent orde^pf the Bankruptcy Court or any other court, 
such reversal, modificatioi^r^>acatur shaft/not affect the validity of the acts or 
obligations incurred or underraken^ nderY*Jr in connection with, the Plan prior to receipt 
of written noJtcrs>f\uch ordeY\bx the Debtor. Notwithstanding any such reversal, 
modificar1or>sQr\a t^ur~otl3iiS/Wder, any such act or obligation incurred or undertaken 
pursuant to, #ad ih^ reiiajpce on, this Order prior to the effective date of such reversal, 
pdification^^ttcatiur shall be governed in all respects by the provisions of this Order, 
ments relating to the Plan and any amendments or modifications to any 
of the foregoing. 
wnnrrnNU 898137.5 -30-
20. Inconsistencies. In the event of any discrepancies, inconsistencies or 
conflicts between the Plan or other document executed under or in connection with the 
Plan, the provisions of the Plan shall govern. 
21. Integration of Confirmation Order Provision. The provisions of this Order 
are integrated with each other and are non-severable and mutually dependent. 
22. Final Order. This Order is Final Order and the period in^hich an "appeal 
must be filed shall commence immediately upon the entry her^otTN^o^ithstandif 
Bankruptcy Rule 3020(e), this Order shall be effective and enflrfceabfe immedtateTV'ttfon 
entry hereof, 
23. Additional Non Material ModificatiofisNto the Plan. 
Plan is replaced by the following: 
X.D.2ofthe 
"On the Effective Date, in coratkteration forSaifd as part of the 
treatment afforded to holders of daimsN^cluding,^put not limited to, 
Claims) under this Plan, apdToTorM vd\uabh^consideration, each of the 
Persons who are or after meP e^iiUou Dalti vveic directors or officers of the 
Debtor, and each of the DIP Lenabh. the Administrative Agent, the Senior 
Lenders, the Senio^Agent, SKM, arfctaadi of the Debtor's, DIP Lenders', 
the Administrative Vggnjsr^he Senic /^Lenders', the Senior Agent's and 
SKM's respective Reprcsell^i^r^deccssors, participants and Affiliates 
shall be forever irrevooab^anB^conditionally released and discharged 
from any -^amiall claimWactions, suits, debts, accounts, causes of action, 
agreem r^tsjNDrbmises, damages, judgments, demands and liabilities which 
am/ofs|he Dfebtor or Clajprfants or other Persons may have against them, 
wlfeu^e l^iejiLaireClly,Jrfciirectly, or derivatively, which are in any way 
lated w.thVDeblor; or any of their Affiliates, and arise from facts, 
stanccsNywits or conditions occurring or otherwise existing prior to 
rtivc Date\ This release shall include all claims or causes of action, 
wKetHetKhown or unknown, and all acts and omissions, whether intentional 
-31-
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24. Agreement and Resolution of Objection with Certain Texas Ad Valorem 
Taxing Authorities. Ad valorem taxes owed under the Texas Property Tax Code for the 
2005 tax year shall be paid in the ordinary course prior to delinquency. Such claims shall 
retain any valid statutory liens until paid, and such liens shall not be primed by any exit 
financing. Any objections to these claims shall be filed not later than 120 days after the 
Effective Date, and a reserve shall be established for any such claims ip^e full £inoii&t 
asserted by the Texas ad valorem tax jurisdictions. Any claims obj£cte4 &v.shail accr 
interest at the statutory rate commencing on February 1, 200jfc/fliroufih such'timev^any 
such claims subsequently allowed are paid in full, no$^m©Nfcaq^arty da^after their 
allowance. 
25. Agreement and Resolution of Imdrmal^bibction witHrCNA Companies. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contraryvcoh&ned in the Pipprot Confirmation Order, 
nothing contained in the Plan oj/Cottfinwiliou Ctfd^ r shall enlarge, reduce, modify, 
impair or affect in any way the parties^ i^ghts, defenses and exclusions under: (a) any 
policies of insurance or relate^agtgements (i)|dfvidually or collectively, the "Insurance 
Agreements") entered into by^ha^NASs£dmpanies on the one hand, and the Debtor on 
the other hand£-4n particular, (whp corporate restructuring proposed in the Plan shall 
have no'^f^cKwj^fee^TT-en^the scope of coverage and related duties under the 
iMjifSnc^AgjeememSs^) the CNA Companies (as defined below) shall retain all of 
fcheir respect^ rifihtrof setoff and/or recoupment under the Insurance Agreements and 
appKoable law/w the extent applicable, and (in) the CNA Companies shall not be 
deemed to have released ^ ny of the non-Debtor parties released pursuant to XV. D. of t' 
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Plan from any independent contractual obligations these parties may have to the CNA 
Companies, or from any claims whatsoever that the CNA Companies may now or 
hereafter hold against the insurance brokers or insurance agents of the Debtor, Subject to 
the terms and conditions of the respective letters of credit and related policies of 
insurance and applicable agreements, (i) Continental Casualty Company, Transgortation 
Insurance Company, Continental Casualty Company, American Casua#yComj}aiw\f 
Reading, Pennsylvania, CNA ClaimPlus, Inc., as successor-in^ffibres\to RSKCa 
Services, Inc. and their American insurance affiliates/jroollegliyelv. i h e V ^ N A 
Companies") shall be entitled, only if permitted under tk^a^lic^Wrletters w credit and 
related policies of insurance and applicable agreejnents, to retam\ari&J>o3fl any and all 
letters of credit issued for its benefit and for jji^^ccouht^ors^ie Debtor; together with any 
proceeds thereof (the "CNA Letters of CrecHfrO and (ii) th^pNA Companies shall be 
entitled to draw on the CNA Lettqrff Of Ciedil an umhwhen permitted under the terms of 
such letters of credit, the CNA CompanJe^policies of insurance and related agreements 
with the Debtors. The Detyp?"afld^Reorgani2fca Debtor reserves all rights that it might 
have under the terms of the a^J#aDle~lejiers of credit and related policies of insurance 
and applicabjje^ agFe^ ements to as^e^tjny demands for return or release of the CNA Letters 
of Credit 
the Plan shall be deemed in any respect to enlarge the CNA 
urtfter their respective policies of insurance or related agreements with 
der applicable law. The CNA Companies shall preserve all rights and 
dcfenseTunder applicable law that it may have as against any Person holding a Claim 
-33-
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against the Debtor that may assert such Claim against any of the Insurance Agreements, 
and the Debtor shall preserve all rights and defenses under applicable law to any such 
Claims asserted against the Insurance Agreement; and the Plan or Confirmation Order 
shall not limit the Debtor's or the CNA Companies' rights to defend any Claims made as 
against the Insurance Agreements. 
The CNA Companies and the Debtor agree that the Cure amoi 
for all known, liquidated amounts owing to CNA Companies 
Agreements following conversion to incurred loss billing sha^  
the Effective Date, (i) the Insurance Agreements shall hi 
U.S.C. § 365(a), (ii) billing under the Insurance Agreements 
loss basis, and (iii) the CNA Companies, in jj6oJsi faitnVi&aJl commence and complete a 
collateral adjustment calculation in accordance with thi^  >erms of the Insurance 
Agreements (the "Collateral Reyje"wT:—Of A ohaM^  promptly reduce or return any 
collateral as required by the result of th^Sollateral Review, and shall in good faith seek 
to complete such Collaterals^Jtew^vno later))Kan December 31, 2005. 
26. Charter Amendl^ei^zO^^i/Effective Date, after the cancellation of the 
Equity Intere^»--ana\the Conwtfole Subordinated Notes and the issuance of the 
Reorgani^o>D^BWcWm«ft-Srock to the holders of the Allowed Senior Lender Claims, 
the^ eSTaTetf articleX f^vjncprporation, as amended, of the Debtor shall be amended by the 
Qiarter i^ m^dment,^ which shall be signed and filed, or caused to be filed, by the 
President or anyyvice President or other authorized officer of the Debtor. 
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27. Post-Confirmation Board. On the Effective Date, the management, control 
and operation of the Reorganized Debtor shall become the general responsibility of the 
board of directors of the Reorganized Debtor (the "Post-Confirmation Board"), which 
shall, thereafter, have responsibility for the management, control and operation of the 
Reorganized Debtor in accordance with applicable law. As of the Effective Date, the 
Post-Confirmation Board shall consist of four (4) members to be desij 
Lenders and one (1) non-director board observer to be designee 
Reorganized Debtor. 
28. Redomestication or Conversion. On ox^ar^^dj^/tffecti^ Efete, the 
Reorganized Debtor may, but shall not be required^ (1) changextiesb^diction
 0f j t s 
organization from the State of Texas to ifie( StateN r^NQelaware^ or (2) change its 
organizational form from a business corpora^ to a limited/liability company. The 
Reorganized Debtor may effect spCH OltaugLS hy "iwe^ ns of a merger or conversion, as 
authorized by the laws of the State of Te^s and, if the Reorganized Debtor is changing 
its jurisdiction of organiz i^onTliK^State or t>^ Iaware, Confirmation of this Plan shall 
constitute the approval of suo^changes^pa the transactions contemplated thereby by all 
of the holder^prior tb or on twrEffective Date of the common stock of Debtor and the 
ReorganJ2eJJ\peMor dXtfr-oS-tyc holders of any other Equity Interests whose vote or 
ar^rwairria^beiremtir.ejkand also constitutes all other corporate action necessary on the 
part of mebeMfcr. tift Reorganized Debtor or otherwise, to authorize such changes and 
me\ansaction^contcmplated thereby. Appropriate documents with respect to any such 
merger or conversion which the Reorganized Debtor elects to effect shall be signed and 
HmKTr>N\1J9g[37 5 -35-
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filed or caused to be filed by the President or any Vice President or other authorized 
officer of the Reorganized Debtor. 
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FIRST AMENDED PLAN OF REORGANIZATION OF 
SOUPER SALAD, INC. 
The Debtor, Souper Salad, IncM hereby proposes the following First Amended Plan of 
Reorganization pursuant to the provisions of section 1121 of the Bankruptcy Code, 
THE OFFICIAL COMMITTEE FOR THE UNSECURED CREDITORS IN THIS CASE 
SUPPORTS THIS FIRST AMENDED PLAN OF REORGANIZATION AND URGES 
UNSECURED CREDITORS TO VOTE IN FAVOR OF THE PLAN. 
I. DEFINITIONS, RULES OF INTERPRETATION, 
AND COMPUTATION OF TIME 
A. Definitions 
Unless otherwise provided in this Plan, the tcrm^ 
Plan (which appear in this Plan as capitalized terms) have th« 
Annex A-l. Annex A-1 is an integral part of this Plan. Tern* an 
or not, that are used and not defined in this Plan but th^kfi" 
have the meanings ascribed to them in the BankniptcvjFoo^, The meani 
shall be equally applicable to the singular and phim%uriKof the terms 
context otherwise requires. 
B. Rules of Interpretation 
For purposes of this PL 
or other agreement or document bei 
means that it shall be substantially fn sue! 
(b) any reference in this Plan to an existing 
ex 
in 
apitalized 
ptcy Code 
defined terms 
unless the 
means such document, agr 
amended, modified, or 
Sections, Articles, Appendic 
Appendices, Annexes, and E; 
supplemented or 
terms of simil 
subsection oy 
other te: 
(f) this^lan shi 
tie intel 
instancewof th£ 
• o t : 
in this Plan to a contract, instrument, 
on particular terms and conditions 
Uy on such terms and conditions; 
ent, agreement, contract, instrument or exhibit 
contract, instft$*eg£or exhibit as it may have been or may be 
se specified, ail references in this Plan to 
are references to Sections, Articles, 
this Plan, as the same may be amended, 
erem," "hereof," "hereto," "hereunder" and other 
Ian as a whole and not to any particular Article, Section, 
.; (e) the words "include," "includes," "including," and 
deemed to be followed by the phrase "without limitation"; 
ed for the benefit of the Debtor and the Reorganized Debtor 
eability of the term "Debtor" with the term "Reorganized Debtor" and 
e term "Reorganized;" provided, however, that this provision does 
otherwise alter the effect of the discharge or any other aspect of the 
ited to Article X of this Plan; (g) captions and headings to Articles and 
for convenience of reference only and are not intended to be a part of or to 
kion of this Plan; and (h) the rules of construction set forth in section 102 of 
and in the Bankruptcy Rules shall apply. 
C. Computation of Time 
000079 
In computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by this Plan, the 
provisions of Bankruptcy Rule 9006(a) shall apply. 
II. CLASSIFICATION OF CLAIMS AND INTERESTS 
A* Introduction 
All Claims and Equity Interests, except Administrative Expense Claims and 
Priority Tax Claims, are placed in the Classes set forth below. In accordance with section 
1123(a)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code, Administrative Expense Claims and Priority Tax Claims 
have not been classified. 
A Claim or Equity Interest is placed in a particular Class onl 
the Claim or Equity Interest falls within the description of that Class, and^  
Classes to the extent that any portion of the Claim or Equity Interest falls 
of such other Classes. A Claim is placed in a particular Class for,"" ^ 
distributions pursuant to this Plan only to the extent that such Claim^ran Allowed 
Class and such Claim has not been paid, released, or otherwisp^ttled pM&r to the^iaetive 
Date. The establishment of particular Classes or categories of Jra^a^fied^fim does 
not mean or imply that there are any Allowed Claims thatfitfSmtcib^cVwch Class!pr category 
and the Debtor reserves to itself the right to contend thsjK&ereare no^cKAllo^a Claims in 
any given Class or category. 
t be classified and shall 
Unclassified Priority Claims 
The following Claims with resf 
not be entitled to vote on this Plan: 
1. Administrate 
2. Priority Tax Claims. 
Classes of ClaW^ftdJlquity Intel1 
Pursuant to secti 
against and Equity Interests in th&ttffttor as fellows; 
ority Claims. 
acility Claims. 
s 3 - Senior Lender Claims. 
Cbs$ 4 - Other Secured Claims. 
Class 5 -PACA Claims. 
iptcy Code, this Plan classifies the Claims 
. ? . 000080 
6, Class 6 - Unsecured Claims. 
7. Class 7 - Equity Interests, 
D. Designation of Impaired Claims and Equity Interests and Unimpaired 
Claims 
With the exception of the Allowed Claims in Class 1, Allowed Claims in Class 4 
and Allowed Claims in Class 5, all Claims and Equity Interests are Impaired. Allowed Claims in 
Class 1, Allowed Claims in Class 4, and Allowed Claims in Class 5 are not Impaired. All Equity 
Interests (Class 7) and any Penalty Claims are Impaired, and will not receive orjretain any 
property on account of such Equity Interests or Penalty Claims. 
HI. TREATMENT OF CLAIMS AND INTERESTS 
A. Unclassified Priority Claims 
Administrative Expense Claims 1. 
Except as otherwise provided for here^  
of Article XIV.A hereof, on the latest of (a) the Initial 
Administrative Expense Claim becomes an Allowed Administrative 
date such Administrative Expense Claim becomes 
the Debtor and the holder of such Administrative 
Administrative Expense Claim shall receive 
discharge of and in exchange for such Allow«rA&ninistrative 
the unpaid portion of such Allowed Administrative^pense Clai: 
as the Debtor and such holder shall haveagreed 
emcnts 
date such 
, or (c) the 
ement between 
of an Allowed 
settlement, release, and 
^Claim (i) Cash equal to 
fr (ii) such other treatment 
All requests fSr pa^A i^il oi any otliei rtieans of preserving and obtaining 
payment of Administrative Expense Claims, otar than Ordinary Course Administrative Expense 
Claims, that have not been p^released or otnfe^sesettled, including all requests for payment 
of Professional Fees, must be 
later than the Administratis 
Administrative Expense Claims^  
will be forever disallowed and ba 
Claims in any 
respective 
Administ 
ifnotn^evlOus], 
the BanKfcjjfcy Court and served upon the Debtor no 
ar Date. Any request for payment of 
y its Administrative Expense Claims Bar Date 
of such Claims will not be able to assert such 
;ate, the Debtor, the Reorganized Debtor or any of their 
ives; provided, however, that Ordinary Course 
paid in the ordinary course of the Debtor's business and, 
couxse_of the Debtor's business, shall be paid by the Debtor 
or such other terras as may be agreed upon by the Debtor and by 
ority Tax Claims 
On the latest of (a) the Initial Distribution Date, (b) the date such Priority 
T&X&imJse^fcfes an Allowed Priority Tax Gaim, or (c) the latest date on which such Prion ty 
Tax ClatfR-niiy be paid without penalty under applicable law, eacli holder of an Allowed Priority 
Tax Claim shall receive in full satisfaction, settlement, release, and discharge of and in exchange 
for such Allowed Priority Tax Claim, Cash equal to the unpaid portion of such Allowed Priority 
.1. O00O81 
Tax Claim, together with interest thereon from the Effective Date until the date it is actually paid 
at the applicable rate under state or federal law. 
B. Classes of Claims and Equity Interests 
1. Class 1 - Other Priority Claims 
On the latest of (a) the Initial Distribution Date, (b) the date such Other 
Priority Claim becomes an Allowed Other Priority Claim, or (c) the date such Other Priority 
Claim becomes payable pursuant to any agreement between the Debtor and the holder of such 
Other Priority Claim, each holder of an Allowed Other Priority Claim shall recen^m. full 
satisfaction, settlement, release, and discharge of and in exchange for such 
Priority Claim (i) Cash equal to the unpaid portion of such Allowed Other 
(ii) such other treatment as the Debtor and such holder shall have agreed, 
2. Class 2 - DIP Facility Claims 
The DIP Facility Claims shall be Allowed i: 
the DIP Amount, which shall be an amount agreed to by th 
Lenders and the Debtor at or prior to the Effective Date (i^ 
DIP Final Draw), On the Effective Date, the Reorganize! 
the Administrative Agent and the Senior Agent, and tl 
the Senior Lender Claims shall enter into the Exit Fj 
the allowed DIP Facility Claims shall be assumed, 
part of the obligations under the Exit Financini 
Facility Claims shall receive, in full and finaf 
Loan A Notes and New Term B Notes in an aggregal 
Claims, such notes to be apportioned 
writing by the Administrative Agi 
Allowed DIP Facility Claims in accordan&Ssyith 
junt of the 
interests of 
of the D^Facrpfy Claims and 
ity. On tnh Effective Date, (i) 
by the Reorganized Debtor as 
,ers of the Allowed DIP 
tion of sucIKAn^Wed Claims, New Term 
tint equ j^Ho the Allowed DIP Facility 
A and Term Loan B as instructed in 
rtioncd among the holders of the 
pro rate share of such Allowed Claims, 
and (i 
and (iii) further, the Debtor shall either (a) cahc all outstanding and undrawn letters of credit 
issued under the DIP Facilit^tte-Jje returned to th i^sjffcer thereof undrawn, or (b) post with the 
Facili^xash collateral in an amount equal to 105% 
d undrawn letters of credit. The New Term 
brth in Article IH.B3(c) of this Plan as provided 
issuer of such letters of credit 
of the aggregate face amount 
Loan Notes shall contain the 
below. 
ender Claims 
ance of Senior Lender Claims. The Senior Lender Claims 
amount of $37,245,667.38 (which includes accrued and unpaid 
ing, the Petition Date), plus all other charges, fees and expenses 
d expenses) for the period up to, but not including, the Petition Date 
dit Facility. 
(b) Distributions and Effects of Acceptance Thereof. On the Effective 
Date^eTfcscjfdhized Debtor, the holders of the interests of the Administrative Agent and the 
SeniorXfSnCand the holders of the DIP Facility Claims and the Senior Lender Claims shall (i) 
enter into the Exit Financing Facility, (ii) the Senior Credit Amount shall be assumed by the 
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Reorganized Debtor as part of the obligations under the Exit Financing Facility, the (iii) the 
holders of the Allowed Senior Lender Claims shall receive, in full and final satisfaction of such 
Allowed Claims, the following: 
(x) New Term Loan A Notes and New Term Loan B Notes in 
aggregate amount equal to the Senior Credit Amount, such notes to be 
apportioned between Term Loan A and Term Loan B as instructed in 
writing by the Senior Agent, and to be further apportioned among the 
holders of the Allowed Senior Lender Claims in accordance with their pro 
rate share of such Allowed Claims (or as otherwise instructed in writing 
by the Senior Agent); and 
(y) one hundred percent of the Reorganized 
Stock, as described in Article IV.B. 
(c) Principal Terms of the Exit Financing 
Loans. Subject to the occurrence of the Effective Date, the Exit Fin 
Term Loans shall contain the following principal terms 
Term Loan A: $12,000,000 (inclusive of lettei 
Term Loan B: $9,000,000 
Interest for Term Loan A: LIBOR + 
Interests for Term Loan B: L. 
Amortization of Term 
interest payable on 
accrued and unpaid interest" 
Payments on frnn Loan B: Ini 
principal and a^med^andunpaid 
ionization schedule. Principal and 
outstanding principal balance and 
at maturity. 
ily, payable monthly. All outstanding 
: thereon shall be due at maturity. 
fiis from the Effective Date. 
B: 60 months from the Effective Date. 
: Senior liens and security interests on all or substantially all 
property and assets of the Reorganized Debtor (including 
lation of the liens and security interests that secured the Senior 
lit Facility). 
Term Loan B: Senior liens and security interests (but junior only to the 
Term Loan A collateral) on all, or substantially all, of the property and 
assets of the Reorganized Debtor (including reaffirmation of the liens and 
security interests that secure the Senior Credit Facility). 
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In addition, the Exit Financing Facility shall also contain the following, all in form and substance 
acceptable to the Senior Lenders, the DIP Lenders and the Debtor (i) customary financial 
covenants, (ii) capital expenditure limitations as agreed, consistent with the financial projections 
attached as Exhibit C to the Debtor's Disclosure Statement, (iii) affirmative and negative 
covenants similar to those contained in the Senior Credit Facility, (iv) the requirement of a cash 
management system to be in form and substance satisfactory to the Senior Agent and DIP 
Lenders, and (v) loan documentation m form and substance satisfactory to the Senior Agent, DIP 
Lenders and the Debtor. 
(d) Senior Lenders Reservation of Rights to Reduce New Term Loan 
Amounts, Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Plan, the Senioj^ JLeuders, in 
their sole and absolute discretion, reserve the right to reduce the Senior 
written notice provided to the Debtor on or before the final Confirmation Hea 
event that the Senior Lenders make such election to reduce the Senior/Credit Amount, 
amount of the New Term Loans shall be deemed to be reduced on a doll 
instructed in such writing, but all other terms and provisions of the Pjwh^Hall ot 
unaltered. Nothing contained in the Plan shall constitute or impose^y obligation or^BytyseWfte 
part of the Senior Lenders to exercise the rights provided in this k^ftf^ Ic Ifl.B> 
(e) Amendment of Senior Cr 
Agreements. As of the Effective Date, the Senior Credi 
and ail of the respective agreements, guaranties, ins: 
Senior Lender Claims and the DIP Facility Claims,, 
of the holders thereof, shall be amended and ra£ttft&i in 
Facility Documents. 
4. Class 4 - Other Secured Clair 
Facility 
icility and tft^DSP Lo^Documents, 
nd other docuFnehtrcvidencing the 
ay be, and tpe respective rights 
tirety by the Exit Financing 
Each holder 
settlement, release, and discharge of and ft 
will receive, unless agreed otherwise, at the < 
?ured Claim, in flxll satisfaction, 
^change for such Allowed Other Secured Claim, 
of the Debtor, either (a) Cash in the amount 
imf or (b) the>0>fefteral securing the Claim of such Allowed 
or wajraity. In the event that any such Claim is not 
Sficiency amount will constitute a deficiency 
treated as an Unsecured Claim in Class 6. The 
' subject to a valid Setoff Claim as against an Allowed 
*on and enforcement, regardless of section 362 of the 
provided by applicable law. The Debtor shall retain 
y, priority or other rights of any alleged Other Secured 
i of whether such Other Secured Claim is an Allowed Other 
establish a cash fund in an amount that the Debtor determines, in 
iate to satisfy the Allowed amount of such alleged Other Secured 
rLien securing any such alleged Other Secured Claim shall be required 
&e its Lien, following the Debtor's filing of a notice of such dispute with the 
ftiich states the amount the Debtor believes will be sufficient to satisfy the 
'of such alleged Other Secured Claim, and the holder of the alleged Other 
Secu£e4-Cl»iff shall retain its Lien only as against the cash fond so established by the Debtor 
with respect to such alleged Other Secured Claim. Should the alleged Other Secured Claim, 
pursuant to a Final Order of the Bankruptcy Court, be Allowed in an amount in excess of the 
of such Allowed Other Secur 
Other Secured Claim, without • 
completely satisfied by such 
claim and such claim will be dk 
holder of an oblig 
Claim shall 
Bankruptcy 
the right 
jdpenc 
Si 
^ldbeN 
LOfi 
immediately: 
. / > -
cash fund established for it, the excess amount of such Claim shall be treated in the manner 
provided herein for Allowed Administrative Expense Claims. During the pendency of any 
dispute on the Allowance of an alleged Other Secured Claim, interest may only accrue at the 
interest rate agreed to by the parties, or as provided by the Bankruptcy Court, and such interest 
shall be payable only following the Bankruptcy Court's Allowance of the Other Secured Claim 
then in dispute and only on the portion of such Other Secured Claim so Allowed. 
5. Class 5 - PACA Claims 
Each holder of an Allowed PACA Claim shall receive in full satisfaction, 
release and discharge of and in exchange for such Claim the fiill amount of the unpaj£po4jon of 
such Allowed PACA Claim, in Cash, on or as soon as practicable after the latest^^helnh^l 
Distribution Date, (b) the date that is ten (10) Business Days after the date °f#gcn P A C A °Kj[ 
became an Allowed PACA Claim, (c) the date set forth in the PACA Claipfc Order or (d) su\h 
other date as may be agreed upon in writing by the holder of such Clairnand thVpajtor. 
6. Class 6 - Unsecured Claims 
Each holder of an Allowed Unsecuij 
satisfaction, settlement, release, and discharge of and in ex 
Claim a Pro Rata Portion of the Unsecured Claims Cash 
7. Class 7 -Equity Interests 
The holders of all Equit) 
under this Plan and all Equity Interests will be4a 
THE OFFICIAL COMMITTEE FOJ 
SUPPORTS THIS FIRST AMEI^  
UNSECURED CREDITORS TO VOI 
ve^fn full 
nsecured 
or retain any property 
Date. 
_UNSE^ 
OF 
FAVOR Ol 
D CREDITORS IN THIS CASE 
•RGANIZATION AND URGES 
E PLAN. 
Reservation rf-Claims, Defense etoff Rights 
Except as provtevfi^ecti&Lj9$) of the Bankruptcy Code or as otherwise 
specifically provided in this Pldn, rtrthlh^sbdl affect, limit or create any party's rights or 
defenses, both legal and equitablV^r create«ariy rights or defenses with respect to any Claims, 
including, but nprfumtod to, legal\jid equitable defenses to Claims and rights of setoff that may 
bepreserved t^fpers&Etion 553 oftl^B^nkruptcy Code. 
elst, Fees and Costs 
focept ass?therwise provided in this Plan, or in an order of the Bankruptcy Court, 
^holder o^YClaim^taflbe entitled to the accrual of post-petition interest or the payment by 
Debtor4f>os>cen'w^interest or professional fees or other costs on account of such Claim 
fot^ any purpose. 
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IV. MEANS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN 
A. The Charter Amendment and the Exit Financing Facility 
1. On the Effective Date, after the cancellation of the Equity Interests and the 
Convertible Subordinated Notes and the issuance of the Reorganized Debtor Common Stock to 
the holders of the Allowed Senior Lender Claims, the restated articles of incorporation, as 
amended, of the Debtor shall be amended by the Charter Amendment, which shall be signed and 
filed or caused to be filed by the President or any Vice President or other authorized officer of 
the Debtor. The Confirmation Order shall order the actions set forth in this Section. 
Confirmation of this Plan shall constitute the approval 9 
Amendment by all of the holders prior to or on Effective Date of the common 
and the Reorganized Debtor and of the holders of any other Equity Inter) 
approval may be required and also constitutes all other corporate action n 
the Debtor, the Reorganized Debtor or otherwise, to authorize the Charter Anil 
will be in substantially the form filed with the Bankruptcy Court as a 
2. Confirmation of this Plan shall consti 
approval of the Exit Financing Facility. The material doi 
Facility will be in substantially the form filed with the B 
shall be in form and substance acceptable to the DIP ^rfejers, 
The Confirmation Order shall include provisions 
substantially the forms filed as Plan Documents, 
by the Debtor and the Exit Financing Lenders, 
therein; and in furtherance thereof, the Reorg^fiii^dvDebtor 
Plan Documents and such other documents as may 
the Exit Financing Lenders may reasp 
thereto, such lenders will retain the 
Facility Claims, all of which Liens will 
Effective Date, prior to the execution andN 
Financing Facility, the ReorgaBi^ed Debtor 
e Charter 
fcK oTD^bra 
whose vote\or 
£n the part 0f 
pnU whii 
shall 
Ito 
cumerit 
ctivfc/Date, 
the ExjKFmancing 
Ian Djwaments and 
the Debtor 
the Exit Filiating Facility in 
therein «s may be agreed to 
ins and priority as provided 
orized to execute such 
Reorganized Debtor that 
lend to the Reorganized Debt 
Actions on the E 
inal Draw) 
provided in the documents related 
Senior Lender Claims and the DIP 
Effective Date be reaffirmed. On or before the 
jvcry of the documents relating to the Exit 
>w and the Exit Financing Lenders shall 
ests and the Convertible Subordinated Notes shall be 
cancelled, 
sAH.^ sh^ res of Reorganized Debtor Common Stock (or similar interests in 
issueJkta^ne holders of the Allowed Senior Lender Claims (or other parties as 
?niorAgent) in such proportions as are specified to the Debtor prior to the 
Senior Agent, making the holders of such Claims the owners of all of the 
' Common Stock. 
The restated certificate of incorporation, as amended, of the Debtor shall 
be amended by the Charter Amendment. 
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4. The Reorganized Debtor shall borrow and the DIP Lenders shall lend to 
the Reorganized Debtor the DIP Final Draw, if such borrowing has not occurred prior to the 
Effective Date. The Exit Financing Lenders shall also fund $1.2 million to the Debtor on the 
Effective Date to be placed in an escrow account on terms and conditions acceptable to the 
Debtor, the Creditors' Committee and the Exit Financing Lenders (the "Class 6 Escrow^ and 
designated for distribution to the holders of Allowed Unsecured Claims as set forth herein, 
subject to such rights of the Lenders to return of such funds as provided in Section VIJ.6 of the 
Plan.. 
5. All documents and agreements between Debtor or the Reorganized Debtor 
and the Exit Financing Lenders with respect to the Exit Financing Facility whicjiJave not 
previously been executed and delivered shall be executed and delivered- The2^-i^|^fekig 
Facility will amend, replace and restate in their entirety the DIP Facility and^fe Senior Credft 
Facility, including the amounts outstanding thereunder (other than amou^ajtributable to the1 
Reorganized Debtor Common Stock issued to the holders of Allowed S&ioNL^ider Claims) 
As provided in the documents related thereto, the Exit Financing FacUra^ndettfw tl 
Liens of the holders of the Senior Lender Claims and the DIP FaciljR^Qain^s, all o n 
are reaffirmed. 
C. Securities Matters 
It is an integral and essential element 
and distribution of shares of Reorganized Debtor 
holders of Allowed Senior Lender Claims be ex< 
of 1933, as amended, and similar state laws 
The Confirmation Order shall provide (and be*binl 
the Bankruptcy Case), that all such offerings, sal< 
provided in section 1145 of the Bankr 
[from 
that the ^ e H M f sale, issuance 
pek pursuanmethis Plan to the 
ition undSr the Securities Act 
sectio^l t ^ o f the Bankruptcy Code. 
on all Ctemvnt/iand parties-in-intcrest to 
id issuances fall within the exemption 
Effectuating Documents; FxKher Transactions 
On, before or 
financial officer, any vice pi 
Reorganized Debtor are autl 
instruments, releases, and other 
may be necessarvor^ippropriate 
the Effective DfikJJie chief executive officer, president, chief 
ieiirsacany otha/appropriate officer of the Debtor or the 
izett>tQ^&X6^ deliver, file, or record such contracts, 
&nt^nOTuments or documents and take such actions as 
Effectuate and further evidence the terms and conditions of 
this Plan and th£-mattdrs and actitou contemplated hereby, and the secretary or any assistant 
secretary cftf^Debtor or the Reorsipfted Debtor shall be authorized to certify or attest to any 
of the for^^j^rio^^agjBfiniHii^^ or documents. 
EMmplion from Certain Transfer Taxes 
suant , Section 1146(c) of the Bankruptcy Code, any transfers from the 
any Claim pursuant to this Plan (including, without limitation, the 
/Common Stock and the liens and security interests securing the obligations 
acing Facility) shall not be subject to any document recording tax, stamp tax, 
ootft%VHteer-t£% intangibles or similar tax, mortgage tax, real estate transfer tax, mortgage 
recorrnnglax or other similar tax or governmental assessment. The Confirmation Order shall 
direct the appropriate state or local governmental officials or agents to forego the collection of 
ebtor to theN^l 
organized Debt 
adeWhe Exit Fif 
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any such tax or governmental assessment and to accept for filing and recordation any of the 
foregoing instruments or other documents without the payment of any such tax or governmental 
assessment. 
V- ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION OF THE PLAN 
A. Classes Entitled to Vote 
Each impaired Class of Claims or Equity Interests that is likely to receive or 
retain property or any interest in property under this Plan shall be entitled to vote to accept or 
reject this Plan. By operation of law, each Unimpaired Class of Claims is conclusively 
presumed to have accepted this Plan and, therefore, is not entitled to vote to 
Plan and each Class that will receive nothing under this Plan is deemed to 
Plan. Classes 1, 4 and 5 are Unimpaired, and shall be presumed to havjs 
pursuant to section 1126(0 of the Bankruptcy Code. Classes 2, 3 and 6 
therefore entitled to vote to accept or reject this Plan. Class 7 (akmc^ilh any £uj)d*dinated 
Penalty Claims) will receive nothing under this Plan, and according^ shaft be 
rejected this Plan. 
B. Acceptance by Impaired Classes 
An Impaired Class of Claims shall ha 
Claims actually voting, the holders (other than any 
the Bankruptcy Code) of at least two-thirds in 
50% in number of such Allowed Claims have VjBttg to accept 
it of si 
icepted this P 
i^gnated und 
lowed C 
the Allowed 
Action 1126(e) of 
ims and more than 
th 
C Cramdown 
The Debtor shall reqi^gL^nfigrjatinn ortfihiPlan, as it may be modified from 
time to time pursuant to Article XI hereoTf^ ander section 1 li9(b) of the Bankruptcy Code, so 
long as at least one Impaired Class (which shaihnehide the holders of the Senior Lender Claims) 
of Claims has accepted this Waggon the basis th^th^s Plan is fair and equitable and does not 
discriminate unfairly with resp^t^»y^n-accep^ilg impaired Class. 
ING DISTRIBUTIONS 
ms Allowed as of the Effective Date 
^cept 
distributions tbsbe 
shall b^Rmde onstfii 
bej^mrXnbwjjd CI; 
ns Plan 
otheiwise>5pfovided herein or as ordered by the Bankruptcy Court, 
jnjiccorat of Claims that are Allowed Claims as of the Effective Date 
litiaT^istribution Date. Distributions on account of Claims that first 
the Effective Date shall be made pursuant to Articles VI and VIII 
Usition of Securities or Instruments 
the Effective Date, all of the Convertible Subordinated Notes and all 
mstrum^ais-evidencing a Claim on account thereof, and all Equity Interests and all instruments 
evidencing an Equity Interest in the Debtor (other than the Reorganized Debtor Common Stock 
issued pursuant to this Plan to the holders of Allowed Senior Lender Claims pursuant to this 
Plan) shall be cancelled, revoked and rendered null, void and unenforceable. 
C Means of Cash Payment 
Casn payments made pursuant to this Plan shall be in United States funds by 
means selected by the Debtor, including by check drawn on a United States bank or wire 
transfer. Checks issued by the Reorganized Debtor with respect to Allowed Claims in Class 5, 
Class 6 or Class 7 shall be null and void if not negotiated within six (6) months after the date of 
issuance thereof. Requests for reissuance of any check shall be made directly to the Reorganized 
Debtor by the holder of the Allowed Claim with respect to which such check opgttHkUjcwas 
issued. Any Claim in respect of such a voided check shall be made on or beforp^fteiateL^f^) 
the first anniversary of the Effective Date, or (2) 270 days after the date on&uance o f^c l 
check. After such date, all Claims in respect of void checks shall be dt^ &arspd and fore\ 
barred, 
D. Delivery of Distributions 
Distributions to holders of Allowed Claims sh*$h*esh*ad^ titebuX or its 
agent (1) at the addresses set forth on the Proofs of C l a i m ^ ^ b ^ ^ ^ fd^at the last 
known addresses of such holders if no Proof of Claim i^^i^ if thcV^q^a^en notified 
of a change of address), (2) at the addresses set fortlr^^^ny^ritt noticbs of^odress changes 
delivered to the Debtor after the date of any rel^t^Prbqn^Claim, or J#at the addresses 
reflected in the Schedules if no Proof of Claim hAb^n file^n^he Debtor has not received a 
written notice of a change of address. If any l^ WwJs distributiorH^jetwned as undeliverabie, no 
further distributions to such holder shall be made rofoss and until ffc^ Debtor is notified of such 
holder's then current address, at which time, subject ra^fee penultimate sentence in this Section, 
all missed distributions shall be mad^ Tu i>UCl liuldei wi&nxit interest. Amounts in respect of 
undeliverabie distributions shall be «SirhSMLu Hie Dtbtui ukil such distributions are claimed. 
All Claims for undeliverabie distributions mtort be made on or before the later of (a) the first 
anniversary of the Effective Date, or (b) 270 da^fter the first undeliverabie distribution to such 
holder was attempted, after wtuclNUieall unclaii^?froperty shall revert to and be retained by 
the Reorganized Debtor and sMThw^e^^ claim of any holder with respect to such 
property shall be discharged anfcre^n»f f^ /NO STATE OR OTHER GOVERNMENTAL 
ENTITY SHALL HAVE AN^AHGHT TO ASSERT A CLAIM AS TO FUNDS NOT 
DISTRlBUTEI^Sm ANY CLAIM OF ANY GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY SHALL BE 
DISCHARGSy^TyOSUCH UNlSEtfVERABLE DISTRIBUTIONS 
E« 
Ml not 
{herwise fiS* 
rest whole 
X NOT 
I 
checfe 
same holder. 
)e Minimis Distributions 
v^ision of this Plan notwithstanding, payments of fractions of dollars 
enever any payment of a fraction of a dollar under this Plan would 
for^me actual payment made shall reflect a rounding of such fraction to the 
(up or down), with half-dollars being rounded down. THE DEBTOR 
ANY PAYMENT OF LESS THAN THIRTY FIVE DOLLARS 
SPECT TO ANY UNSECURED CLAIM. For purposes of payments or 
£btor may combine payments to be made with respect to multiple Claims of the 
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F. Withholding and Reporting Requirements 
In connection with this Plan and all distributions hereunder, the Debtor shall, to 
the extent applicable, comply with all tax withholding and reporting requirements imposed by 
any federal, state, local or foreign taxing authority, and all distributions hereunder shall be 
subject to any such withholding and reporting requirements. The Debtor shall be authorized to 
take any and all actions that may be necessary or appropriate to comply with such withholding 
and reporting requirements. 
G, Setoffs 
The Debtor may (with the exception of the DIP Facility Clai, 
Lender Claims), but shall not be required to, set off against any Claim and 
distributions to be made pursuant to this Plan in respect of such Claim, 
whatsoever that the Debtor may have against the holder of such Claim; or&via^^wever, 
neither the failure to do so nor the allowance of any Claim hereunder SMJ^onstihiwVwaiverj 
release by the Debtor of any such claim that the Debtor may have agdmst s\jch holdw 
otherwise specifically provided in this Plan, no holder of a ClpmTmay, orN^ccount W" a'pre-
Effective Date Claim against any Debtor, setoff, offset, susperfd^ebM-^rl^ 
from funds or other payments that such claimant may awe^jp suchdebtor ori&organized 
Debtor. The Confirmation Order shall include an injunptj^prohibitii^^ offset, 
suspension, freeze, or recoupment. 
H. Prohibition on Distributions At 
Litigation is Pending 
ims While Any Avoidance 
The Debtor shall make no distributiorfcsNroon a Clai^held by a Claimant against 
whom the Debtor asserts any AvniiWii i1 Action imtirjjhnluiiim of the Avoidance Action by 
settlement or judgment or as nthnnvHirTTni^ nli il liy RiinlrnipKv Court order. With the exception 
of Preference Claims (a subset of actions trat are not included in the definition of Avoidance 
Actions), Avoidance Actions are retained as p^nerty of the Debtor under this Plan and such 
actions may or may not be^Jtorsugd, but if purate^may only be pursued by the Debtor or 
Reorganized Debtor. No part^t^ilp^a^^coveia^of Preference Claims. 
L Distribution Proi 
extent delivpfefl by thl 
or its ageirtR^rt^e 
Plan OBsa particv&^da! 
sucjrjilate^sr as sobs^ t 
accountftf?Disp 
accounfc^ahv CI 
llowed. The BpN 
leliy distributio: 
ent, delivMvor distribution by the Debtor pursuant to this Plan, to the 
nited State? afail, shall be deemed made when deposited by the Debtor 
ail Distributions or deliveries required to be made by this 
deemed to have been made on such date if actually made on 
reafter as practicable taking into account the needTo establish reserves 
aims. No payments or other distributions of property shall be made 
or portion thereof unless and until such Claim or portion thereof is 
r in its discretion may establish reserves for Disputed Claims, and defer or 
ensure an equitable and ratable distribution in accordance with the terms of 
tf to holdgre of Allowed Claims. 
J. Distribution of the Unsecured Claims Cash 
n _ 
The Unsecured Claims Cash shall be distributed under this Plan as provided in 
this Section. 
1. The Debtor may either handle the distribution of the Unsecured Claims 
Cash or may employ or contract with other Persons to assist in or perform such distribution. 
2. The date of the first Interim Distribution shall be on the Initial Distribution 
Date, fa the first Interim Distribution, an Interim Distribution of Unsecured Claims Cash shall 
be made Pro Rata to the holders of Allowed Unsecured Claims. 
3. If any Unsecured Claim is a Disputed Claim or an undetermined^laim on 
the date for any Interim Distribution, no distribution shall be made to the holder i 
such distribution. To the extent that an Unsecured Claim is Allowed after 
Interim Distribution, the holder thereof shall be entitled to receive from th^jhsecured 
Reserve in the next Interim Distribution after such Claim is Allowed (or oiFthc Firal Unsecuri 
Claims Distribution Date, if there is no such Interim Distribution) d^smou^oFsUnsecurq 
Claims Cash that such holder would have been distributed through smnSistributictf 
holder's Unsecured Claim had been an Allowed Unsecured Clai>£on the W e of i 
Interim Distribution. 
4. At the election of the Debtor, Intei 
Cash in the Unsecured Claims Reserve may be made 
Debtor may determine. Such distributions to the ho, 
date that have not previously been distributed 
shall be made as and in the amounts provided 
assets from the Unsecured Claims Reserve bel 
Rata to all other holders of Allowed Unsecured 
Unsecured Claims Cash so distribute* 
Unsecured Claims Reserve a portiqj^ofjk 
ClaT 
buted on 
such d 
buikmSsof Unse6£ed Claims 
dates and in shct^amounts as the 
Unsecured Claims on such 
e Unsecured Claims Cash 
ling Section. The other 
shall be distributed Pro 
The aggregate amount of 
Claims Reserve shall leave in the 
Cash sufficient, m the Debtor's 
judgment, to satisfy as provided in this PlaKall Unsecured Claims that are Disputed Claims or 
undetermined Claims on date of such distribution. For purposes of establishing the Unsecured 
Claims Reserve, ail ContingfilKUaims and Unlimktafed Claims shall be deemed to have a zero 
amount, unless (a) previouslyWi^eriUjjMFinal yroer of the Bankruptcy Court or (b) deemed 
by the Debtor to have a differe^VnotJ^^ of the Unsecured Claims Reserve, 
^On the Fkui Unsecured Claims Distribution Date, the Debtor shall 
distribute or c^uee^p lie distributetito the holders of Allowed Unsecured Claims all of the 
Unsecured J^&ms CksH remainingjiVthe Unsecured Claims Reserve. Such distribution shall 
first be niKtesa^and in The-amoiin^provided in Section VIJ.3 to holders of Allowed Unsecured 
Claimjswho have p ^ o i j n ^ ^ no distributions of Unsecured Claims Cash. The other 
reij^ftift^assets^the Unsecured Claims Reserve shall be distributed Pro Rata to all other 
?ehjred Claims. 
LO the extent that, as of the Final Unsecured Claims Distribution Date, the 
fount of Unsecured Claims Cash distributed prior to and on such date from 
to holders of Allowed Unsecured Claims pursuant to this Plan is less than 
Sl^QQjOOOpi^escrow agent shall return the remaining funds in the Class 6 Escrow to the DIP 
Lenders on the Final Unsecured Claims Distribution Date, and the Confirmation Order shall so 
direct. 
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K* Interim Distributions 
The Debtor may make interim distributions to any Class then entitled to such a 
distribution at any time that the Debtor concludes, in its sole discretion, that such a distribution is 
appropriate. The Debtor, in its sole discretion, may determine to make any such interim 
distribution (including any Interim Distribution) first to one group of holders of Allowed Claims 
in a Class and subsequently to the rest of the holders of Allowed Claims in such Class. 
L. Disputed Payments or Distributions 
In the event of any dispute between or among Claimants as to the rij 
Person to receive or retain any distribution to be made to such Person under this PJ 
may in lieu of making such distribution to such Person make it instead ir 
payment or distribution as ordered by the Bankruptcy Court or as the jnter^trt^parties 
dispute may otherwise agree among themselves. Any Claimant which fails 
pursuant to this Section VLL by filing an appropriate request for re 
Court prior to the issuance of such disputed distribution by the Dehmfshall be dee 
forever waived any right to dispute such distribution or to restrict tKeuse of §L>qh district 
of any 
M Further Authorizations 
The Debtor, if and to the extent it belip^^necessary or 
such orders, judgments, injunctions and rulings thaU^feem^ecessary to 
intentions and purposes of, and give full effect to feejjrovisickis o£ this Plan, 
may seek 
carry out the 
VII, TREATMENT OF' 
Assumed Contracts 
JTORY COP :TS 
Except as otherwise 
Effective Date the Debtor shall be deemed t< 
is a party, unless such Executory Contract 
(2) previously expired or ti 
Exhibit E of the Debtor's Disc! 
assumed by the Debtor; (4) is a 
the Debtor's Disclosure Stateme] 
the Debtor; or 
of the Confi, 
Executory 
amended by 
untilseV^(7) d 
B 
the Confirmation Order, as of the 
ye rejected each Executory Contract to which it 
sously assumed or rejected by the Debtor; 
pursuant toW r own terms; (3) is specifically listed on 
may be supplemented or modified) as being 
a License specifically listed on Exhibit F of 
supplemented or modified) as being rejected by 
otion to assume filed by the Debtor on or before the date 
listed on the Exhibits referenced above, including 
icenses to be rejected, and payments for Cure, jnay be 
tten consent of the Administrative Agent and Senior Agent) 
>r to the Confirmation Hearing. The Confirmation Order shall constitute 
Court under section 365 of the Bankruptcy Code approving the 
assume 
>ns and assumptions described above, as of the Effective Date unless 
toty Contracts have previously been assumed or rejected by order of the 
as a matter of law. To the extent that any of the insurance policies of the 
to be an Executory Contract, each such policy is assumed hereunder and 
ate. 
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Unless otherwise provided on Exhibit E of the Debtor's Disclosure Statement (as 
may be supplemented or modified), each Executory Contract that is assumed and relates to the 
use, ability to acquire, or occupancy of real property shall include (a) all modifications, 
amendments, supplements, restatements, or other agreements made directly or indirectly by any 
agreement, instrument, or other document that in any manner affect such executory contract or 
unexpired lease and (b) all Executory Contracts appurtenant to the premises, including all 
easements, licenses, permits, rights, privileges, immunities, options, rights of first refusal, 
powers, uses, reciprocal easement agreements, vaults, tunnel or bridge agreements or franchises, 
and any other interests in real estate or rights in rem related to such premises, unless any of the 
foregoing agreements has been rejected pursuant to any order of the Bankruptcy Court that may 
be entered prior to, at or after Confirmation, including the Confirmation Order>^tey-naim 
arising from the Debtor's rejection of an Executory Contract will be classified ?«^airthH^cu^d 
Claim and must be submitted pursuant to the terms hereof 
B. Payments Related To Assumption Of Executory Contracts 
uant to 
tatemen> ay 
:s the 
mt (which 
(7J days ^jqoNo ih^onflrmation 
cs), such^art^should file an 
(Arizona)#me) two (2) days 
to a Cure payment amount 
binding with respect to 
Payments for Cure of Executory Contracts to be 
hereby fixed at the amounts reflected on Exhibit E of the Debtor; 
be supplemented or modified); if a party to an Executory Co; 
amounts reflected as the Cure payment on Exhibit E of the 
may be supplemented or modified by the Debtor until 
Hearing, with such amendment served on the afE 
objection to Exhibit E, as directed by the Court, no 
prior to the Confirmation Hearing, If no obwfctfsjps are 
referenced in Exhibit E prior to such deadlingH^hibit E shall 
such Cure payment amount, and no objection or o™r challenge td)ipdch Cure payment amount 
can be made thereafter. The Debtor and the objectinfe^rty shall attempt to resolve any timely 
objections to the amounts reflected in/Cxlubil L b> liiuukKagreement prior to the Confirmation 
Hearing, If no agreed resolution caxroeTfeShtd, Uiu lldiikr utrtey Court shall resolve such dispute 
at the Confirmation Hearing, ConfinnatioiNifthis Plan shall be deemed (1) adequate assurance 
of prompt cure of any defijjilt under such fcfc^cutory Contracts, based upon the Debtor's 
obligation in this Plan to mak\> ^tfrs^jayments, anctyj^ adequate assurance of fiiture performance 
under such Executory Contraci w 
C. Bar to Rejection l i n a g e s 
otClaim for^mpges allegedly arising from the rejection pursuant to this 
Plan or the^c^OTiatW Order of am.Executory Contract to which a Claimant is a party must 
be filed \wK sSw^nloupR^^ettf^d served on the Debtor not later than thirty-(30)"days after 
the ea£kjr of: (l^n<wderixfTh^Bankruptcy Court with respect to such rejection,-or (2) if the 
reie^TOiT^Bs pprsiW K ^ % Confirmation Order, the Confirmation Date, All Proofs of Claim 
nor^imely Filed and properly served as prescribed herein shall be forever 
tar o£*uch a Claim shall not be entitled to participate in any distribution under 
such 
red and 
zes 
this Plan. 
Vm. PROCEDURES FOR RESOLVING DISPUTED, 
CONTINGENT, AND UNLIQUIDATED CLAIMS 
A. Responsibility for Objecting to Claims 
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Only the Reorganised Debtor and no other party may file objections to Claims 
after the Effective Date. The failure of the Debtor prior to Confirmation to object to a Claim 
shall in no way be deemed to be a waiver of the right of the Debtor to object to such Claim in 
whole or in part. The Debtor or Reorganized Debtor reserves the right to contest and object to 
any Claim asserted against the Debtor, including any Claim not listed in the Schedules, listed 
therein as disputed, contingent or unliquidated in amount or listed therein at a lesser amount than 
asserted in a Proof of Claim. The DIP Lenders agree that they will provide funding to the 
Debtor sufficient to allow the Debtor's counsel to pursue bona fide objections to claims, and the 
Debtor shall pursue such claim objections with reasonable diligence; provided that such fees and 
expenses occurring subsequent to the Effective Date shall be reasonable and may be paid by the 
Reorganised Debtor without Bankruptcy Court approval, except that if a dispute arig£S_hgtween 
any Professional and the Reorganized Debtor which cannot be resolved cot 
dispute shall be submitted to the Bankruptcy Court for resolution. 
B. Objections to Claims 
laim.that the 
suant 
Bankruptcy 
esponding 
ate, the 
be made 
B^Hfruptcy 
se to the 
ired by the 
allow the 
faant and thereby 
eorganized Debtor 
ims without Bankruptcy 
The Debtor may reserve (in lieu of payment) for 
in good faith, dispute and with respect to which it has a ri 
VIII.A. A Claimant whose Claim is the subject of the objec 
Court and serve upon the Debtor (or Reorganized 
objection. Failure to file and serve a response 
Bankruptcy Code, Bankruptcy Rules or any order 
Bankruptcy Court to enter a default judgment agar 
grant the relief requested in the objection. A: 
shall be authorized to settle and compromise. 
Court approval. 
C Filing and Assertion a 
All Proofs of Claim, and tmNissertion of any~Claim, must be filed and occur by 
the Bar Date or such Claim shall otherwise^sforever barred. Moreover, any proofs of claim 
filed after the Bar Date shairb$4§eroed disallow^dLifr full and expunged without any action by 
the Debtor, unless the ClaimaBt^^Blass^ orde^of the Bankruptcy Court authorizing a late 
filing. Nothing herein shall af^\t, anjB9Kl^^ any Bar Date in this Bankruptcy Case. 
til Claim is an Allowed Claim 
iding an^ojBer provision of this Plan, no payment or distribution shall 
J l^ajjjr to the extent it is a Disputed Claim unless and until such 
yed Claim, and no payment or distribution shall be made with 
than an Allowed Claim. If a Claim that remains a Disputed Claim as of 
after Allowed in whole or in part, the Debtor shall make the 
red fcfo/riie provisions of this Plan to be made in respect of the Allowed portion 
. when, and in the installments, if any, required by such provisions; provided 
^extent that such provisions would have required an earlier distribution or 
i\xch Claim been Allowed as of the Effective Date, each distribution that would 
ha\^4jeen^acfe earlier shall be made on the date that such Claim becomes an Allowed Claim, or 
as soon thereafter as reasonably practicable, or in accordance with the procedures in Article VI. 
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E. Voting 
Holders of Disputed Claims shall not be entitled to vote with respect to this Plan 
unless such Claims are estimated, for voting purposes, by order of the Bankruptcy Court entered 
on or prior to the deadline for voting on this Plan. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Plan, no payment or distribution shall 
be made with respect to any Claim to the extent it is a Disputed Claim unless and until such 
Disputed Claim becomes an Allowed Claim, and no payment or distribution shall be made with 
respect to a Claim other than an Allowed Claim. If a Claim that remains a Disputed Claim as of 
the Effective Date is thereafter Allowed in whole or in part, the Debtor shall make the 
distributions required by the provisions of this Plan to be made in respect of the. 
of such Claim as and when, and in the installments, if any, required by such ] 
that, if and to the extent that such provisions would have required an earfi^ r distribution 
distributions had such Claim been Allowed as of the Effective Date, each dBtt^butjpn that wou| 
have been made earlier shall be made, without interest, on the date tharsnch 
Allowed Claim, or as soon thereafter as reasonably pncticabl^y^l^^ccoTa^QC^nh JVt 
procedures in Article VI. 
F. Waiver of SKM Claim, In consideration fo^ele^^b^fhe DebtbV hereunder 
and releases pursuant to Section X-D* hereof, SKM h e p p y ^ a i v c ^ r o ^ ^ claims 
against the Debtor and its estate, including with respecUO Accrued and u i W ^ ^ & g c m e n t fees. 
In consideration for such waiver and release, the DMbt^hbt^by releases\ejriises and forever 
discharges SKM of and from all debts, dema^^laction^cfcMes of action, suits, accounts, 
covenants, contracts, agreements, claims, riekf£ dataages, ra^sbsor liabilities of any kind 
whatsoever, both at law and in equity, whethdrlchc^ or unkiiowhswfecn arose at any time prior 
to the date hereof or which hereafter could arise baso^qn any act, $ ^ transaction, cause, matter 
or thing which occurred prior to the i 
IX. CONDITIONS 
CONSUMMA 
A. Conditions to^Cfinl 
A Confirmation 
Debtor, the DIP Lenders and th< 
precedent to 
accordance y6& Articlfc IX.C bel 
provision^^fi^e PlgnLincludin; 
November 1 
Lendefs^qd the S j^iib^ Lenders, 
IRMATION AND 
OFTHE PLAN 
and substance reasonably acceptable to the 
, entered by the Bankruptcy Court is a condition 
Plan that must be either (1) satisfied or (2) waived in 
Such Confirmation Order must approve all material 
icle X hereof Confirmation shall have occurred by 
requirement shall have been waived in writings by the DIP 
to CoosummatioD 
following are conditions precedent to the occurrence of the Effective Date, 
s^f which vytjk be (a) satisfied or (b) waived in accordance with Article DCC below: 
1. The Confirmation Order, in form and substance reasonably acceptable to 
the Debtor, the DP Lenders and the Senior Lenders, confiiming this Plan, as the same may have 
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been modified to the extent permitted in Article XI hereof, must have been entered by the 
Bankruptcy Court and shall become a Final Order. 
2. The Exit Financing Facility Documents, each in form and substance 
acceptable to the DIP Lenders, the Senior Lenders and the Debtor, shall have been finalized, 
fully executed, and the transactions contemplated thereby shall have been consummated. The 
Exit Financing Lenders shall have funded SI.2 million to the Debtor to be placed in an escrow 
account and designated for distribution to the holders of Allowed Unsecured Claims pursuant to 
the Plan. 
3. Each of the other Plan Documents, in form and substance reasonably 
acceptable to the Debtor, the DIP Lenders and the Senior Lenders, shall have b^KTefi^ted or 
executed and delivered, 
4. The sum of the aggregate amount of (i) all Al! 
Expense Claims, Allowed Priority Tax Claims, Allowed Other PriorityK^laim^ATk^ved Othi 
Secured Claims, Allowed PACA Claims, Unsecured Claims Cash apftnyftic Cashsre^rved, 
the Administrative Expense Claims, Priority Tax Claims, Other Brority Cfemis, Otn^Sted»ed 
Claims, PACA Claims which are Disputed Claims shall not «f^eJJahe drfEwjnce^etM^ (x) 
$4,600,000 minus (y) the aggregate amount of all Professio^^FeeSsac&^ly paid b)y\the Debtor 
prior to the Effective Date. 
5. The Reorganized Debtor shalW^H. sufficient Cash taro&e all payments 
required to be made on the Effective Date and to &nd(all re^yfc^required parcuant to this Plan. 
6. All other actions, docurfiS&^and agrcemefc 
Plan shall have been effected or executed and deliv^ 
C- Waiver of Conditions 
bsary to implement this 
Each of the conditions set fofcthsabove may be waived in whole or in part by the 
Debtor upon the prior writtqneonsent of the DiKLenders and the Senior Lenders, without any 
notice to parties in interest oXthe"SaoJcruptcy Coutt and without a hearing. The Debtor's waiver 
of any condition shall not be dMhed^?aive^ofOTy other condition. 
D. Notice of Effects He. 
:ei 
plders] mailed to Jul 
(1) entry € f 
established unddMl 
)ebt< 
occurrence XtfAhe Effective Date, the Debtor shall mail or cause to be 
/f Claims awr Equity Jnterests a notice that informs such holders of; 
5BBir6rfJ&; (2)1he occurrence of the Effective Date; (3) the deadline 
PlanToTtne filing of Administrative Expense Claims; and (4) such other 
,to be appropriate. 
EFFECTS OF PLAN CONFIRMATION 
faction, Release and Discharge of Claims 
ixcept as otherwise specifically provided in this Plan or in the Confirmation 
Order, the Confirmation of this Plan shall, subject to the occurrence of the Effective Date, 
discharge the Debtor and its property and assets from all Claims that existed or arose before the 
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Confirmation Date and extinguish completely all liabilities in respect of any Claim or other 
obligation or Equity Interest, whether reduced to judgment or not, liquidated or unliquidated, 
contingent or non-contingent, asserted or unasserted, fixed or not, matured or unmatured, 
disputed or undisputed, legal or equitable, known or unknown, that existed or arose from any 
agreement of the Debtor entered into or obligation of the Debtor incurred before the 
Confirmation Date, or from any conduct of the Debtor prior to the Confirmation Date, or that 
otherwise existed or arose prior to the Confirmation Date, including, without limitation, all 
interest, if any, on any such Claims, Equity Interests or obligations, whether such interest 
accrued before or after the Petition Date, and including, without limitation, any liability of the 
kind specified in sections 502(g), 502(h) and 502(i) of the Bankruptcy Code, whether or not a 
Proof of Claim is filed or deemed filed under section 501 of the Bankruptcy Code, s i^cfe-Clsim is 
allowed under section 502 of the Bankruptcy Code, or the holder of such Claip^accept^dT&is 
Plan. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this Plan or in the Confutation Ord^sthc 
treatment of and consideration to be received by holders of Allowed Claim^or^quity Interests • 
pursuant to this Plan are in full satisfaction, settlement, discharge, and retease olf^ntlin exchanj 
for such holders' respective Claims against or Equity Interests in the I^ eptofcstnd th^staje. 
B. Injunction 
s 
shall 
that have 
Debtor or 
in the firmation 
deemed to 
eutly hold or 
Estate or any 
Except as otherwise specifically provided 
Order, if the Effective Date occurs the Confirmation, 
permanently enjoin on and after the Effective Date, 
may hold a Claim against, or be owed obligai 
Representative of the Debtor or the Estate, or tfhdsjjave h&L Wrently hold or may hold an 
Equity Interest in the Debtor, from taking anyt ime following abdoh*jja account of such Claim 
or Equity Interest: (1) commencing, conducting^r continuing ]n/any manner, directly or 
indirectly, any suit, action or other proceeding of anyxfad against me Debtor, the Estate, or any 
of their respective Affiliates or RepresCuLith'i'ii, (i) turning, levying, attaching, collecting, or 
otherwise recovering in any mann^fo?s^v' aiiy lucana, dirbctly or indirectly, any judgment, 
award, decree, or order against the Debtor^c Estate, or any of their respective Affiliates or 
Representatives; (3) crcating^Mrfecting or enibctmg in any manner, directly or indirectly, any 
lien, charge, encumbrance or^ottei^ien of any Kmjr against the Debtor, the Estate, or any of 
their respective Affiliates or kferesgnfo^^ any setoff, right of subrogation or 
recoupment of any kind, direcdVor imifeetiy, against any debt, liability or obligation due to the 
Debtor, the Estate, or any of theiV*OTective2^ Kates or Representatives; and (5) proceeding in 
any manner, diretfl7$^directly\» any place whatsoever against the Debtor, the Estate, or any 
of their respep^TXfi^li^tes or Representatives 
Kcitation or Participation 
re^nNasection 1125 of the Bankruptcy Code, Persons that solicit acceptances 
this Ften/and/or that participate in the offer, issuance, sale, or purchase of 
soifrunder or in connection with this Plan, in good faith and in compliance 
provisions of the Bankruptcy Code, shall not be liable, on account of such 
ipation, for violation of any applicable law, rule, or regulation governing the 
:eptances or rejections of this Plan or the offer, issuance, sale, or purchase of 
D. Releases and Limitation of Liability of Exculpated Persons 
. 1 Q - 000098 
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u e r u n e 
1. The Exculpated Persons shall not have or incur any liability to any Person 
for any act taken or omission made in good faith in connection with or in any way related to, or 
arising out of, the Bankruptcy Case, or the negotiating, formulating, implementing, confirming, 
or consummating this Plan, the Disclosure Statement or any contract, instrument, filing with 
governmental agencies, release, or other agreement or document created in connection with or 
related to this Plan, the Disclosure Statement, or the administration of the Bankruptcy Case, or 
with respect to any liability, claim or cause of action, whether known or unknown, asserted or 
unasserted, belonging to or asscrtable by the Debtor or the Estate against the Exculpated Persons, 
from the beginning of time until the Effective Date. The Exculpated Persons shall have no 
liability to any Person for actions taken in good faith under or relating to this Plan or the other 
matters described above or in connection with the administration of the Banjj^npRjy^Case 
including, without limitation, failure to obtain confirmation of this Plan o^kflitJJ 
condition or conditions precedent, or waiver of or refusal to waive any condiwn or conditita^ 
precedent to Confirmation or to the occurrence of the Effective Date. Fiyww/the Exculpate! 
Persons shall not have or incur any liability to any Person for any act M^mussibn tfk^onnectiofr 
with or arising out of their administration of this Plan, except f o r ^ S ^ e g l i g e h ^ e CNC willj 
misconduct as determined by the Bankruptcy Court. 
Neither the Debtor, the Reorganized 
officers, directors, employees, advisors, attorneys, 
Date, shall have or incur any liability to any holder of a 
party in interest, or any of their respective agi 
advisors, attorneys, or affiliates, or any of their su 
connection with, relating to, or arising out 
acceptances of this Plan, the pursuit of confin^ki 
or the administration of the Estate or of this Plan or 
so long as such act or omission was madsjn^good 
Bankruptcy Code, In all respects fte^shalLbe entt 
respective 
e Petition 
counsel with respect to their duties and resf 
Lenrt*; or any other 
lives, financial 
act or omission in 
the solicitation of 
of this Plan,^^a*?summation of this Plan, 
roperty to ^uistributed under this Plan, 
and not in willful violation of the 
ea t$. reasonably rely on the advice of 
lis Plan. 
Notwi 
Equity Interest, no other p 
members, shareholders, agent 
affiliates, and no successors or 
Debtor, or any of its officers, din 
as of the Petitipi^D5e>for any ac 
the BanknipJ^^aseNiie solicitatiol 
this Plan, #i!e^x^piim 
to be^thbfrted-uadfiLti 
gilding any othe* Man of this Plan, no holder of a Claim or 
willfut 
on 
:st, none ofi their respective directors, officers, partners, 
yefe^J<^presentatives, financial advisors, attorneys, or 
fSftesforegoing, shall have any right of action against the 
, employees, advisors, attorneys, agents or Representatives 
omission in connection with, relating to, or arising out of 
acceptances of this Plan, the pursuit of confirmation of 
an, or the administration of the Estate or of this Plan or the 
Plan, so long as such act or omission was made in good faith 
rtion of the Bankruptcy Code. In all respects they shall be entitled to 
a&#& of counsel with respect to their duties and responsibilities under 
On the Effective Date, in consideration for, and as part of the treatment 
'of claims (including, but not limited to, Claims) under this Plan, and for other 
valfc j^jie consjeteration, each of the Persons who are or after the Petition Date were directors or 
officerToTthe Debtor, and each of the DIP Lenders, the Administrative Agent, the Senior 
Lenders, the Senior Agent, and each of the Debtor's, DIP Lenders', the Administrative Agent's, 
the Senior Lenders', and Senior Agent's respective Representatives, predecessors, participants 
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and Affiliates shall be forever irrevocably and unconditionally released and discharged from any 
and all claims, actions, suits, debts, accounts, causes of action, agreements, promises, damages, 
judgments, demands and liabilities which any of the Debtor or Claimants or other Persons may 
have against them, whether held directly, indirectly, or derivatively, which are in any way related 
to the Debtor, or any of their Affiliates, and arise from facts, circumstances, events or conditions 
occurring or otherwise existing prior to the Effective Date, This release shall include all claims 
or causes of action, whether known or unknown, and all acts and omissions, whether intentional 
or otherwise. 
3. On the Effective Date, in consideration for, and as part of the treatment 
afforded to holders of claims (including, but not limited to, Claims) under this Plan, and for other 
valuable consideration, each of the Senior Lenders, the Administrative Agent,! 
Lenders and SKM and each of their officers, directors, employees, agents, prtartessional: 
other Representatives shall be released, from any and all claims or omwjrdt action 
Debtor or any third party (including any Claimants or creditors of the Debtc 
could have asserted, or could in the future assert, directly or indirpdtt^ forNtp^sgctions w 
omissions arising from or related to the Debtor, the Senior Credit Fap#rtyTtne DIP 
Bankruptcy Case. This release shall include all claims or cause 
unknown, and all acts and omissions, whether intentional or otfc 
E. Plan Obligations Not Released 
Notwithstanding anything in the EKifNo ^the contrary ^ntffading, without 
limitation, Article X.D. hereof), nothing in the El^shallN^Shall be deemed to, release the 
Exculpated Persons or any other Persons from ja^excnlpate th^Exb^lpated Persons or any other 
Persons with respect to, their respective obligdtfohs^f covenants aK^ir^pursuant to this Plan. 
F. Term of Injunctions am 
Unless otherwise spe^cati^provided m Ulis^lan or the Confirmation Order, all 
injunctions or stays provided for in the Bankmhtey Case pursuant to sections 105, 362 or 524 of 
the Bankruptcy Code or o t h ^ i s e and in cffecN^qjJjp Confirmation Date shall remain in full 
force and effect until the Effeotiye. 
Date establis; 
Reorganizj 
additions 
vhave 
pty has asserted a Claim against the Debtor before the Bar 
such authority shall be Allowed against the Debtor or 
ir respective Representatives for taxes, penalties, interest, 
sing out of the failure, if any, of the Debtor or any other 
es or to have filed any tax return (including, but not limited to, any 
tax return) in or for any prior year or arising out of an audit of any 
& Petition Date. 
se of Liens 
&ept as otherwise specifically provided in this Plan or the Confirmation Order, 
all DeMr-s^etirity interests, deeds of trust, or mortgages against property of the Debtor or the 
Estate shall and shall be deemed to be released, terminated, and nullified as of the Effective 
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Date- and the Bankruptcy Court, at the request of the Debtor, may appoint a Person to execute 
U p d a t e releases of such Liens, security interests, deeds of trust or mortgages. As provided m 
S S X S i the Exit Financing Facility, the Liens of the holders of the Senior Lender Chorns 
and fheDff Facility Claims shall be retained by the Exit Financmg Lenders, all of which Liens 
are reaffirmed. 
1. Administration Pending Effective Date 
Prior to the Effective Date, the Debtor shall continue to manage its properties and 
onerate its business as a debtor-in-possession, subject to all applicable requirements of the 
£ £ £ £ * » d * . B^tauptcyMes. After ft. Effective DM. ft. Reorsam^DeUor 
may manage its properties, and may use, acquire, and dispose of property free ° ^ 5 ^ W n S 
Sfthe BaiLuptcy Code or Bankruptcy Rules, but subject to the contmumg^diction^f tf 
Bankruptcy Court as set forth in Article XII hereof. 
XL MODIFICATIONS AND AMENDMEN 
The Debtor may alter, amend, or modify this Plan or 
under section 1127(a) of the Bankruptcy Code and BankruptcyT 
Confirmation Date with the prior written consent of the D™ 
After the Confirmation Date and prior to substantial consultation o: 
under section 1127(b) of the Bankruptcy Code, institutp^p^ceedings in I 
remedy any defect or omission or reconcile any ipraW^cies in >u 
Statement, or the Confirmation Order, and suchj^tters 
purposes and effects of this Plan if the circutfmancfes warr; 
however, that prior notice of such proceafirlgk shall be se 
Bankruptcy Rules or order of the Bankruptcy Court. 
or anne feto 
pribfio the 
ir Lenders. 
lebtor may, 
itcy Court to 
(the Disclosure 
be necessary to carry out the 
ih modifications; provided, 
accordance with the 
XII. RE1 [CTION 
Under sections 105(a) and 1142 of Ih^Sankruptcy Code, and notwithstanding entry of 
the Confirmation Order and eccurrence of the B^fetivp Date, the Bankruptcy Court shall retain 
exclusive jurisdiction over ailV^fers^iring out ol^nd related to, the Bankruptcy Case and this 
Plan to the fullest extent pennit(&Try4^ among other things, jurisdiction to: 
1. Allow, disuKjw, determine, liquidate, classify, estimate or establish the 
viinsecuredwatus of any Claim or Equity Interest, including: (a) the 
st for paypetft of any Administrative Expense Claim, and (b) ^ e priority or secj resolution of 
resolution. 
jfpense 
09(a)(4) 
bns to theijdwance or priority of Claims or Equity Interests; 
lear and (determine all applications for compensation and reimbursement 
• Pro^ssta^ **** t h i s p l a n o r m6cr s e c t i o n s 3 3 0 ' 3 3 1 ' 5 0 3 ( b ) ' U ° 3 ^ 
? BarSvE^y Code; 
3 \ ) Hear and determine all matters with respect to the assumption or rejection 
' Executoryyontact to which the Debtor is a party or with respect to which the Debtor may 
b^aSte^indawig, if necessary, the nature or amount of any required Cure or the liquidation or 
aIlow>e«~tffany Claims arising therefrom and the motions to assume or reject each such 
VJ- oooioi 
Executory Contract pursuant to Article VII, or to extend the time during which the Debtor can 
file such a motion; 
4. Effectuate performance of and payments under the provisions of this Plan; 
5. Hear and determine any and all adversary proceedings, motions, 
applications, and contested or litigated matters arising out of, under, or related to, the Bankruptcy 
Case; 
6. Enter such orders as may be necessary or appropriate to execute, 
implement, or consummate the provisions of this Plan and all contracts, instmrnents^jsleases, 
and other agreements or documents created in connection with this Plan, thCZOiscfesyre 
Statement or the Confirmation Order; 
7. Hear and determine disputes arising in connection 
implementation, consummation or enforcement of this Plan, includir 
agreements, documents or instruments executed in connection with, 
limitation, the Exit Financing Facility Documents; 
8. Consider any modifications of this P} 
reconcile any inconsistency in any order of the Bankrupt* 
the Confirmation Order; 
jssion, or 
limitation, 
9. Issue injunctions, enter an 
actions as may be necessary or appropriate 
implementation, consummation, or enforcemei 
10. Enter and impl 
Confirmation Order is for any reason 
indemnification] 
wherever focal 
Enforce alMofders, judgments, injunctions, releases, exculpations, 
igs entereoun connection with the Bankruptcy Case; 
cover all jraets of the Debtor and property of the Debtor's _Estate, 
er orders,^6r take such other 
ence by any entity with 
tion Order; 
lay be necessary or appropriate if the 
1, modified, or vacated; 
11. Hear and determine adjNnatters arising in connection with or relating to 
this Plan, the Disclosure Statement, the ConfimiMqnQrder, or any contract, instrument, release, 
or other agreement or docum^nt^featsd in conneqipn with this Plan, the Disclosure Statement 
or the Confirmation Order; 
d determine matters concerning state, local, and federal taxes in 
sections 3^6, 505, and 1146 of the Bankruptcy Code; 
Hear and determine such other matters as may be provided in the 
r
 or as may be authorized under, or not inconsistent with, provisions of the 
'and 
16. Enter a final decree closing the Bankruptcy Case. 
^ 
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XIIL COMPROMISES AND SETTLEMENTS 
Pursuant to Bankruptcy Rule 9019(a), the Debtor and/or the Reorganized Debtor, as 
applicable, may compromise and settle various Claims against it and/or claims that it may have 
against other Persona. The Debtor and/or the Reorganized Debtor, as applicable, expressly 
reserves the right (with Bankruptcy Court approval, following appropriate notice and opportunity 
for a hearing) to compromise and settle Claims against it and claims that it may have against 
other Persons, 
XIV. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
A. Bar Dates for Certain Claims 
Notice of all final requests for compensation or reimburse!} 
Fees pursuant to sections 327, 328, 330, 331, 503(b) or 1103 of the 
services rendered to the Debtor or the Creditors' Committee prior to 
filed and served on the Debtor and those parties who have requested^pecfal 
Bankruptcy Rule 2002(i), no later than forty-five (45) days ajrcthe Effective 
otherwise ordered by the Bankruptcy Court. 
B. Payment of Statutory Fees 
All fees payable pursuant to section \) 
determined by the Bankruptcy Court at the hearij^flursua 
Code shall be paid on or before the Effective D? 
C« Severability of Plan Provisions 
Je 28 of the 
Jo^section 11 
jted States Code, as 
of the Bankruptcy 
If, prior to Confirrnqtj&i, ^any term Of frrbyision of this Plan is held by the 
Bankruptcy Court to be invalid, voio or umnforceablti, Hie Bankruptcy Court, at the request of 
the Debtor, shall have the power to alter ancKhterpret such term or provision to make it valid or 
enforceable to the maximumreactent practicablej^ansisjtent with the original purpose of the term 
or provision held to be invahu va 
applicable as altered or interon 
interpretation, the remainder of>n»e 
and effect and shall in no way be 
interpretation: p ^ i d o k however, 
in their good/faith judgment, may d 
Bankrapt^j^Cobn wojblcLiesult in 
and theSenior 
detemun&ion anchsti 
unenforces ;, and such term or provision shall then be 
standing any such holding, alteration or 
s^Rd^frovisions of this Plan shall remain in full force 
iScted, impaired or invalidated by such holding, alteration or 
M each of the Administrative Agent and the Senior Agent, 
'the Plan to not be confirmed if such determination of the 
aterial adverse effect to the interests of the DIP Lenders 
c^ eJe may be. The Confirmation Order shall constitute a judicial 
provide that each term and provision of this Plan, as it may have been 
irdance with the foregoing, is valid and enforceable pursuant to its 
ssors and Assigns 
rights, benefits and obligations of any entity named or referred to in this Plan 
shall B^bnBling on, and shall inure to the benefit of, any heir, executor, administrator, successor 
or assign of such entity, 
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F Creditor!' Committee 
On the Effective Date, the duties of the Creditors' Committee shall terminate, the 
Creditors' Committee shall dissolve and their retained professionals shall cease all employment 
concerning the Committee, with the exception that the Creditors' Committee may remain in 
existence following the Effective Date solely to (i) pursue any unresolved claim objection filed 
by it on or before September 30, 2005, and (ii) confirm that the Initial Distribution to Allowed 
Unsecured Claims has been made by the Reorganized Debtor The Administrative Expense 
Claims of the Professionals serving for the Creditors' Committee following September 3, 2005 
shall not exceed in the aggregate the sum of $100,000, including any actions taken post-Effective 
Date. The Debtor and/or the Reorganized Debtor, regardless of whether such post-§ppt«a^er 3, 
2005 Claims are Allowed Administrative Expense Claims, shall not be obligj 
Claims in excess of $100,000. If such Claims exceed in the aggregate $1( 
and/or Reorganized Debtor shall pay such Claims Pro Rata to the Cffdftqrs1 Commit 
Professionals in the aggregate sum of $100,000. The Creditors' Committ 
to the Term Sheet by and Among Souper Salad, Summit and the Credii&5^omm* 
or about September 14, 2005, to support this First Amended Plan. 
THE OFFICIAL COMMITTEE FOR THE UNSECUREI 
SUPPORTS THIS FIRST AMENDED PLAN OF 
UNSECURED CREDITORS TO VOTE IN FAVOR i 
Binding Effect 
The Plan shall be binding on anj 
former holders of Claims against and Equity 
and assigns, including, but not limited to, the 
Bankruptcy Case, and the Creditors' G 
Revocation, Withdrawal, 
The Debtor r< 
the Confirmation Date and to' 
withdraws this Plan, or if Con: 
be null and void in all respe 
' (including the fixjng^r limiting ti 
ON ANp URGES 
v 
Debtor, all present and 
eir respective successors 
parties-in-interest in the 
sthc right to revfckftfcr withdraw this Plan at any time prior to 
subsequent plani/6f reorganization. If the Debtor revokes or 
a^,fl£fefceave Date does not occur, then (1) this Plan shall 
anyterflement or compromise embodied in this Plan 
amount certain any Claim or Class of Claims), assumption 
Contrai&effecled by this Plan, and any document or agreement 
Plan shall\^e deemed null and void, and (3) nothing contained in this 
n for consummation of this Plan, shall (a) constitute or be 
elease of any Claims by or against, or any Equity Interests in, 
Person, (b) prejudice in any manner the rights of the Debtor or any 
oc^raings involving the Debtor, or (c) constitute an admission of any sort 
Person. 
nr rejection oF£*SQut< 
executed p^i^ant to 
Plan, and^HD c^hktakj 
deemed^o constijul 
the/£Jebwfc>or an, 
won in an/wther, 
• the D e W ^ o r W o 
\ - • ^ 
N s ^ ^ ^ ^ ( j i y notice, request, or demand required or permitted to be made or provided to or 
upon theT5ebtor under this Plan shall be (1) in writing, (2) served by (a) certified mail, return 
receipt requested, (b) hand delivery, (c) overnight delivery service, (d) first class mail, or 
^c 
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(e) facsimile transmission, and (3) deemed to have been duly given or made when actually 
delivered, or in the case of notice by facsimile transmission, when received by the Debtor and 
telephonically confirmed. 
I, Indemnification Obligations 
Except as otherwise specifically limited in this Plan, and conditioned upon the 
occurrence of the Effective Date and the granting of a release to the Debtor and approval of the 
exculpations provisions of Article X hereof any obligations or rights of the Debtor to indemnify 
those individuals who have served as directors, officers, or employees at any time during the 
Bankruptcy Case pursuant to the Debtor's articles of incorporation, by-laws, policy^ 
officer, director or employee indemnification, applicable state law, or specif 
respect of any claims, demands, suits, causes of action, or proceedings 
officers, or employees based upon any post-petition act or omission in cor 
to, or arising out of, the Bankruptcy Case, the solicitation of acceptance^! 
of confirmation of this Plan, the consummation of this Plan, or the 
of this Plan or the property to be distributed under this Plan, or pi 
obligation that is entitled to priority as an expense of administraj# 
Confirmation and be resolved in accordance with the terms oi 
applicable law under which such indemnification obligator 
J. Prepayment 
Except as otherwise provided in 
shall have the right to prepay, without penal^ 
time, unless any such prepayment shall be vicm 
priorities and parities among the classes of Claims. 
K. Governing Law 
jan or 
or any portito 
of, or othd 
iifirmation Order, the Debtor 
Allowed Claim at any 
£e prejudice, the relative 
Unless a rule of law or procb&tfe is supplied by federal law (including the 
Bankruptcy Code and BankfufrtsjcRules) the l a ^ a f the State of New York (without giving 
effect to the conflicts of law^tiaq^l5^<i^such jurisdiction) shall govern the construction and 
implementation of this Plan apfi aQ^agjeeR^tts, documents, and instruments executed in 
connection with this Plan. 
jtiol? of Aetioi^arul Defenses 
Provided in this Plan or the Confirmation Order, all-claims, 
its, causes of action> actions in equity, or otherwise, whether 
sr the B^nkwptcY Code or federal, state, or common law, which constitute property 
nthin the iWaning of section 541 of the Bankruptcy Code, as well as all claims, 
s^offseu/recoupments, and causes of action arising under Chapter 5 of the 
including without limitation the Avoidance Actions) with respect to the 
hereby are preserved for the benefit of the Reorganized Debtor and shall be 
Seined to be part of the assets of the Debtor. Preference Claims, a subset of 
fuded in the definition of Avoidance Actions herein, shall not be pursued by any 
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Controls 
To the extent there is an inconsistency or ambiguity between any term or 
provision contained in the Disclosure Statement and this Planf the terms and provisions of this 
Plan shall control 
N Substantial Consummation of Plan 
The Plan shall be deemed to be substantially consummated on the Effective Date. 
O, Certain Property IIILIII ct F in Is 
1. If any property distributed by the Debtor pursuant 
unclaimed for a period of 180 days after it has been delivered (or delivery h 
has otherwise been made availably such unclaimed property shall be f< 
entitled to receive the property and the unclaimed property and the righj 
to and vest in the Debtor free and clear of any rights, Claims or in) 
such property shall escheat. The use of regular mail, postage pri 
of a holder of a Claim according to the books and records of thj 
for purposes of this Section. 
Any benefit or obligation owing 
suspense and attributable to a public or private enti 
Claim in this proceeding, shall be treated as undented prt 
property shall revert to and vest in the Debtor, $ * ana clear 
any Person, and shall not escheat. 
ie Debtor of^nH^w^ich may be in 
<h no party hak averted a Proof of 
provided above, and such 
ights, Claims or interests of 
3, Any check issued prior to the Isftcctive Dale to an employee or former 
employee of the Debtor for compensation yhich is not nefeorigted before the later of (a) 180 days 
after such check was issued or (b) the B^ctive 0ate shfltt be null, void and unenforceable 
against the Debtor, the funds related to suclrsh^ck shall remain the property of and be retained 
by the Reorganized Debtor «a4shall not escnb^jnd the claim of any such employee with 
respect to such check or fund^^Tb*4ischarged 33a forever barred, 
Responsible Pa! 
Bankruptcy 
conunencig&o: 
Debtor or Reo] 
ation Order shall constitute and provide for an injunction by the 
the EffecftWjDatc against any holder of a Priority Tax Claim from 
any actionagainst any responsible person or officer or director of the 
torT^ 
Q. Pre-Petition Lawsuits 
On the Effective Date, all lawsuits, litigation, administrative actions or other 
proceedings, judicial or administrative, relating to pre-petition events or conduct of the Debtor, 
in connection with the assertion of a Claim, shall be dismissed as to the Debtor and Reorgam2ed 
Debtor. Such dismissal shall be with prejudice to the assertion of such Claim in any manner 
other than as prescribed by this Plan. Confirmation of this Plan and entry of the Confirmation 
Order shall have no effect on insurance policies of the Debtor and Reorganized Debtor. 
R. Disallowance of Certain Claims including Penalty Claims, Duplicate Claims, 
Untimely Filed Claims and Claims Already Paid by the Debtor 
The filing of this Plan and its submission to the holders of 
any fine, penalty, or forfeiture, or multiple, exemplary, or punitive dama 
section 726(a)(4) of the Bankruptcy Code or any other Penalty Claim sh^3 
seeking to subordinate all such Claims pursuant to section 510 of the^ankrii] 
Confirmation Order, except as provided herein, shall constitute arafror suborl 
Claims to all other Claims pursuant to section 510 of the Bankruptcy Cod6\and no 
shall be made on such Claims pursuant to this Plan S 
The filing of the Plan shall also constituted*^ ojA^punge (as 
applicable), all Claims which are duplicate claims, Claip^ubmitted to mA^Sj^^^ 1 1 1 8 a g e n t 
following August 19, 2005 (the Bar Date), and all cl^^tka^have previoos^een paid by the 
Debtor. 
S. Defaults 
Any act or omission by a party in imcrekin contravention of a provision of this 
Plan shall be deemed an event of defetiTl multi1 lhn> Tliiii^pon an event of default, the Debtor 
may seek to hold the defaulting pai^ylrN^lujipl oi Ik, C^firmation Order. If such party in 
interest is found to be in default under thisxhn, such party shall pay the reasonable attorneys' 
fees and costs of the Debtor ^ pursuing such mkter. Furthermore, upon the finding of such a 
default by a party in interesQ/tE^rSaQ^uptcy Cow^nay (1) designate a party to appear, sign 
and/or accept the documentsi\rS3^ on behalf of the defaulting party, in 
accordance with Federal Rules o^i^Pfowdure, Rule 70; or (2) make such other order as may 
be equitable which does not matewdly alter tftfe terms of this Plan as it is Confirmed. 
T. fan. hent Equim^mpensation Plan 
r6HD^ii|igri:ii&dtive Date, the Post-Confirmation Board may, in its sole 
esta^h<^MSa|5flient Equity Compensation Plan which may provide for the 
[18^9^510^10% of the outstanding common stock of the Reorganized Debtor, 
for^mmon stock issued under such plan. All terms and conditions of any 
to grjKued thereunder (including, without limitation, vesting schedules, post-
nination exerbi^periods and grant amounts) shall be established at the discretion of the Post-
aation \ 
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Management of Reorganized Debtor 
On the Effective Date, the management, control and operation of the Reorganized 
Debtor shall become the general responsibility of the board of directors of the Reorganized 
Debtor (the "Post-Confirmation Board"), which shall, thereafter, have responsibility for the 
management, control and operation of the Reorganized Debtor in accordance with applicable 
law. As of the Effective Date, the Post-Confirmation Board shall consist of four (4) members to 
be designated by the Senior Lenders and one (1) non-director board observer to be designated by 
the CEO of the Reorganized Debtor, The designation of the members of the Post-Confirmation 
Board shall be filed with the Bankruptcy Court on or prior to the commencement date of the 
Confirmation Hearing, or such later date as the Bankruptcy Court may establish. 
Y . Change of Domicile and Form of Entity 
On or after the Effective Date, the Reorganized Debtor 
required to, (1) change the jurisdiction of its organization from the Staj 
Delaware or (2) change its organizational form from a business coi 
company. The Reorganized Debtor may effect such changj 
conversion, as authorized by the laws of the State of Texas 
changing its jurisdiction of organization, the State or Delaw; 
constitute the approval of such changes and the transactj^f coHtcmp 
holders prior to or on ihe Effective Date of the coi 
Debtor and of the holders of any other Equity Interj 
and also constitutes ail other corporate actio; 
Reorganized Debtor or otherwise, to authorizj 
thereby. Appropriate documents with resp 
Reorganized Debtor elects to effect shall be sign 
President or any Vice President or qj 
Confirmation Order shall provide fo. 
ock of Debla 
yote or 
the part 
Texi 
to a 
of a merger or 
tor is 
Plan shall 
y all of the 
fc Reorganized 
may be required 
f the Debtor, the 
actions contemplated 
y such merter/6r conversion which the 
d filed Qrcaused to be filed by the 
of the Reorganized Debtor, The 
s Section. 
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XV. CONFIRMATION REQUEST 
The Debtor hereby requests confirmation of this Plan pursuant to section 1129 of the 
Bankruptcy Code. 
Dated: September 16, 2005 
Dated: September 16,2005 
SOUPER SALAD, INC. 
By: /&/ Hazem Ouf 
Title: President and CEO 
BRACEWELL & GIULIANI LLj 
Attorneys for the Debtor 
/s/ Henrv J. Kajim 
By: Henry J. Kaira 
Henry J. Kaim 
Mark W. Wee 
BR&CEWE&& GIULIA> 
711 LoujaJ*aa>Suite 2300 
Houston/Texk7>Q02 
r
, POTENZA, 
.LESPIE, P.C. 
: One Center 
20T^fortbXentral, Suite 2210 
Phocmx^rizona 85073-0022 
wneys for Souper Salad, Inc. 
Jebtor and Debtor-in-Possession 
-\t\. oooios 
ANNEX I I 
Definitions 
1. "Additional Unsecured Claims Cash" means (a) $50,000, if the amount of the 
Aggregate Allowed Unsecured Claims is less than $6,666,666; (b) an amount equal to the 
product of (i) the difference between (x) $8,000,000 minus (y) the amount of the Aggregate 
Allowed Unsecured Claims, times (ii) .0375, if the amount of the Aggregate Allowed Unsecured 
Claims is equal to or greater than $6,666,666, and less than $8,000,000; and (c) zero, if the 
amount of the Aggregate Allowed Unsecured Claims is $8,000,000 or more. 
2. "Administrative Agent" mea* 
administrative Agent under the DIP Facility. 
National Invest: 
3 ^Administrative Expense Claim" means a Claim (other than^I 
for payment of an administrative expense of a kind specified in 
the Bankruptcy Code and entitled to priority pursuant to Section 5p?(a)fi) of i 
Code, including, but not limited to, (a) actual, necessary costs ap(^xpense^Jncurre 
Petition Date, of presenting the Estates and operating the ty 
wages, salaries, or commissions for services rendered/tfter ttie ^^mmencenlidnt of the 
Bankruptcy Case; (b) Professional Fees, (c) ail fees an^dfiarges a s ^ s ^ a g a j M t the Estate 
under chapter 123 of title 28, United States Code; and^alLAllowcd Clahnrth^tare entitled to 
be treated as Administrative Expense Claims pursuajiMo ^ihkiOrder of thejBmkruptcy Court, 
4. "Administrative Expense Clair 
Effective Date (i) for any alleged Administ 
Administrative Expense Claims bar dates that have! 
Court, or (ii) if no earlier Administrate 
of the Bankruptcy Court, for all ali 
)atc" mea _ Ive (45) days after the 
icpense Clainte XJptiX arose after any earlier 
establishe«rby order of the Bankruptcy 
a^r date has been established by order 
ise Claims, other than Ordinary 
Course Administrative Expense Claims. >&h respect to any alleged Administrative Expense 
Claim that arose prior to any earlier Admiiih^tive Expense Claims bar date that has been 
established by order of the BfifcuRtey Court, "AMMflfetrative Expense Claims Bar Date" means 
such earlier bar date. Nothin^lte«m^hftU«tend^my prior Administrative Expense Claims bar 
dates that have been establishe<Aay or5^kflK&*5Snkruptcy Court. 
Bankruptcy Cj 
directly or ji 
ofsuch P< 
under direct or 
t e r ^ c o ^ o l " 
fiction of. 
:urities, 
" shall havYthe meaning ascribed to such term in section 101(2) of the 
n additiom^hajl mean, with respect to any Person, any other Person 
trolling (inching all directors, officers, managers and general partners 
Py&kra-pa&ming similar functions), directly or indirectly controlled by or 
cfcoBimefl^control with such Person, For purposes of this definition, the 
eass the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the 
mana^empi and policies of a Person, whether through the ownership of voting 
'act orothenvise; and the terms "controlling" and "controlled" have meanings 
going. 
^gregate Allowed Unsecured Claims* means the aggregate amount of all 
Unsfecia-ecQ^hns which have been Allowed on, or prior to the Final Unsecured Claims 
Distribution Date. 
7. nAllowed" means, as it relates to any type of Claim provided for under this Plan 
(other than a PACA Claim or a Disputed, Contingent or Unliquidated Claim), a Claim (a) which 
has been scheduled as undisputed, noncontingent and liquidated in the Schedules and as to which 
(i) no Proof of Claim has been Timely Filed, and (ii) no objection thereto has been Timely Filed; 
(b) as to which a Proof of Claim has been Timely Filed and either (i) no objection thereto has 
been Timely Filed, or (ii) such Claim has been allowed (but only to the extent allowed) by a 
Final Order of the Bankruptcy Court; (c) which has been expressly allowed (but only to the 
extent expressly allowed) under the provisions of this Plan or by other order of the Bankruptcy 
Court; or (d) which is an Administrative Expense Claim approved by Final Order of the 
Bankruptcy Court. Disputed, Contingent or Unliquidated Claims shall become Allowed Claims 
only when Allowed pursuant to a Final Order of the Bankruptcy Court. PACA C h w ^ h a l l 
become Allowed Claims when they are approved under the procedures set foitk^sHh^JVA* 
Claims Order or by Final Order. "Allowance" shall have correlation meanings, 
8. "Avoidance Actions" means any and all actions which ^ a ttofl 
possession or other appropriate party in interest may assert on beHafc^of th^Ei 
applicable state statute or Chapter 5 of the Bankruptcy Code, mending actions u; 
more provisions of sections 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 548, 54^x50, 5 5 n \ q d 553; 
however, as used herein "Avoidance Actions" shall not include^bferajce/Wal 
9. "Ballot" means the ballot accompanying 
Plan is an Exhibit, provided to each holder of a Claim 
or reject this Plan pursuant to the terms of the E)j 
entered by the Bankruptcy Court, 
10. "Bankruptcy Case" means the oanKKtortcy case 
filed a voluntary petition under Chapter 11 of the Bank^jptcy Code< 
' l o s u r ^ t ^ m e n ^ which this 
Interest cxhitietHa vote to accept 
losure Statement and any order 
y Souper Salad when it 
June 6,2005. 
11. "Bankruptcy Code" 
title 11 of the United States Code, as now i) 
f^orm Act of 1978, as codified in 
feet or hereafter amended. 
12. "Bankruptcy < 
Arizona or such other court \ 
13. "Bankruptcy Ruf 
Procedure and the^  
as amended, as, 
the BankmQjq(Court^a^ applicable 
may be. 
means the Urfcfc<L5tatcs Bankruptcy Court for the District of 
j^sdictio^over the Bankruptcy Case. 
lectively, the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy 
' as amended, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 
tcy Case or proceedings therein, and the Local Rules of 
Bankruptcy Case or proceedings therein, as the case 
M
 means the date desipated by the Bankruptcy Court as the last date for 
the Debtor. 
lineSsDay" means any day, excluding Saturdays, Sundays or "legal holidays" 
: meaniftg/W Bankruptcy Rule 9006. 
M
 means legal tender of the United States or equivalents thereof. 
17. "Charter Amendment" means an amendment to the restated articles of 
incorporation, as amended, of the Debtor prohibiting the issuance of nonvoting equity securities, 
A_9 
in accordance with Section 1123(a)(6) of the Bankruptcy Code, in substantially the form filed 
with the Bankruptcy Court as a Plan Document. 
Ig# "Claim" means a claim against the Debt: >r, i >"i hethe r • :  n not asserted, as defined in 
section 101(5) of the Bankruptcy Code. 
19. "Claimant" means the holder of any Claim against the 
Estate,, or of any Equity Interest. 
10 Class" means a category of Claims or Equity Interests established under this Plan 
pursuant to section 11.22 of the Bankruptcy Code. 
21. 
this Plan. 
Escrow" shall have the meaning ascribed thereto in &s 
22 "Collateral" means any property or interest in property oTthe E^atbvsubject to] 
Lien to secure the payment or performance of a Claim, which Lien i^at^valid^1^eilforcea> 
or subject to avoidance under the Bankruptcy Code or other appUcaWe law,< 
23 "Confirmation" means entry by the Bankruptc 
24. "Confirmation 
of the Confirmation Order. 
.ominniraoirbrder. 
j f en*6A>y the cleriNtflhg Bj^jKruptc) • 
25. ''Confirmation Hearing" means the \Wing l ^ o h ^ e Bankruptcy Court under 
section 1128 of the Bankruptcy Code to consi^^onnnnation oimKEJan, as such hearing may 
be continued, rescheduled or delayed. x ) / 
26. "Confirmation Order" 
confirming this Plan pursuant to saraoi 
amended, modified or supplemented, and 
sintered by the Bankruptcy Court 
jptcy Code, as such order may be 
ler or not such order has become a Final Order 
27. "Contingent CSiimllmeansay Claiifr4i^i has not matureu 
vent that has not occMretvpHxtgylmsr occur, 
28. 
Fcinberg. 
Convertible Suh 
dependent upon 
s" means those notes issued to or held by Mr. 
Credible Comimttee^mcans the committee of unsecured creditors appointed 
Bjpthsp 1 yhi&jrfjhej^ Code in the Bankruptcy Case. 
t,,Nmeans the distribution of Cash, or such other property as may be agreed 
:ies or OTd^fed by the Bankruptcy Court, with respect to the assumption of an 
piWant to section 365(b) of the Bankruptcy Code, in an amount equal to 
obligations, without interest, or such other amount as may be agreed upon 
t such Executory Contract, to the extent such obligations arc enforceable 
;cy Code and applicable bankruptcy law. 
"Debtor" means Souper Salad, including in its capacity as debtor-in-possession 
pursuant to sections 1107 and 1108 of the Bankruptcy Code, and as reorganized hereunder. 
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32. "DIP Amount" means an amount equal to all outstanding DIP Facility Claims 
(including, without limitation, the amount of the DIP Final Draw), on the Effective Date 
immediately prior to the execution and delivery Amended and Restated Term Loan Agreement 
under the Exit Financing Facility that amends and restates the DIP Facility and the Senior Credit 
Facility. 
33. "DIP Facility" means the debtor-in-possession credit facility provided to the 
Debtor during the Bankruptcy Case under the Debtor-in-Possession Credit Agreement dated as 
of June 6, 2005, among the Debtor, the Administrative Agent and the DIP Lenders (as same has 
been or may be amended, the "DIP Loan Agreement"). 
34. "DIP Facility Claim" means all Claims of the Administrative 
Lenders arising under the DIP Facility, the DIP Loan Documents, the DP Fi 
this Plan (including, without limitation, the DIP Final Draw). 
35. "DIP Final Draw" means a borrowing by the Debtor o 
amount necessary to pay all unpaid Administrative Expenses, Prio! 
payments required under this Plan; provided, however that (a) 
made to the extent that cash on hand from operations is insuffii 
requirements on the Effective Date (and any such draw sh^C&hi 
and conditions of the DIP Loan Documents including 
therein), and (b) if the Effective Date shall occur on 
DIP Final Draw, then amount of the DIP Final Dnr 
Claims shall include accrued and unpaid interei 
the DIP Financing Documents. 
36. "DP Financing Order" means the Fi 
June 29, 2005, approving and author! 
pursuant to the DIP Loan Document 
ffecf 
s and 
~ ' b e 
&cash 
the terms 
aximum t^ qiinv ampjtfit contained 
it is subscqbrarmhe date of the 
of calculates the DIP Facility 
Draw calculated pursuant to 
wOrder of 4fie Bankruptcy Court dated 
>IP Facility in the Bankruptcy Case 
37. "DIP Lenders" means Summitl-h^e National Investments LLC and Sun Capital 
Partners Group, Inc., as lende^ander the DIP 
38. "DIP Loan Agreement ig set forth in the definition of DIP Facility, 
Its" shan mean the DIP Loan Agreement and all other 
ig and/or setting forth the terms of debtor-in-possession 
iDjcy Case as approved by the DIP Financing Order. 
39. "DDLJ^ oan Docu 
documents and^st^rnmts evidc 
financing aip^gemenrs ii the Ba 
•40. ^ii^wf^Statetp<iht" meansJhe written disclosure statement that relates to this 
Plan i^j&aWing alrttftrtnts, appendices, schedules, and annexes attached thereto, as submitted by 
Jebtor pi^ant TO.Sbcijfcm 1125 of the Bankruptcy Code and approved by the Bankruptcy 
jSurt, as SUM <h l^osurfc/«atement may be amended, supplemented, or modified from time to 
le. 
41. "Dented Claim" means any Claim or any portion thereof that is a Contingent 
Cl^^^an-^wquidated Claim or has not become Allowed. For purposes of this Plan, a Claim 
that haTnofwen Allowed by a Final Order shall be considered a Disputed Claim, whether or not 
an objection has been or may be Timely Filed, if (a) the amount of the Claim specified in the 
IgJ V f b / U b l 
Proof of Claim exceeds the amount of any "corresponding Claim scheduled in the Schedules; 
(b) the classification of the Claim specified in the Proof of Claim differs from the classification 
of any corresponding Claim scheduled in the Schedules; (c) any corresponding Claim has been 
scheduled in the Schedules as disputed, contingent or unliquidated; (d) no corresponding Claim 
has been scheduled in the Schedules; (e) such Claim is reflected as unliquidated or contingent in 
the Proof of Claim filed in respect thereof; (f) a Proof of Claim was required to be filed and was 
not Timely Filed; (g) a party in interest has made a request for estimation in accordance with this 
Plan, the Bankruptcy Code, the Bankruptcy Rules or an order of the Bankruptcy Court; or (h) the 
amount, validity, priority or other rights of the Claim are otherwise being disputed or contested 
or are subject to objection. 
42. "Effective Date" means the Business Day on which all cop^UtofW^to 
consummation of this Plan as set forth in Article X.B. hereof have been satiri&d or waivfc 
provided in Article X.C. hereof and which is selected by the Debtor as the^ffwtive date of tftisl 
Plan. 
44, »EStatelf means the estate of 
pursuant to section 541 of the Bankruptcy Co 
45 "Exculpated persons 
respective Representatives, and the 
the Senior Agent and each of their respecti 
43. "Equity Interest" means any equity interest in the 
section 101(16) of the Bankruptcy Code, and any common stock 
or ownership interest in the Debtor, any security convertible ir 
or interest (other than the Convertible Subordinated 
Options), warrant (including the Warrants) or other righted subscribe"* 
any of the foregoing, each as existing immediately^p&Qrcq the Effective 
claim subordinated pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 5100)^ 
theHnciHp^f 
or outer opiity 
si#n stock 
uding the 
or receive 
(including any 
'hc^anknifili created 
^he Reorganized Debtor, and their 
$trative Agent, the Senior Lenders, 
redecessors, participants and Affiliates. 
46. "Executory C 
section 365 of the Bankruptc 
means a le 
ing all 
sxecutory contract v 
ral Property Leases. 
mi In in i l l i i ra i i i " . 
4 7 "Exit 
Agreement inclu 
other Exit Fin 
Administra] 
will ass 
relatcd^ban 
is 
the Amended and Restated Term Loan 
subfacility, to be dated the Effective Date, together will all 
s, to be entered into among the Reorganized Debtor, the 
the DIP Lenders and the Senior Lenders, and which 
Restate the DIP Facility, the Senior Credit Facility and all 
Svided in this Plan and the Exit Financing Facility Documents 
further in Article III.B.3 of the Plan. 
Fj^ncing Facility Documents" means the Exit Term Loan Agreement, the 
»tes, and all other documents, instruments and agreements to be executed in 
that will set forth the terms and conditions of the Exit Financing Facility. 
^ £xit Financing Lenders" mean the holders of the Allowed D P facility Claims 
and the Allowed Senior Lender Claims as the lenders under the Exit Financing Facility. 
A^trflMI «*f .* 
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50. "Exit Term Loan Agreement" means the Amended and Restated Term Loan 
Agreement which will provide, on the Effective Date, for a loan facility which will include those 
terms as provided in Article IILB.3(c) of this Plan. 
51. "Face Amount" means (a) when used in reference to a Disputed Claim, the full 
stated amount claimed by the holder of such Claim in any Proof of Claim Timely Filed with the 
Bankruptcy Court or otherwise deemed timely filed by any Final Order of the Bankruptcy Court 
or other applicable bankruptcy law, and (b) when used in reference to an Allowed Claim, the 
Allowed amount of such Claim. 
52. "Final Order" means a judgment, order, ruling, or other decree issued, 
by the Bankruptcy Court or by any state or other federal court or other 
jurisdiction over the subject matter thereof, which judgment, order, ruling, 
not been reversed, stayed, modified, or amended and as to which (a) 
petition for review, rehearing or certiorari has expired and as to which novapjJtol ^petition 
review, rehearing or certiorari is pending; or (b) any appeal or petiti^K^revie^ 
certiorari has been finally decided and no further appeal or petiji^n for Review, 
certiorari can be taken or granted. 
53. "Final Unsecured Claims Distribution Date", 
on which all Unsecured Claims Cash remaining in the 
to the holders of Allowed Unsecured Claims. 
54, "Impaired" means, when used w 
Claim or Equity Interest that is impaired withki^e meaning 
Code, 
s a^tet&Selected by^he Debtor 
Clalhs Reserves distributed 
Claim or Equity Interest, a 
•1124 of the Bankruptcy 
55. "Initial Distribution Pntr* mnnnt fhr, firj^nw" Day after the Effective Date, 
or as soon as practicable thereafter, \{rtrtfrpiin^l by thn Drn^ii, provided however, with respect 
to Allowed Unsecured Claims the InitiaPtXtfribution Date (subject to reserves for disputed 
claims) shall occur as soon as practicable afterHteEffective Date, but not later than 30 days after 
the Effective Date, unless thS^CeiQmittee agreesS^^ater date or the Bankruptcy Court orders 
otherwise. 
56. "Interim Distribu\fon>^ distribution of a portion of the Unsecured 
Claims Cash to^wM^rs of AlloN^d Unsecured Claims before the Final Unsecured Claims 
Distribution Da 
including licenses tb'tfsi 
icense or other right of the Debtor to use personal property, 
hardware and software and other intellectual property. 
58. yfLien'Nne^ft^a charge against or interest in property to secure payment of a debt 
r p e r f o n i y ^ ^ a n y " ^ including without limitation a security interest as defined in 
Bankruptc>N^odc section 101(51) of the Bankruptcy Code, whether granted before or after 
Jetition Date, ^eluding all Liens created pursuant to the Bankruptcy Court's orders. 
lanagement Equity Plan" means an omnibus management and director stock 
incentiveplan described generally in Article XIV of the Plan. 
onm ^ t^  
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60. "New Term Loan A Notes" means the New Term Loan A Notes in the aggregate 
principaJ amount of up to $12,000,000 to be issued pursuant to the Exit Financing Facility to the 
holders of the Allowed DIP Facility Claims and the Allowed Senior Lender Claims pursuant to 
Articles IILB.2, and JILB.3. of this Plan, respectively. 
6L "New Term Loan B Notes" means the New Term Loan B Notes in the aggregate 
principal amount of up to $9,000,000 to be issued pursuant to the Exit Financing Facility to the 
holdeis of the Allowed DIP Facility Claims and the Allowed Senior Lender Claims pursuant to 
Articles IILB.2. and IIIB.3. of the Plan, respectively. 
62 "New Term Loan Notes" means, collectively, the New Term 
the New Term Loan B Notes. 
'il, 
64-
Debtor, 
"New Term Loans" means, collectively, Term Loan A and T 
""""Options11 means the oi istanding options 
65. "Ordinary Course Administrative Expense Cl^  
Expense Claim incurred in the ordinary course of the Debtoj 
Date but shall not include: (a) any Claim for Professional, 
or reimbursement requested pursuant to subsections 
Code and any Committee members1 expenses, wj 
approval; (b) any taxes (including income, sales 
to the Petition Date); (c) any Claims for bre; 
(d) any post-petition obligations incurred undi 
to this Plan on or prior to the Effective Date of thiJ 
which are past due or cure payments 
4^§ 
'\iean$^*n^ Afimir ive 
>usii e Petition 
d an^x^qnses,jrompensation, 
, (3), (4) oN^offit Bankruptcy 
e subject to> Bankruptcy Court 
or^rther taxesTncurred subsequent 
cbntract, tb*t another actionable conduct; 
tory Contracts wffich are rejected pursuant 
; and (c)My post-petition obligations 
66 "Other Priority Claim" me 
507(a)(3), (4), (5) or (6) of the Bankruptcy 
Administrative Expense Claif 
"Other SecuredN 
Claims and the Senior Lender Ct 
68 
Act, 7 U.S. 
against th 
a Claim entitled to priority pursuant to section 
does not include any Priority Tax Claim or 
y Secured Claim other than the DIP Facility 
s Claims under the Perishable Agricultural Commodities 
extent such Claims are valid, perfected and enforceable 
Claims Order" means the Order Granting Emergency Motion for 
iority to My Pr^etiiMfci Claims under the Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act and 
tfablish Pj^ceWes R4#fed Thereto of the Bankruptcy Court dated June 7, 2005. 
Jty Claims'* means any Claims which assert any fine, penalty, or forfeiture, 
, or punitive damages as referenced in section 726(a)(4) of the Bankniptcy 
aim arising from a default, breach, violation or similar matter by the Debtor 
Ssult of the bankniptcy filing by the Debtor. 
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71. "Person" means any natural person, corporation, limited partnership, general 
partnership, limited liability company, joint venture, trust, unincorporated organization, 
association, government, agency, political subdivision thereof, governmental unit or other entity. 
72. "Petition Date" means June 6, 2005, the date on which Souper Salad filed its 
petition for relief commencing the Bankruptcy Case. 
73. "Plan" means this Chapter 11 reorganization plan for Souper Salad together with 
all Exhibits and Annexes hereto or referenced herein, as the same may be amended, modified or 
supplemented form time to time. 
74. "Plan Document" means any other document filed by the De>£tf-a&a Kjan 
Document in connection with this Plan at least three Business Days b e f o p ^ e datcb^tt 
Confirmation Hearing. 
"Post-Confirmation Board" shall have the meaning set 75. 
the Plan, 
76. "Preference Claims" shall include any act io^oi \avoi 
transfers pursuant to Bankruptcy Code section 547. 
77. "Priority Claim" means all Claims ent> 
section 507, including all Unclassified Priority Claii; 
the Debtor. 
to priority Uhflel 
Claims in C 
ptcy Code 
with respect to 
78. "Priority Tax Claim" means a' 
507(a)(8) of the Bankruptcy Code. 
79. "Professional" means 
to sections 327, 328, 330, 331, 502 
professionals seeking compensation or rei 
Bankruptcy Case pursuant to^ction 503(b)(4)" 
80. "Professional 
reimbursement of costs and e: 
incurred after the Petition Date 
brity pursuant to section 
ed in the Bankruptcy Case pursuant 
ptcy Code or otherwise and the 
ement of expenses in connection with the 
ankruptcy Code. 
of a Professional for compensation or 
to services performed or costs and expenses 
including the Effective Date, 
81. 
Amount 
Claims) 
ortion" means at any time, the proportion that the Face 
cgate Face Amount of all Claims (including Disputed 
rovides otherwise. 
ym" means any proof of claim filed with the Bankruptcy Court with 
it to Bankruptcy Rules 3001 or 3002, 
^Property Lease" means a lease of nonresidential real property within the 
'section^ 65(d) of the Bankruptcy Code. 
Reorganized Debtor" means Souper Salad after the Effective Date, 
000117 
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85, "Reorganized Debtor Common Stock" means shares of common stock, no par 
value per share, of the Reorganized Debtor as it exists on and following the Effective Date, all of 
which will be issued to the holders of the Senior Lender Claims (after the Equity Interests and 
Convertible Subordinated Notes have been cancelled). 
86, "Representative" means, with respect to any specified Person, the officers, 
directors (or the functional equivalent, if any), employees, agents, attorneys, accountants, 
financial advisors, other representatives, subsidiaries, loan servicers, affiliates or any Person who 
controls any of these within the meaning of the Securities Act or the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934, as amended. 
87, "SKM" means Saunders, Karp & Megrue, LLC, Apax Partners, L g ^ a O ^ E ^ t y 
Fund II, SKM Investment Fund II, L.P., Dan BonofF, Chris Reilly, Allan Karp^Oavid OcfekanH 
their respective partners, members and representatives. 
88, "Schedules" means the schedules of assets and liabilfti 
financial affairs, if any, filed in the Bankruptcy Court by SouperSafad, 
statements may be amended or supplemented from time to time irkaccord 
Rule 1009 or orders of the Bankruptcy Court. 
89, "Secured Claim" means a Claim, other th«P^5§toff Chwd^at i ^ c u r e d by a 
security interest in or lien upon property, or the proceeds ofthe sale of sbqh'Wperty, in which 
the Debtor has an interest to the extent of the va lu^ksbC^^ or such later 
date as is established by the Bankruptcy Court, oj^ow secui^kyjaterest or Iren as determined by 
a Final Order of the Bankruptcy Court pursi^MO section 506soN|ie^Baiikruptcy Code or as 
otherwise agreed upon in writing by the SeniorLeh^fs, Debtor an^fy^riolder of such Claim. 
id thbsS&tements 
such ^Aeduh^Or 
with Bkjkoiptcy 
90, 
amended. 
"Securities Act" means, rf 1933, as now in effect or hereafter 
91. "Senior Agent" means Summui^ge National Investments LLC, as agent under 
the Senior Credit Facility. 
92. "Senior Credit Amount; ms 
Amount, 
amount equal to $21,000,000 less the DIP 
93, "Sfmor^Sredit FacilW1 means the Credit Agreement dated as of August 14, 1995, 
as amended, sd^emhnted or othermw%K>dified from time to time, by and between the Debtor, 
the Senior^genVand thoCSenior Lewrers. 
qiox Lenders* means SummitBridge National Investments LLC and-
itBn3g5^1obH,mV5§ftnents LLC, as lenders under the Senior Credit Facility. 
95.<^N^nk>r Sender Claims" means all claims of the Senior Agent and the Senior 
aders arising from, under or related to the Senior Credit Facility and all related instruments, 
?cujoents and/or^greements. 
Setoff Claim" means a Claim against the Debtor of a holder that has a valid right 
of setoff with respect to such Claim, which right is enforceable under section 553 of the 
10/31/2005 11 05 IFAX 
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Bankruptcy Code as determined by a Final Order or as otherwise agreed in writing by the 
Debtor, to the extent of the amount subject to such right of setoff. 
97. "Souper Salad" means Souper Salad, Inc., a Texas corporation, which is the 
debtor and debtor-in-possession in the Bankruptcy Case. 
98. 'Term Loan A" and "Term Loan B" mean, respectively, Term Loan A and Term 
Loan B under the Exit Financing Facility, representing the restructured term loans from the 
holders of the Allowed DIP Facility Claims and the Allowed Senior Lender Claims to the 
Reorganized Debtor, and having the material terms set forth in Article III.B,3(c) of this Plan. 
99. "Timely Filed" means, with respect to a Claim, Equity Interest or 
Expense Claim, that a proof of such Claim or Equity Interest or request 
Administrative Expense Claim was filed with the Bankruptcy Court wi 
period of time fixed by this Plan, statute, or pursuant to both Bankruptcy 
Final Order (e.g., the Bar Date), 
DLB.2. 
100. "Unclassified Priority Claims" means the Claims 
101. "Unimpaired Claim" means a Claim that is 
102. "Unliquidated Claim11 means any Clai, 
103. "Unsecured Claim" means an 
Administrative Expense Claim, a Priority T 
Claim, a Senior Lender Claim, an Other Secured 
Equity Interest, and shall include ail Claims of the 
Notes. 
,mpai*eavlaim. 
determined^ ]£ amount. 
m, an 
Debtor that is not an 
Claim, a DIP Facility 
a PACA G#im, a Penalty Claim or an 
ers of the Convertible Subordinated 
104, "Unsecured Claims Cash" me&^cash in an aggregate amount equal to the sum of 
(a) the lesser of (i) 15% okilje aggregate amfchqtjrf all Allowed Unsecured Claims, or (ii) 
$1,200,000, plus (b) the Addition^WJijsecured Claris Cash, which cash is to be distributed to 
the holders of Allowed UnsecitokTeki^^ in this Plan. 
105. "Unsecured Claims 
the time of deteprfifiafteii been diss 
to this Plan. 
sserve" means the Unsecured Claims Cash that has not at 
>uted to the holders of Allowed Unsecured Claims pursuant 
108. XWarafctsf^me^ outstanding warrants to purchase any Equity Interests of 
the DgSts^ incluam^thTSKKr^quity Fund II LP. Warrants, the SKM Investment Fund II L.P, 
Wj^ntsTthe^anys^h^ Warrants, the PCB Capital Corp A Warrants, the PCB Capital 
B Warrants, the Swmmitbridge Global Investment A Warrants, the Summitbridge Global 
/estmenf^Xannpts, flie Comerica A Warrants and the Comerica B Warrants. 
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Henry J. Kaim (TX Bar i 1075400) 
Mark W. Wege (TX Bar 21074225) 
BRACEWELL & GIULIANI LLP 
711 Louisiana Street, Suite 2300 
Houston, Texas 77002 
(713)223-2300 
and 
Daniel P. Collins (AZ Bar 009055) 
COLLINS, MAY, POTENZA, 
BARAN & GILLESPIE, P.C. 
Bank One Center 
201 North Central, Suite 2210 
Phoenix, Arizona 85073-0022 
(602) 252-1900 
Attorneys for Souper Salad, Inc. 
Debtor in Possession 
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
DISTRICT OF ARIZONA 
In re: 
SOUPER SALAD, INC., 
Debtor. 
Chapter 11 
Case No. 2:05-bk-10160-SSC 
NOTICE OF EFFECTIVE DATE 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Effective Date occurred on this date, as all conditions to 
the Effective Date have occurred or have been waived pursuant to Article IX of the First Amended Plan 
of Reorganization of Souper Salad, Inc. 
Dated this 14th day of November 2005. 
BRACEWELL & GIULIANI LLP 
By: /s/MarkW. We?e 
Mark W. Wege 
Texas Bar No. 21074225 
Mark.Wege@bracewellgiuliani.com 
711 Louisiana, Suite 2300 
Houston, Texas 77002 
Telephone: (713)223-2300 
Facsimile: (713)221-1212 
ATTORNEYS FOR SOUPER SALAD, INC., 
REORGANIZED DEBTOR 
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24 
25 
26 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that a true and correct copy of this Notice of Effective Date was directed to 
Bankruptcy Services Inc., LLC, Noticing Agent, for service upon all parties contained on the 
Debtor's Master Service List on November 14, 2005. 
/s/MdrkW. Wese 
Mark W. Wege 
r\f\c\A *~L**% 
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FILED DISTRICT COURT 
Third Judicial District 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, WEST JORDAN DIVISION
 MAR j g 2009 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Robert Longuevan 
Plaintiff 
vs 
Legacy Management, et al 
Defendant 
i £ 
MINUTE ENTRY RULING 
DATE 3/16/09 
JUDGE MARK L KOURIS 
CLERK MGS 
CASE #080401153 
IT LAKE COUNTY 
a » 
Deputy Clei 
Based upon the arguments presented and both parties' filings (which are 
incorporated by reference), this Court finds that the order entered by the United States 
Bankruptcy Court for the District of Arizona precludes Plaintiff from "commencing, 
conducting, or continuing in any manner, directly or indirectly, any suit ••• against the 
Debtor (the defendant in this action)." 
Therefore, this Court GRANTS Defendant's Motion to Dismiss. 
Dated this 16th day of March, 2009 
1 
,&^cOF/% 
AT DU^c I ION dFjUDGT 
CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION 
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the 
following people for case 080401153 by the method and on the date 
specified. 
MAIL: CORY D MEMMOTT 136 E S TEMPLE STE 1700 SALT LAKE CITY, UT 
84111 
MAIL: JOSEPH E MINNOCK 136 S MAIN ST KEARNS BLDG 8TH FLR SALT LAKE 
CITY UT 84111 
MAIL: DAVID F MULL 10 EXCHANGE PLACE 11TH FLR P O BOX 45 00 0 SALT 
LAKE CITY UT 84145 
MAIL: KEVIN K ROBSON COTTONWOOD CREST SUITE 100 1996 E 64 00 S STE 
100 SALT LAKE CITY UT 84121 
Date: 3JHf/pq ,/Y? J!/7<7/P 
Deputy Court Clerk 
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Westlaw 
Page 1 
Slip Copy, 2009 WL 4807615 (Bkrtcy.E.D.N.Y.) 
(Cite as: 2009 WL 4807615 (Bkrtcy.E.D.N.Y.)) 
C 
Only the Westlaw citation is currently available. 
United States Bankruptcy Court, 
E.D. New York. 
In the Matter of Robert J. PITTS, Jr. a/k/a Bob 
Pitts, Debtor. 
Mokuba New York LLC, Ribbtrim, Inc. and Alan 
Silverman, Plaintiffs, 
v. 
Robert Pitts, Jr., Defendant. 
Bankruptcy No. 808-74860-reg. 
Adversary No. 809-8230-reg. 
Dec. 8, 2009. 
Matthew V. Spero, Stuart I. Gordon, Rivkin Radler 
LLP, Uniondale, NY, for Plaintiffs. 
Marc A. Pergament, Weinberg Gross & Pergament 
LLP, Garden City, NY, for Defendant. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
ROBERT E. GROSSMAN, United States Bank-
ruptcy Judge. 
*1 This matter is before the Court pursuant to two 
motions made in an adversary proceeding pending 
in the bankruptcy case of Robert Pitts, Jr. ("Debtor" 
or "Defendant"). Mokuba New York LLC, 
Ribbtrim Inc. and Alan Silverman ("Plaintiffs") 
seeking to have certain debts allegedly owed by the 
Debtor deemed non-dischargeable pursuant to 11 
U.S.C. § 523(a)(2)(A). The Plaintiffs have filed a 
motion seeking entry of summary judgment on the 
first cause of action pursuant to Bankruptcy Code § 
523(a)(2)(A). The Debtor has filed a motion seek-
ing to have a state court judgment entered post-
petition against certain non-debtors upon which the 
Plaintiffs rely in their summary judgment motion, 
deemed void ab initio (the "Debtor's Motion"). The 
Debtor argues that upon the commencement of the 
Debtor's case, the automatic stay applied to actions 
against these non-debtor defendants and as a result, 
the orders entered by the state court post-petition 
are void and of no force and effect. The Debtor also 
argues that the Plaintiffs' actions in the state court 
proceeding after the commencement of the Debtor's 
bankruptcy constituted a willful violation of the 
automatic stay pursuant to Bankruptcy Code § 
362(k). In the alternative, the Debtor argues that if 
the automatic stay did not apply to the non debtor 
defendants, the Court should use its equitable 
powers and extend the automatic stay to the non-
debtor defendants in the state court action pursuant 
to Bankruptcy Code § 105(a). For the reasons set 
forth below, the Court finds that the state court cor-
rectly concluded that the automatic stay did not ap-
ply to the non-debtor defendants and there are in-
sufficient grounds to extend the automatic stay to 
the non-debtor defendants under the Court's § 
105(a) injunctive powers. Furthermore, because the 
actions by the state court already took place, grant-
ing injunctive relief under Bankruptcy Code § 
105(a) at this point would not be appropriate. For 
these reasons, the Plaintiffs' post-petition actions in 
the state court proceeding did not violate the auto-
matic stay. However, if this Court ultimately finds 
in this adversary proceeding that the Debtor's liabil-
ity is derivative of the non-debtor defendants' ac-
tions then the post petition proceedings in the state 
court may be deemed a violation of the automatic 
stay, and the judgment obtained in the state court 
action against the non-debtor defendants would 
then be void and of no force and effect. 
Facts: 
On August 17, 2005, prior to the date the Debtor's 
petition was filed, the Plaintiffs commenced an ac-
tion in the Supreme Court of the State of New 
York, New York County, against Microvisions 
Complete Computer Configurations, Inc., Microvi-
sions, Microvisions One (I), Microvisions Two (II), 
Just Computers of New York, Inc., Microvisions 
Slip Copy, 2009 WL 4807615 (Bkrtcy.E.D.N.Y.) 
(Cite as: 2009 WL 4807615 (Bkrtcy.E.D.N.Y.)) 
X l * f e w ~ 
CCC. Just Computers in New York, JCINY 
(collectively, the "Corporate Defendants") and the 
Debtor (collectively with the Corporate Defendants, 
the "State Court Defendants") based on fraud, 
breach of contract, breach of express and implied 
warranty, and breach of the covenant of good faith 
and fair dealing (the "State Court Action"). In the 
State Court Action, the Plaintiffs alleged that, based 
on the fraudulent scheme of the State Court De-
fendants, they induced the Plaintiffs to enter into a 
contractual relationship with the Corporate Defend-
ants whereby the Plaintiffs would pay for informa-
tion technologies ("IT") goods and sendees that 
were to be provided by the State Court Defendants 
to the Plaintiffs. According to the complaint in the 
State Court Action, (i) the State Court Defendants 
fraudulently concealed from the Plaintiffs that they 
installed "bootleg" software on the Plaintiffs' com-
puters instead of genuine Microsoft or other brand 
name software, (ii) the State Court Defendants 
provided the Plaintiffs with IT equipment that had 
incorrect specifications and configurations, and that 
they sold used IT equipment to the Plaintiffs while 
promising to install new IT equipment, and (iii) the 
State Court billed the Plaintiffs for services which 
were never performed. The Plaintiffs alleged that 
various false representations were made to deceive 
the Plaintiffs to pay consideration to the Corporate 
Defendants which was not earned, and the Corpor-
ate Defendants overcharged the Plaintiffs for goods 
and sendees and otherwise exploited the Plaintiffs' 
IT resources for the State Court Defendants' bene-
fit. The complaint in the State Court Action in-
cludes the allegations that the Debtor, who was dir-
ector, agent and sole shareholder or principal of the 
Corporate Defendants, was also liable along with 
the Corporate Defendants because he intermingled 
and controlled the Corporate Defendants and dis-
regarded their corporate identity so as to defeat 
their corporate identity, and therefore the corporate 
identities of the Corporate Defendants should be 
merged into one entity for the purposes of their li-
abilities and obligations. The Plaintiffs asserted that 
the corporate veils of each of the Corporate De-
fendants should be pierced, and the Debtor should 
be liable for the acts of the Corporate Defendants. 
Based on the complaint in the State Court Action, 
the Debtor's liability requires a finding that the 
Debtor's relationship with the Corporate Defendants 
was sufficiently close that as a matter of law, the 
Debtor was liable for the contractual obligations of 
the Corporate Defendants. 
*2 The State Court Defendants filed answers and 
took active roles in the litigation, which included 
several discovery disputes between the parties. On 
January 4, 2008, the State Court entered an order 
directing the Debtor and the Corporate Defendants 
to provide discovery to the Plaintiffs. On May 2, 
2008, another order was entered striking the answer 
of the Debtors and the Corporate Defendants in the 
event that the Debtor and the Corporate Defendants 
did not produce certain discovery on or before May 
23, 2008. 
On May 23, 2008, the Plaintiffs made a motion to 
strike the answer of the Debtor and the Corporate 
Defendants on the grounds that they willfully failed 
to comply with prior orders of the State Court. The 
Defendants opposed the motion and filed a cross-
motion to strike the complaint and to compel dis-
covery. 
On July 7, 2008, Hon. Louis Crespo, as special ref-
eree, granted the Plaintiffs' motion to strike the 
State Court Defendants' answer. Judge Crespo fur-
ther directed the Plaintiffs to move before Justice 
Bernard Fried for entry of a default judgment. Ac-
cordingly, the Plaintiffs filed a motion for default 
judgment before Justice Fried returnable on 
September 10, 2008. By stipulation entered on Au-
gust 20, 2008, the Debtor and the State Court De-
fendants agreed that the Plaintiffs motion for de-
fault judgment would be adjourned to September 
17, 2008. On September 8, 2008 (the "Petition 
Date"), the Debtor filed a petition for relief under 
chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code. 
Justice Fried was advised that the Debtor filed for 
bankruptcy protection, and on September 25. 2008, 
Justice Fried sua sponte issued an order scheduling 
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a hearing on notice to the State Court Defendants 
and their counsel of record to determine whether 
"there is any good reason why this action should 
not be severed and continued as to the non-
bankrupt defendants, while the action remains 
stayed as to the bankrupt defendants as required by 
11 U.S.C. § 362(a)(1)." The Debtor's bankruptcy 
counsel was not served with the order scheduling 
the hearing. At the hearing held on October 3, 2008 
neither the Corporate Defendants nor the Debtor 
appeared. By order of the state court entered on Oc-
tober 6, 2008, the Debtor was severed from the 
State Court Action, and judgment by default as to 
all issues of liability was to be granted only against 
the Corporate Defendants. Because the Debtor was 
severed from the State Court Action prior to entry 
of judgment, the State Court made no findings that 
the Debtor participated in any fraud committed by 
the Corporate Defendants or that the Debtor was re-
sponsible as a matter of law for the actions of the 
Corporate Defendants. Pursuant to the October 6, 
2008 order, Justice Fried held that either party 
could apply by order to show cause to vacate or 
modify the stay against the Debtor after obtaining a 
final order vacating the stay issued by the Bank-
ruptcy Court in the Debtor's case. On January 20, 
2009, the State Court entered a judgment by default 
as to all issues of liability only against the Corpor-
ate Defendants. An inquest was to be scheduled to 
fix damages, but such inquest has not taken place. 
Discussion: 
1. Jurisdiction to Determine Applicability of the 
Automatic Stay 
*3 The Plaintiffs and the Debtor agree that the State 
Court had the jurisdiction to determine whether the 
automatic stay applied to the State Court Action, 
and that the Bankruptcy Court has the jurisdiction 
to review the decision by Justice Fried and make its 
own determination as to whether the automatic stay 
applied to stay any portion of the State Court Ac-
tion. The Court agrees. The federal district courts, 
and by reference, the bankruptcy courts, have 
"original and exclusive jurisdiction of all cases un-
der title 11" and "original but not exclusive juris-
diction of all civil proceedings arising under title 11 
, or arising in or related to cases under title 11." 28 
U.S.C. § 1334. The automatic stay, which is an in-
junction issued by the bankruptcy court, is self-
executing and is effective upon the filing of the pe-
tition. In re Gruntz, 202 F.3A1074, 1081 (9th Cir., 
2000) (citing Celotex Corp. v. Edwards, 514 U.S. 
300, 315, 115 S.Ct. 1493, 131 L.Ed.2d 403 (1995) 
(other citations omitted)). As the Ninth Circuit 
noted in Gruntz, the injunctive nature of the auto-
matic stay imposes on affected parties an obligation 
to obey such decree until it is modified or reversed, 
even if there are grounds to object to the order. Id. 
at 1082 (other citations omitted). In addition, any 
action taken in violation of the stay, even if such 
action is a judicial proceeding, is void and of no 
force and effect. Kalb v. Feurstein, 308 U.S. 433, 
439, 60 S.Ct. 343, 84 L.Ed. 370 (1940) (citing Val-
lely v. Northern Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 25A U.S. 
348, 353-54, 41 S.Ct. 116, 65 L.Ed. 297 (1920)); 
48th Street Steakhouse, Inc. v. Rockefeller Group, 
Inc. (In re 48th Street Steakhouse, Inc.), 835 F.2d 
427, 431 (2d Cir.1987); Maritime Elec. Co. v. 
United Jersey Bank, 959 F.2d 1194, 1204 (3d 
Cir. 1991); Phoenix Bond & Indem. Co. v. Shamblin 
(In re Shamblin), 890 F.2d 123, 125-26 (9th 
Cir. 1989). Such act by a court in violation of the 
stay is not entitled to full faith and credit in the fed-
eral courts. Kremer v. Chemical Const. Corp., 456 
U.S. 461, 482-83, 102 S.Ct. 1883, 72 L.Ed.2d 262 
(1982). 
Courts have uniformly found that the bankruptcy 
court has sole and exclusive jurisdiction to determ-
ine whether the-automatic stay should-be modified 
pursuant to section 362(d). Cathey v. Johns-
Manville Sales Corp., 711 F.2d 60, 62 (6th 
Cir.1983), In re Gruntz, 202 F.3d at 1083: and/n re 
Mid-City Parking, Inc., 332 B.R. 798, 803 
(Bankr.N.D.I11.2005). This sole and exclusive juris-
diction over any modification of the stay emanates 
from § 362(d), which states that "fo]n request of a 
party in interest and after notice and a hearing, the 
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court shall grant relief from the stay provided under 
subsection (a) of this section," and from the legis-
lative history of § 362(d), which clearly identifies 
the bankruptcy court as the sole authority to grant 
relief from the stay. Cathey v. Johns-Manville Sales 
Corp., 711 F.2d at 62, 63 {citing House Report No. 
95-595, U.S.Code Cong. & Admin. News 1978, p. 
5787. Notes of Committee on the Judiciary). 
*4 The Second Circuit has held that where a prepe-
tition action is pending in federal court, that court 
has concurrent jurisdiction with the bankruptcy 
court to determine whether the automatic stay ap-
plies to the non-bankruptcy action. Erti v. Paine 
Webber Jackson & Curtis, Inc. (In re Baldwin-
United Corp. Litigaton), 765 F.2d 343, 347 (2d 
Cir. 1985) ^Baldwin-United "). Other courts have 
agreed with this analysis under the theory that a 
court has inherent jurisdiction to determine its own 
jurisdiction. In re Mid-City Parking, Inc., 332 B.R. 
at 804 (citing Lockyer v. Mirant Corp., 398 F.3d 
1098, 1105-07 (9th Civ.2005)] Baldwin-United, 765 
F.2d at 347; and In re Conference of African Union 
First Colored Methodist Protestant Church, 184 
B.R. 207, 216 (Bankr.D.Del.1995) ("Conference of 
African Union")). Despite the presiding court's in-
herent jurisdiction to determine whether the stay 
applies, the Second Circuit and other courts have 
recognized that the ultimate determination of 
whether the automatic stay applies to a non-
bankruptcy action lies with the bankruptcy court, 
which originally issued the injunction. See Bald-
win-United, 765 F.2d at 346, 348-49; Conference of 
African Union, 184 B.R. at 216; In re Hunt, 93 B.R. 
484. 488-89 (Bankr.N.D.Tex.1988). Granting to the 
bankruptcy court the final say as to whether the 
automatic stay applies to an action pending in an-
other court is also consistent with the bankruptcy 
court's power to enforce its own injunctions under 
the Supremacy Clause. In re Mid-City Parking, 
Inc., 332 B.R. at 798. Therefore, this Court has the 
authority to review the decision by Justice Fried 
and if this Court disagrees with his ruling, to de-
termine on its own the extent to which the automat-
ic stay applies with respect to any aspect of the 
State Court Action. 
2, Applicability of Bankruptcy Code § 362(a)(1) 
to the State Court Action 
In order to determine whether Justice Fried prop-
erly determined whether the automatic stay applied, 
Justice Fried1 s rulings must be examined. In the 
State Court's order scheduling hearing, Justice 
Fried noted that the automatic stay does not apply 
to non-debtor co-defendants except "under certain 
limited circumstances" and cited to Merrill Lynch, 
Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. v. Oxford Venture 
Partners, LLC, 13 A.D.3d 89, 786 N.Y.S.2d 161, 
162 (1st Dept.2004). The order scheduling hearing 
was issued to determine whether the circumstances 
in the State Court Action warranted a finding that 
the stay applied equally to the Debtor and to the 
Corporate Defendants. The Corporate Defendants 
failed to appear at the hearing and Justice Fried 
ruled that the automatic stay prevented the Debtor 
from remaining in the State Court Action and 
severed him entirely from the State Court Action. 
As a result, the causes of action regarding the Debt-
or's role in the fraudulent scheme of the Corporate 
Defendants were severed from the State Court Ac-
tion and remain undetermined to date. Justice Fried 
also held in a subsequent order that prosecution of 
the State Court action against the Corporate De-
fendants was not stayed. Therefore it appears that 
Justice Fried concluded there were no grounds to 
find that the automatic stay applied to the Corporate 
Defendants. Because Justice Fried severed the 
Debtor from the State Court Action, there are no 
findings at all as to the Debtor-not that he commit-
ted fraud individually or that the corporate veils of 
the Corporate Defendants should be pierced. Justice 
Fried made no findings that the acts of the Corpor-
ate Defendants should be imputed to the Debtor. 
His rulings show a deference to the imposition of 
the automatic stay. 
*5 The Court believes the State Court correctly 
framed the issue before it regarding the applicabil-
ity of the automatic stay to the Corporate Defend-
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ants, and correctly found that Bankruptcy Code § 
362(a)(1) did not apply to the Corporate Defend-
ants. Section 362(a)(1) stays "the commencement 
or continuation ... of a judicial ... action or proceed-
ing against the debtor that was or could have been 
commenced before the commencement of the case 
under this title, or to recover a claim against the 
debtor that arose before the commencement of the 
case under this title." 11 U.S.C. § 362(a)(1). Sub-
section 362(a)(1) is generally not available to non-
debtors. Teachers Ins. & Annuity Ass'n of America 
v. Butler, 803 F.2d 61, 65 (2nd Cir.1986) ( "Teach-
ers "): In re Bidermann Industries U.S.A., Inc., 200 
B.R. 779, 782 (Bankr.S.D.N.Y.1996). Justice Fried 
recognized that a narrow exception to this proposi-
tion exists, but did not conclude that the facts in the 
case before him would warrant a finding that the 
stay applied to the Corporate Defendants. The 
Debtor now urges this Court to find that, Justice 
Fried's rulings notwithstanding, the exception did 
apply to the Corporate Defendants and they were 
covered by the automatic stay. According to the 
Debtor, the Court should adopt the argument made 
by the Plaintiffs in this adversary proceeding that 
the Debtor and the Corporate Defendants are one 
and the same solely for the purposes of this motion, 
and find that based on this shared identity, the judg-
ment against the Corporate Defendants is equival-
ent to a judgment against the Debtor. As a result, 
the continuation of the State Court Action post-
petition violated the automatic stay and the rulings 
of the State Court post-petition are void ab initio. 
The leading case enunciating the exception to the 
general rule that the automatic stay does not apply 
to non-debtors is A.H. Robins Co. v. Piccinin, 788 
F.2d 994 (4th Cir.), cert, denied, 479 U.S. 876, 107 
S.Ct. 251. 93 L.Ed.2d 177 (1986) ("A.H.Robins "). 
In A.H. Robins, the Court of Appeals for the Fourth 
Circuit found that in "unusual circumstances," the 
automatic stay could be extended to actions against 
non-debtors. Id. at 999. The debtor in A.H Robins 
manufactured the Dalkon Shield, an intrauterine 
device, which was later discovered to be defective. 
As a result, thousands of actions were initiated 
against the debtor and its insurance provider, for-
cing the debtor to file for bankruptcy. The plaintiffs 
in the non-bankruptcy actions sought to sever their 
actions against the debtor in order to proceed 
against the co-defendants. The Fourth Circuit af-
firmed the district court's decision to issue an in-
junction staying the plaintiffs' suits against the 
debtor, and held that a court may stay proceedings 
under "unusual circumstances," which would re-
quire "something more than the mere fact that one 
of the parties to the lawsuit has filed ... bank-
ruptcy." A.H. Robins, 788 F.2d at 999. According 
to the court in A.H. Robins, "unusual circum-
stances" would include a situation "where there is 
such identity between the debtor and the third-party 
defendant that the debtor may be said to be the real 
party defendant and that a judgment against the 
third-party defendant will in effect be a judgment or 
finding against the debtor." Id. The court identified 
such a situation where a suit has been commenced 
against a third party who is entitled to absolute in-
demnity by the debtor as a result of any judgment 
that might be entered against the third party in the 
non-bankruptcy case. Id. 
*6 Although the Plaintiffs argue that in the Teach-
ers decision, the Second Circuit implicitly rejected 
this theory, the Court disagrees. In Teachers, the 
plaintiffs entered into a long-term loan with the de-
fendants for the development and construction of an 
office building in Sacramento, California, which 
the defendant subsequently breached. After a trial, 
judgment was entered in favor of the plaintiff. 
Three days later, a petition for relief under chapter 
11 was filed by one of the defendants which was a 
partnership, and the debtor partnership obtained a 
temporary restraining order from the bankruptcy 
court (I) restraining the plaintiff from enforcing the 
judgment against the debtor partnership and (ii) 
preventing the plaintiff from enforcing the judg-
ment against each of the three defendant general 
partners, none of whom had filed bankruptcy peti-
tions. The question before the Second Circuit on 
appeal was whether the district court wrongly 
denied the request by the non-debtor partners for a 
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stay of the proceedings against them. The Second 
Circuit concluded that the bad faith conduct of the 
non-filing partners did not provide sufficient 
grounds for granting injunctive relief to extend the 
stay to these non-debtors under § 105(a). 
In its ruling, the Second Circuit held that "it is well-
established that stays pursuant to § 362(a) are lim-
ited to debtors and do not encompass non-bankrupt 
co-defendants" and cited to a number of cases in 
support. Teachers, 803 F.2d at 65. The Second Cir-
cuit did note the A.H.Robins case prefaced its cita-
tion with " But cf." which has led several courts to 
conclude that the Second Circuit has implicitly re-
jected the "unusual circumstances" theory set forth 
in A.H. Robins for extending the stay to non-debtor 
• v F N 1 entities. 
FN1. See Signature Bank v. Ahava Food 
Corp., 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 67464, *5, 
2008 WL 3153987 (Bankr.S.D.N.Y.2008); 
and Bidermann Indus. USA v. Zelnick, 200 
B.R. 779, 782 (Bankr.S.D.N.Y.1996). 
Second Circuit case law post- Teachers supports the 
vitality of A.H. Robins in this Circuit. In Queenie, 
Ltd. v. Nygard Intern., 321 F.3d 282 (2d Cir.2003), 
the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit con-
cluded that the automatic stay applied to an action 
commenced against, inter alia, a non-debtor cor-
poration which was wholly owned by an individual 
chapter 11 debtor. According to the Second Circuit, 
"the automatic stay can apply to non-debtors, but 
normally does so only when a claim against the 
non-debtor will have an immediate adverse eco-
nomic consequence for the debtor's estate." Id. at 
287. 
The Second Circuit in Queenie listed several ex-
amples of such immediate adverse economic con-
sequences including: (1) a claim against a non-
debtor for an obligation for which the debtor was a 
guarantor. (2) a claim against a debtor's insurer, and 
(3) actions where there is an identity between the 
debtor and third-party defendant that a judgment 
against the third-party defendant will in effect be a 
judgment or finding against the debtor, and spe-
cifically cited to A.H. Robins in support of this third 
instance. Id. at 288. 
While it is clear from Queenie that the Second Cir-
cuit has not implicitly rejected A.H. Robins, it is 
equally clear that the application of this exception 
does not apply in our case. In our case, there is no 
risk to any reorganization if the stay is not extended 
to the Corporate Defendants because the Debtor is 
liquidating. The imposition of liability against the 
Corporate Defendants only serves to fix liability 
against the Corporate Defendants at this point, and 
will not hamper the bankruptcy proceedings 
pending before this Court. In fact, there is no evid-
ence that the continuation of the State Court Action 
post-petition had any effect on the Debtor's bank-
ruptcy case as the Debtor was severed from the 
State Court Action. 
*7 The Debtor's reliance on Neuman v. Hospital 
Consultants ( In re Neuman), 128 B.R. 333 
(Bankr.S.D.N.Y.1991) is similarly unavailing. In 
Neuman, Carl Neuman filed a petition for relief un-
der chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. The debtor 
and his spouse were the 78% owner of stock in a 
corporation which had not filed for relief under the 
Bankruptcy Code. The debtor's case was marked by 
significant litigation and an operating trustee was 
appointed. After much litigation, the trustee and the 
debtor negotiated a settlement. The bankruptcy 
court approved the settlement over one creditor's 
objection, but before the bankruptcy court entered 
an order approving the settlement, another creditor 
commenced a shareholders derivative action seek-
ing to, inter alia, remove the debtor as officers and 
directors of the corporation in which the debtor and 
his wife owned 78% of the stock. The debtor re-
sponded with an order to show cause seeking to re-
strain the creditor from continuing the action and 
finding the creditor in violation of the automatic 
stay. The court determined that since the debtor 
owned 78% of the stock and the other companies 
involved were wholly owned subsidiaries of the 
corporation, there was such an identity between the 
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entities as to render the derivative action in viola-
tion of the automatic stay. The court concluded that 
any relief granted in the state court would have af-
fected the settlement agreement approved by the 
bankruptcy court, and furthermore, the complaint 
actually named the debtor both individually and as 
a trustee for the corporations. 
The Neuman case does not apply to the case before 
this Court. First, the debtor in Neuman, like the 
debtor in Queenie and unlike the Debtor in this 
case, were seeking to reorganize under chapter 11 
of the bankruptcy code, and the actions taken 
against the non-debtor defendants were found to 
have had a significant and immediate negative im-
pact on the debtor's ongoing bankruptcy cases. The 
same cannot be said for this case, as the mere exist-
ence of a claim against a corporation wholly owned 
by the Debtor does not affect his bankruptcy. 
There has been no finding that there is such identity 
between the Debtor and the Corporate Defendants 
that the judgment against the Corporate Defendants 
is tantamount to a judgment against the Debtor. A 
finding that there is an identity between the Corpor-
ate Defendants and the Debtor requires a legal con-
clusion that Justice Fried did not make and which 
may be critical to the success of the Plaintiffs ad-
versary proceeding pending before this Court. 
Without a finding that the Debtor is liable as a mat-
ter of law for the debts of the Corporate Defendants 
the Plaintiffs seemingly have no independent claim 
in this case because the contractual relationship at 
issue in this adversary proceeding was between the 
Plaintiffs and the Corporate Defendants. Based on 
the record before the Court and having reviewed 
the record in the State Court, this Court cannot find 
at this point that there is an identity between the 
Debtor and the Corporate Defendants as urged by 
the Debtor. Any such finding must be established in 
this adversary proceeding by summary judgment or 
by trial Since the Court does not find that the auto-
matic stay applied to the Corporate Defendants in 
the State Court Action, and the Debtor was severed 
from the State Court Action, the Plaintiffs did not 
violate the automatic stay by continuing to particip-
ate in the State Court Action post-petition. There-
fore, the Plaintiffs cannot be liable for sanctions for 
their actions under § 362(k) of the Bankruptcy 
Code. 
3. Stay of the State Court Action under Bank-
ruptcy Code § 105(a) 
*8 To the extent the Debtor requests that this Court 
use its powers under § 105(a) to extend the auto-
matic stay to the Corporate Defendants, the Court 
denies the request. As noted by the Bankruptcy 
Court for the Southern District of New York in In 
re Bideimann, the court may only issue such in-
junctive relief if the court finds that "the debtor 
would suffer some cognizable prejudice if the in-
junction did not issue." 200 B.R. at 783 (other cita-
tions omitted). The burden is on the moving party 
to show by clear and convincing evidence that in-
junctive relief is warranted. Matter of S.I Acquisi-
tion, Inc., 817 F.2d 1142, 1146, n. 3 (5th Cir.1987). 
Finally, such injunctive relief would not apply nunc 
pro tunc, but would be prospective in nature. In re 
Bideimann, 200 B.R. at 782-83 (citing AH. Robins, 
778 F.2d at 1001). Because any relief under § 
105(a) would be prospective, granting injunctive re-
lief to stay the State Court Action would not 
provide the Debtor with any real relief because the 
State Court has already made its rulings, which can-
not be voided under this section. Therefore, even if 
the Court were to find that the Debtor has estab-
lished grounds for extending the stay to the Corpor-
ate Defendants under § 105(a), the judgment 
against the Corporate Defendants would still stand 
and the Plaintiffs would only be precluded from 
continuing the inquest. As a result, relief under this 
section is not appropriate under these circum-
stances. 
4. Applicability of the Findings in the State 
Court Action to the Dischargeability Action 
Having found that the State Court correctly con-
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eluded that the automatic stay did not apply to the 
Corporate Debtors in the State Court Action and 
that there are no grounds to extend the stay to the 
Corporate Defendants under § 105(a), the Court 
now examines the Debtor's argument that even if 
this Court finds that the continuation of the State 
Court Action against the Corporate Defendants 
post-petition did not violate the stay, the stay pro-
hibits the Plaintiffs from using the judgment ob-
tained against the Corporate Defendants in the State 
Court Action in this adversary proceeding. Accord-
ing to the Plaintiffs, the automatic stay does not bar 
them from using collateral estoppel to preclude the 
Debtor from re-litigating the issues of fraud re-
solved in the judgment obtained against the Corpor-
ate Defendants. 
The Court concludes that the stay does not bar the 
Plaintiffs from using collateral estoppel offensively 
against the Debtor in this adversary proceeding. 
The automatic stay would never preclude this Court 
from making a determination in this adversary pro-
ceeding, nor could any action taken by the 
Plaintiffs in this adversary proceeding violate the 
automatic stay as to the Debtor. However, to the ex-
tent this Court concludes that the Debtor is derivat-
ively liable for the actions of the Corporate Defend-
ants, then the Court will be required to re-examine 
whether the automatic stay was applicable to the 
Corporate Defendants upon the filing of the Debt-
or's petition. As a result, the continuation of the 
State Court Action against the Corporate Defend-
ants post-petition may then be deemed a violation 
of the automatic stay. This is because if the 
Plaintiffs are successful in piercing the corporate 
veils of the Corporate Defendants, then the unusual 
circumstances warranting application of the stay to 
non-debtors exist because the judgments against the 
Corporate Defendants will have an immediate, ad-
verse effect against the Debtor. 
Conclusion: 
for summary judgment is scheduled for January 13, 
2010 at 9:30 a.m. An order memorializing this de-
cision shall be entered forthwith. 
Bkrtcy.E.D.N.Y.,2009. 
In re Pitts 
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*9 For the foregoing reasons, the Debtor's Motion 
is denied. A status hearing on the Plaintiffs motion 
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Supreme Court, Kings County, New York. 
Delia BERRY, Plaintiff, 
v. 
Trevor P. RAMPERSAD, as Custodial Engineer of 
P.S. 214, and Individually, Defendant. 
Oct. 2, 2008. 
Background: Plaintiff brought action against de-
fendant, alleging discrimination, and subsequently 
had her indebtedness discharged in Chapter 7 bank-
ruptcy proceedings, thus discharging right to pursue 
discrimination action, which she failed to schedule 
in bankruptcy proceedings. Bankruptcy Court then 
reopened proceedings pursuant to bankruptcy trust-
ee's petition, so plaintiff could amend filings to 
schedule discrimination action. Defendant moved 
for leave to amend answer to include affirmative 
defense of lack of capacity and to dismiss com-
plaint, and trustee cross-moved for order to amend 
caption and for sanctions against defense counsel. 
Holdings: The Supreme Court, Kings County, 
Francois A. Rivera, J., held that: 
(1) defendant was entitled to amend answer to in-
clude affirmative defense; 
(2) Bankruptcy Court order authorized trustee to 
conclude discrimination action, and thus trustee 
would be substituted in place of plaintiff in caption; 
and 
(3) trustee did not allege frivolous conduct by de-
fense counsel. 
So ordered. 
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asset in bankruptcy proceeding caused the claim to 
remain the property of the bankruptcy estate, pre-
cluding plaintiff from pursuing the claim on her 
own behalf, and thus defendant's motion to amend 
answer to include affirmative defense that plaintiff 
failed to schedule discrimination action in bank-
ruptcy proceedings was neither palpably insuffi-
cient nor patently devoid of merit, where amend-
ment would not have caused prejudice or surprise 
to plaintiff, who no longer had capacity to pursue 
claim. 11 U.S.C.A. § 541(a)(1); McKinney's CPLR 
3025(b). 
[4] Bankruptcy 51 «=> 2154.1 
51 Bankruptcy 
5III Courts; Proceedings in General 
5111(B) Actions and Proceedings in General 
51k2154 Rights of Action by or on Behalf 
of Trustee or Debtor 
51k2154.1 k. In General. Most Cited 
Cases 
In situations where a debtor fails to schedule a 
cause of action in a bankruptcy petition, the debtor 
loses not only the ability to begin an action in his or 
her own capacity, but also the ability to continue to 
prosecute one as well. 11 U.S.C.A. § 541(a)(1). 
[5] Bankruptcy 51 ^ 2154.1 
51 Bankruptcy 
5III Courts; Proceedings in General 
5111(B) Actions and Proceedings in General 
51k2154 Rights of Action by or on Behalf 
of Trustee or Debtor 
51k2154.1 k. In General. Most Cited 
Cases 
J. C i f e W ^ 
Slip Op. 28386 
Debtor's failure to schedule a cause of action in a 
bankruptcy petition generally precludes the substi-
tution of the bankruptcy trustee in the debtor-
plaintiffs place, since the claim is not properly pre-
served, even if the trustee has successfully re-
opened the bankruptcy expressly to correct the 
scheduling error and continue the action on behalf 
of the bankruptcy estate. 11 U.S.C.A. § 541(a)(1). 
[6] Bankruptcy 51 ^ 2126 
51 Bankruptcy 
5III Courts; Proceedings in General 
5111(A) In General 
51k2124 Power and Authority 
51k2126 k. Carrying Out Provisions of 
Code. Most Cited Cases 
Bankruptcy 51 ^ 2154.1 
51 Bankruptcy 
5III Courts; Proceedings in General 
5111(B) Actions and Proceedings in General 
51k2154 Rights of Action by or on Behalf 
of Trustee or Debtor 
51k2154.1 k. In General. Most Cited 
Cases 
Bankruptcy trustee would be substituted in caption 
of complaint in discrimination action in place of 
plaintiff-debtor pursuant to bankruptcy court order, 
which authorized bankruptcy trustee to retain coun-
sel and conclude pending discrimination action that 
plaintiff-debtor had neglected to schedule in bank-
ruptcy petition; bankruptcy court had power to is-
sue any order, process, or judgment necessary or 
appropriate to carry out provisions of Bankruptcy 
Code, intent was clear on face of order, and court 
had no power to supplant its own interpretation. 
U.S.C.A. Const. Art. 6, cl. 2; 11 U.S.C.A. §§ 105(a) 
, 541(a)(1); McKinney's CPLR 205(a), 3025(b). 
[7] Attorney and Client 45 ^ 24 
45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 
451(B) Privileges. Disabilities, and Liabilities 
— N.Y.S.2d — , 2008 WL 4531494 (N.Y.Sup.), 2008 N.Y. 
(Cite as: 2008 WL 4531494 (N.Y.Sup.)) 
45k24 k. Liability for Costs; Sanctions. 
Most Cited Cases 
Bankruptcy trustee did not allege any frivolous con-
duct by defense counsel, in action on behalf of 
plaintiff-debtor for discrimination, and thus trustee 
was not entitled to sanctions against counsel. 
N.Y.Ct.Rules, § 130-1.1(a), (c)(l, 2). 
FRANCOIS A. RIVERA, J. 
*1 Upon the foregoing papers, defendant Trevor P. 
Rampersad (Rampersad) moves for an order 1) pur-
suant to CPLR 3025(b), granting defendant leave to 
amend his answer herein to assert the affirmative 
defense that the plaintiff lacks capacity to sue, and 
2) pursuant to CPLR 3211(a)(3), (5) and (7), as 
well as the Bankruptcy Code (11 USC) § 541, dis-
missing the plaintiffs complaint for lack of stand-
ing and capacity to sue. 
FN1 
The plaintiff , Delia Berry (Berry), by her suc-
cessor in interest, the Trustee in Bankruptcy 
(Trustee), Gregory Messer (Messer), cross-moves 
for an order 
1) pursuant to CPLR 3025(b), to amend the caption 
of the instant matter to substitute the Trustee as 
plaintiff, in place and stead of Berry, the plaintiff-
debtor, and 
2) for sanctions against defense counsel. 
Berry commenced the instant discrimination action 
on April 18, 2005. Issue was joined by sendee of 
defendant's answer on June 30, 2005. On December 
16. 2005, Berry filed a voluntary petition for 
Chapter 7 bankruptcy protection in the United 
States Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District of 
New York (the Bankruptcy Court). Upon filing for 
bankruptcy, a debtor is required to file a statement 
of financial affairs and a schedule of assets, such as 
causes of action that may be, or have been, brought 
by the debtor. All such causes of action must be lis-
ted as assets of the bankruptcy estate. Through the 
act of scheduling, the causes of action are preserved 
so the Bankruptcy Trustee may pursue these actions 
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on behalf of the bankruptcy estate. In the bank-
ruptcy proceeding, Berry initially failed to schedule 
her present discrimination action in her papers. 
Berry's indebtedness was discharged, by order of 
the Bankruptcy Court, on May 8, 2006, and with it, 
her right to pursue the discrimination action. 
In the instant cross motion, plaintiffs litigation 
counsel-who has subsequently been appointed spe-
cial counsel to the Bankruptcy Trustee, the pro-
posed new plaintiff-alleges that in October, 2007, 
after receiving notification from Berry's bankruptcy 
attorney of the bankruptcy filing, he immediately 
contacted Messer to inform him of Berry's failure to 
schedule the action. On January 15, 2008, more 
than one year and eight months after the order dis-
charging Berry's indebtedness was entered, Messer 
moved the Bankruptcy Court to reopen Berry's 
bankruptcy case for the purpose of amending her 
schedules to include her previously omitted dis-
crimination action. During the pendency of the peti-
tion to reopen the case, defendant alleges that he, 
too, discovered the bankruptcy filing and the fact 
that the instant action had not been originally 
scheduled. With this information, defendant filed 
the instant motion to amend his original answer to 
assert the affirmative defense of the plaintiffs lack 
of capacity to sue and to seek dismissal of 
plaintiffs complaint as a result thereof. Thereafter, 
on March 20, 2008, the Bankruptcy Court entered 
an order wherein it granted Messer's application, re-
opening the bankruptcy case and vacating the prior 
decree that discharged Berry's debt. After being ap-
pointed Trustee in the newly reopened bankruptcy 
case, Messer, on April 5, 2008, filed an application 
to appoint plaintiffs litigation counsel as special 
counsel to the Trustee. On April 16, 2008, Judge 
Dennis E. Milton signed an order permitting the re-
tention of special counsel for the continuation of 
the discrimination litigation on behalf of the bank-
ruptcy estate and the substitution of the Trustee, for 
the debtor, as plaintiff in the action. In relevant 
part, the order reads: 
*2 "ORDERED, that the Trustee be, and he hereby 
— N.Y.S.2d — , 2008 WL 4531494 (N.Y.Sup.), 2008 N.Y. 
(Cite as: 2008 WL 4531494 (N.Y.Sup.)) 
is, authorized to retain special Personal Injury 
Counsel ... to handle and conclude a pending per-
sonal injury litigation [the discrimination suit] in-
volving injuries suffered by the Debtor ... 
"ORDERED, that Special Personal Injury Counsel 
shall, within 30 days of the entry of this order, 
make a motion to the court in which the personal 
injury action is pending to substitute the Trustee, 
Gregory Messer, as the successor in interest to the 
Debtor in the personal injury action so that the cap-
tion shall identify the plaintiff as Gregory Messer, 
Trustee of the Estate of the Debtor ..." [internal 
citations omitted ] 
Thereafter, on April 21, 2008, the Trustee's special 
counsel served the instant cross motion seeking, 
inter alia, leave to amend the caption of the under-
lying action to substitute Messer as successor in in-
terest to Berry, as directed in the Bankruptcy 
Court's order. 
In his motion, Rampersad seeks, among other 
things, leave to amend his answer for the purpose 
of asserting an affirmative defense of lack of capa-
city to sue. 
CPLR 3025(b) provides that: 
A party may amend his pleading, or supplement 
it by setting forth additional or subsequent trans-
actions or occurrences, at any time by leave of 
court or by stipulation of all parties. Leave shall 
be freely given upon such terms as may be just 
including the granting of costs and continuances. 
[1][2] Accordingly, such leave shall be granted, 
provided that the amendment is not palpably insuf-
ficient, does not prejudice or surprise the opposing 
party, and is not patently devoid of merit (see San-
tori v. Met Life, 11 A.D.3d 597, 598, 784 N.Y.S.2d 
117 [2004], citing Ortega v. Bisogno & Meyerson, 
2 A.D.3d 607. 769 N.Y.S.2d 279 [2003]: AYWNet-
works v. Teleport Communications Group, 309 
A.D.2d 724. 765 N.Y.S.2d 379 [2003]. /v. dis-
missed 1 N.Y.3d 566, 775 N.Y.S.2d 783, 807 
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N.E.2d 896 [2003]; Leszczynski v. Kelly & 
McGlynn, 281 A.D.2d 519, 722 N.Y.S.2d 254 
[2001] ). The decision whether to grant such leave 
is within the court's sound discretion (Edenwald 
Contr. Co. v. City of New York, 60 N.Y.2d 957, 
959, 471 N.Y.S.2d 55, 459 N.E.2d 164 [1983]; see 
also Holler v. Lopane, 305 A.D.2d 370, 759 
N.Y.S.2d 504 [2003] ). Moreover, prejudice to a 
non-moving party is not established merely because 
an amended pleading will defeat his or her claim ( 
see Schrader v. Carney, 180 A.D.2d 200, 586 
N.Y.S.2d 687 [1992] ). 
[3] Title 11 of the United States Code (the Bank-
ruptcy Code) broadly defines property to include 
causes of action which existed at the time of the 
commencement of the Bankruptcy case (see 11 
USC § 541[a][l]; Santori, 11 A.D.3d at 599, 784 
N.Y.S.2d 117; Martinez v. Desai, 273 A.D.2d 447, 
710 N.Y.S.2d 372 [2000]; Weitz v. Lewin, 251 
A.D.2d 402, 675 N.Y.S.2d 544 [1998]; Bromley v. 
Fleet Bank, 240 A.D.2d 611, 659 N.Y.S.2d 83 
[1997] ). The court is satisfied that defendant's mo-
tion is neither palpably insufficient nor patently 
devoid of merit because Berry's "failure to list a 
legal claim as an asset in ... her bankruptcy pro-
ceeding causes the claim to remain the property of 
the bankruptcy estate and precludes [Berry] from 
pursuing the claim on ... her own behalf (Santori, 
11 A.D.3d at 599, 784 N.Y.S.2d 117 [internal quo-
tation marks and citations omitted ] ). Nor does the 
court find that the requested amendment will preju-
dice or surprise the opposing party, since Messer, 
as the proposed new plaintiff, and Rampersad, the 
defendant, are both moving this court because they 
agree that Berry no longer has any capacity to pur-
sue this claim. Under the foregoing analysis, that 
branch of defendant's motion seeking leave to 
amend his answer and assert the affirmative defense 
of lack of capacity to sue is granted. 
*3 The court next turns to that branch of defend-
ant's motion seeking dismissal of the complaint and 
that portion of plaintiffs cross motion seeking a 
substitution of the parties. 
— N.Y.S.2d - ~ , 2008 WL 4531494 (N.Y.Sup.), 2008 N.Y. 
(Cite as: 2008 WL 4531494 (N.Y.Sup.)) 
As a preliminary matter, although defendant moves 
for dismissal pursuant to CPLR 3211(a)(3), (5), and 
(7), his motion discusses only the plaintiffs lack of 
capacity to sue pursuant CPLR 3211(a)(3). 
In opposition to Messer's motion to be substituted 
in place of Berry, and in support of his motion to 
dismiss the complaint, Rampersad cites the Second 
Department case, Pinto v. Ancona, 262 A.D.2d 472, 
473, 692 N.Y.S.2d 128 [1999], wherein the court 
stated: 
"it was discovered that [the plaintiff] had filed a 
bankruptcy petition in a separate bankruptcy pro-
ceeding but failed to disclose in the petition's 
schedule of assets the pendency of this action. 
Accordingly, the plaintiff Richard Pinto lacked 
the capacity to commence this action against the 
defendant, as his causes of action vested in the 
bankruptcy trustee {see, Weitz v. Lewin, 251 
A.D.2d 402 [675 N.Y.S.2d 544]; Hart Sys. v. 
Arvee Sys., 244 A.D.2d 527 [664 N.Y.S.2d 465]; 
Quiros v. Polow, 135 A.D.2d 697, 699 [522 
N.Y.S.2d 596] ). 
"In light of the defect based on a lack of capacity 
to sue, the trustee, who re-opened the bankruptcy 
proceeding, could not be substituted for Richard 
Pinto in this action (see, Reynolds v. Blue Cross, 
210 A.D.2d 619 [620 N.Y.S.2d 164]; Matter of C 
& M Plastics [Collins], 168 A.D.2d 160, 162 
[571 N.Y.S.2d 343] ). Instead, the trustee must 
commence a new action in a representative capa-
city on behalf of Richard Pinto's bankruptcy es-
tate ..." 
Cited by the court in Pinto, as well as by the de-
fendant, is Reynolds v. Blue Cross of Northeastern 
New York Inc., 210 A.D.2d 619, 620, 620 N.Y.S.2d 
164 [1994]. In relevant part, the decision reads as 
follows: 
"plaintiffs were divested of their legal capacity to 
sue by virtue of the bankruptcy, the action was 
not abandoned or dealt with' and substitution 
could not cure that incapacity. 
rage D 
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"The failure of plaintiffs to list the pending 
causes of action in the schedule of assets in the 
bankruptcy vested title in the trustee, leaving 
plaintiffs without capacity to sue and requiring 
the complaint to be dismissed (see, Weiss v. 
Goldfeder, 201 A.D.2d 644, 644-645 [608 
N.Y.S.2d 242]; Stick v. Oakdale Dental Or., 157 
A.D.2d 1011 [550 N.Y.S.2d 496] ). 
"Once plaintiffs, as debtors, filed bankruptcy, the 
trustee stood in their shoes as legal representative 
of the estate and had the legal capacity to com-
mence and prosecute these causes of action 
arising prior to the bankruptcy (see, 151-69 
Nagle Ave. Assocs. v. Jiminez, 147 Misc.2d 443, 
445 [556 N.Y.S.2d 228] ). 
"While the trustee in bankruptcy has capacity to 
sue or prosecute in his or her own name (see, 
Quiros v. Polow, 135 A.D.2d 697, 699 [522 
N.Y.S.2d 596], /v. dismissed 72 N.Y.2d 840 [530 
N.Y.S.2d 555, 526 N.E.2d 46] ), substitution is 
not available to cure the deficiency as a party 
with no capacity to sue cannot be replaced with 
one who has capacity in these circumstances (see, 
Matter of C & M Plastics [Collins], 168 A.D.2d 
160, 161-162 [571 N.Y.S.2d 343] )." 
[4] [5] Under New York State Appellate case law, 
as cited supra, it is clear that in situations where a 
debtor fails to schedule a cause of action in a bank-
ruptcy petition, the debtor loses not only the ability 
to begin an action in his or her own capacity, but 
also the ability to continue to prosecute one as well. 
Moreover, the failure to schedule the cause of ac-
tion precludes the substitution of the bankruptcy 
trustee in the debtor-plaintiffs place since the claim 
is not properly preserved. The impermissibility of 
substitution carries equally to situations such as the 
one at bar, where the Trustee has successfully re-
opened the bankruptcy expressly to correct the 
scheduling error and continue the action on behalf 
of the bankruptcy estate. The action must be dis-
missed and may, pursuant to CPLR 205(a), be re-
filed by the Bankruptcy Trustee, in his or her offi-
cial capacity, if he or she so chooses. Notwithstand-
--- N.Y.S.2d — , 2008 WL 4531494 (N.Y.Sup.), 2008 N.Y. 
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mg the authority set forth in both Pinto and Reyn-
olds, this court denies that branch of defendant's 
motion seeking dismissal of the action. Signific-
antly, the court notes that, unlike the courts in both 
FN2 Pinto and Reynolds , the plaintiffs motion has 
been brought, pursuant to an order from a Federal 
Bankruptcy Court. Under the Supremacy Clause of 
the United States Constitution (U.S. Const., art. VI, 
FN3 
cl. 2) . this court is precluded from questioning 
such an order: the only query being how best to im-
plement its directive. 
*4 As previously noted, the Bankruptcy Court order 
reads in relevant part: 
"ORDERED, that the Trustee be, and he hereby 
is, authorized to retain special Personal Injury 
Counsel ... [internal citations omitted ] to handle 
and conclude a pending personal injury litiga-
tion [the discrimination suit] involving injuries 
suffered by the Debtor ... 
"ORDERED, that Special Personal Injury Coun-
sel shall, within 30 days of the entry of this or-
der, make a motion to the court in which the per-
sonal injury action is pending to substitute the 
Trustee, Gregory Messer, as the successor in 
interest to the Debtor in the personal injury 
action so that the caption shall identify the 
plaintiff as Gregory Messer, Trustee of the Estate 
of the Debtor ..." 
(emphasis added) 
The Supremacy Clause forbids state courts to disas-
sociate themselves from federal law because of dis-
agreement with its content or a refusal to recognize 
the superior authority of its source {see Howlett v. 
Rose, 496 U.S. 356, 357, 110 S.Ct. 2430, 110 
L.Ed.2d 332 [1990] ). As the Appellate Division, 
Second Department, held in State of New York v. 
Local 1115 Joint Bd., Nursing Home & Hosp. Em-
pis Div., 56 A.D.2d 310. 321, 392 N.Y.S.2d 884 
[1977]: 
"With ultimate recourse to the United States Su-
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preme Court, state courts are obliged under the 
Supremacy Clause to follow federal law where 
applicable and there is no reason to believe that 
they are unwilling or incapable of so doing (cita-
tions omitted)." 
[6] Federal law grants the Bankruptcy Court the 
power to "issue any order, process, or judgment 
that is necessary or appropriate to carry out the pro-
visions of [the Bankruptcy Code]" (11 USC § 105 
[a] ). The intent of the Bankruptcy Court order is 
clear on its face and this court, under the Suprem-
acy Clause, may not supplant its own interpretation 
for same. Since this court did not issue the order in 
question, this court is similarly not the proper ven-
ue to question that order. Having satisfied the 
standard enumerated in Santori, and pursuant to the 
order from the United States Bankruptcy Court for 
the Eastern District of New York, that branch of 
plaintiffs motion seeking to amend the caption of 
the complaint to substitute the Bankruptcy Trustee, 
Gregory Messer, in place of the plaintiff-debtor, 
Delia Berry, must be granted. 
[7] Finally, the court turns to that branch of 
plaintiffs motion seeking sanctions. The court is 
authorized to impose financial sanctions for frivol-
ous conduct pursuant to 22 NYCRR 130-1.1 (a). 
"Among the types of conduct which will be con-
sidered frivolous are those determined to be com-
pletely without merit in law' or undertaken 
primarily to delay or prolong the resolution of the 
litigation, or to harass or maliciously injure an-
other' (22 NYCRR 130-Ll[c][l], [2]; see Ofman 
v. Campos, 12 A.D.3d 581 [788 N.Y.S.2d 115]; 
Stow v. Stow, 262 A.D.2d 550 [694 N.Y.S.2d 68] 
). In making that determination, the court "must 
consider the circumstances under which the con-
duct took place' and whether or not the conduct 
was continued when its lack of legal or factual 
basis was apparent [or] should have been appar-
ent'(22 NYCRR 13 0-1.1 [c] )." 
*5 (Glenn v. Annunziata, 53 A.D.3d 565. 861 
N.Y.S.2d 769 [2008] ). "Making claims of color-
— N Y S 2d — 2008 WL 4531494 (N Y Sup ), 2008 N 
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able merit can constitute frivolous conduct withm 
the meaning of 22 NYCRR 130-1 1 if undertaken 
pnmarily to delay or prolong the resolution of the 
litigation, or to harass or maliciously injure another' 
" (Ofman v Campos, 12 A D 3d 581, 582, 788 
N Y S 2 d 115 [2004], quoting Stow v Stow, 262 
A D 2d 550, 551, 694 N Y S 2d 68 [1999], quoting 
22 NYCRR 130-1 l[c][2] ) 
A thorough reading of the record before the court 
does not indicate any action by defense counsel that 
rises to the level contemplated, supra Accordingly, 
the court declines to award sanctions at this time 
To recapitulate, that branch of defendant's motion 
seeking leave to amend his answer and assert the 
affirmative defense of lack of capacity to sue is 
granted and that part of his motion seeking dis-
missal of the action is denied That branch of 
plaintiffs cross motion seeking sanctions is denied 
and that portion of his cross motion seeking to 
amend the caption of the complaint to substitute the 
Bankruptcy Trustee, Gregory Messer, in place of 
the plaintiff-debtor, Delia Berry, is granted The 
caption shall be amended to read as follows 
Gregory Messer, Trustee of the Estate of 
the Debtor, Delia Berry, 
Plaintiff, 
-agamst-
Trevor P Rampersad, as Custodial Engineer of 
P S 214, and Individually, 
Defendant 
The foregoing constitutes the decision and order of 
this court 
FN1 The plaintiffs cross motion states 
that the plaintiff is moving for substitution 
of Messer as successor in interest to the 
plaintiff-debtor when, m effect, it is Mess-
er, through his special counsel who is 
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cross-moving for substitution in the instant 
cross motion 
FN2 There is no indication that either 
court had, during their deliberations, an or-
der similar to that in the case at bar 
FN3 "This Constitution, and the Laws of 
the United States which shall be made in 
Pursuant thereof shall be the supreme 
Law of the Land, and the Judges m every 
State shall be bound thereby, any Thing m 
the Constitution or Laws of any State to 
the Contrary notwithstanding" 
N Y Sup ,2008 
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